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ABSTRACT 

First defined a decade ago, Decision Support 

Systems have recently been receiving considerable 

attention in management and information-processing 

publications. The premise of DSS is that the use of the 

computer as a personal tool by executives can improve the 

speed and soundness of their decisions. Unfortunately, 

previous evaluations of its status have been biased by 

economic or philosophic ties held by DSS advocates. 

To get a clearer picture of computer use in 

management decision-making, I interviewed thirty-seven 

information-processing specialists with experience in over 

sixteen cities. An overwhelming majority said DSS as 

presented in theory has no existence in reality. Most 

stated that Computer-Based Decision Support actually means 

"spreadsheet" analytical and database management software 

packages geared primarily for use on microcomputers. 

The proliferation of microcomputers, coupled with 

advancements in software capabilities, has redefined 

Decision Support. The question is whether executives will 

adopt and improve this tool. 

vi i i 



CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Question to James March, in April 1983: 

Frankel: "Would you, as an expert in Decision Support " 

March: "There ARE no experts in Decision Support." 

The instigation for this thesis came from a 

realization of my own bias. Upon first hearing of 

Decision Support Systems in the summer of 1982, I became a 

strong proponent of the cause. That wasn't surprising, 

since I had been involved with computers and computer 

programming since 1967. The use of computers as a tool to 

aid in decision-making is the logical culmination of 

events for computer jockeys, students of management, and 

people who grew up on science fiction. I was all of the 

above. 

There are, currently, a lot of people making a lot 

of promises about what Computer-Based Decision Support 

(CBDS) can do for business. In particular, the advocates 

of "Decision Support Systems" (DSS) have spearheaded the 

drive to convince executives that they can no longer 

function successfully without the hands-on use of such 

1 
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computer systems. Management and Electronic Data 

Processing journals are full of their articles and 

advertisements (and often a combination of the two). 

Some of these articles, particularly those which 

Managerial Planning tends to publish, are as substantive 

as marshmallow creme. Other sources, such as the Addison-

Wesley series on Decision Support Systems, offer somewhat 

more palpable evidence for the use of Decision Support, 

with realistic consideration of the problems of 

personalities and politics that pose a barrier to the 

initiation and use of new computer systems. 

The problem was that all these wonderful articles 

on Decision Support Systems were not backed up by my 

observations of the real world. One thing I had learned 

from my experiences with the computer, and particularly 

with the man-computer frontier, was to BE SKEPTICAL. 

Promises are easy to make; delivery on promises in the 

world of computers is a rare occurance. 

I wanted to believe in Decision Support Systems, 

but was finding it a world of unsubstantiated claims and 

grandiose promises. It didn't help that the claimants and 

promisers stood to gain, either monetarily or in 

reputation, by their promotion of DSS. 

Friends and acquaintances in the Tucson business 

community had talked to me at length about it; there 
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simply wasn't any use of Decision Support Systems as 

delineated by the magazine prophets. While this raised 

some doubts in my mind, I was, at first, willing to 

assume that Tucson was trapped in the backwater of this 

new high-tech wave. Then I encountered qualified 

testimony erasing that assumption. 

An old comrade had returned to campus to recruit 

for his management information consulting firm. Through 

his job as a team-member on information system 

consultations, he had gained in only a few years a broad 

experience of the current state of organizational use of 

computers. When we talked about it, he flat out told me 

that Decision Support as described in the journals was a 

myth. 

It was then I realized the way that I could, with 

my limited resources, investigate the reality of Decision 

Support throughout the United States. I had already 

talked with businesspeople in Tucson. I didn't have the 

wherewithal or time to survey businessmen across the 

country. Instead, I saw a way to extract much more 

information about Decision Support practice from far fewer 

sources: by talking with the people who sell, use, design, 

and consult on computer applications for business. 

I started by calling or walking into most of the 

computer hardware and software businesses in Tucson. This 
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part of my survey, while generally worthless as a 

determinant of managerial computer use, provided 

invaluable insight to exactly what awaits the uninitiated 

businessman who seeks computer support. A truer picture 

of Computer-Based Decision Support (the actuality of such 

computer use: as distinguished, throughout this paper, 

from DSS) was gained by talking with people from across 

the country who are business information systems 

designers, business applications programmers, database 

programmers, and management information systems 

consultants. What they have to say is the pivotal 

element of this paper. After talking with them and 

examining the literature, I came to seven main 

conclusions: 

1) Decision Support Systems is a catch-term without a 

specific, universal definition. As presented by various 

of its adherents, it is a vague, contradictory, and 

unrealistic concept. 

2) What managerial use of Computer-Based Decision 

Support that can be found today in America is NOT DSS. 

3) Computer-Based Decision Support is practiced by 

middle- to low-level managers, typically employing 

microcomputers. 
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4) Senior managers have resisted and continue to 

resist personal contact with computers. They show this 

resistance for a number of reasons, the most important of 

which are: 

1- Fear or distrust of computers, evinced principally 

in managers who have never before personally programmed a 

computer. 

2- The use of computers is not in keeping with the 

nature of the typical managerial personality. 

3- Status considerations: computer operation, as is 

the case with the typewriter it has come to resemble, is 

perceived as secretarial or clerical work. 

4- Computers, all claims to the contrary, are not yet 

truly "user-friendly". Learning to operate a computer 

requires time, motivation, and the mastery of at least one 

computer language; these are expenditures most executives 

are not willing to make. 

5- The very nature of managerial and organizational 

decision-making is neither structured nor generally even 

well-defined enough that the current state of computer 

technology can provide much in the way of usable Decision 

Support. 

6- The information contained in the databases 

requisite for a Decision Support System is generally 
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unacceptable to a decision maker. There are three reasons 

for this: 

a) The information is not "human"; it is accessed 

electronically from a machine onto a screen or piece of 

paper, rather than from verbal contact with another person 

which is the way managers obtain most of their 

actionable information. 

b) The origin of the information is often unknown, 

and so a reliability factor is difficult to assign. 

c) The information databases hold is 'hard* 

information, bits of fact, whereas managers prefer the 

input of gossip and speculation. 

5) Except for a handful of documented "full-scale" 

cases, neither computers, computer systems, nor computer 

networks really deliver the "Decision Support Systems" 

that the theorists promise. Consequently, these promised 

systems have not yet been proven, as is the claim, to 

yield a clear advantage over one's competition, or even 

over the status-quo. 

6) Developments in technology, software, education, 

and advertising spurred by the microcomputer MAYovercome 

management resistance to computers. 
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7) There are two dangers associated with reliance on 

information technology. One is losing sight of the 

limitations of a decision tool; the other is not placing 

sufficient emphasis on gathering reliable information. 

First, we'll examine the theory behind Decision 

Support Systems, some of the promises made by its 

adherents and profiteers, and various discrepancies in the 

theory and the promises. Next comes my survey, and its 

results. We shall also be hearing from businessmen and 

management consultants who can corroborate what I've 

discovered. I'll be venturing some explanations for the 

differences between Decision Support myth and reality, and 

some prognoses for a likely future for the computer in the 

executive office. 

One thing we will not do here is get mired in 

Decision Theory. For one thing, Andrew Sage [96] has 

already done a survey on work in the field of Decision 

Theory that is not merely complete, but exhaustive. For 

another, the major concern of this paper is not the 

totality of human decision styles, or the question of 

organizational information processing, but rather the 

factors promoting and impeding the enlistment of computer 

a i d  f o r  m a n a g e r i a l  d e c i s i o n  m a k i n g .  T o  t h a t  e n d  w e  w i l l  

deal with the theories that affect what is being promised 
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by Decision Support, and with theories and observations 

about how executives make decisions. I will add theory I 

know I can trust, because it has been backed up by what 

I've seen and heard. 

I want there to be no doubt about my intentions: 

this paper is NOT scientific in the methodological sense. 

For one thing, while my survey is accurate, it is 

subjective. In talking with over ninety people who work 

with computers and/or business, it was my judgement that 

only thirty-seven had experience sufficient to contribute 

qualified and pertinent testimony. There is also 

subjectivity inherent in the nature of their replies, and 

in the nature of individual definitions of "Decision 

Support". Consequently, I'm not performing any 

statistical games with the interviews I'm only going 

to tell you what these experts said, either in my 

paraphrase or, in some instances, in their own words. 

Subjectivity, however, is an inescapable element 

of management, of decision-making, and of information 

acquisition and use; the confluence of these tasks serves 

only to intensify non-objective human motives. Eden & 

Harris ( [23] , page 5) say that "Decision Making more often 

than not is a subjective process to which an attempt to 

apply objective measures of such terms as xrationality' or 

Ngoodness'...is fairly meaningless." While I share with 
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Russell Ackoff and Bo Hedberg a love for science as "A 

Process of Inquiry" (as Ackoff defines it, quoted by 

Hedberg [34], page 89), I do not trust the employment of 

simulations or "experimental models" as a means of getting 

at whatever truths there are to be found about computers, 

organizations, and decision-making. A simulation results 

in unnatural actions; the world should be our laboratory 

for this study. I contend that anybody seeking a 

scientific resolution of such an inherently non-scientific 

area of management as we are dealing with here, is in 

danger of deluding themselves (and others) in the false 

search for scientific legitimacy. 



CHAPTER 2 

DECISION SUPPORT SYSTEMS 

I don't want you coming back and telling me 
that what we need is more data. Every time 
there's a problem, people come back and say, "The 
answer is for us to purchase additional data.' 
We've got information coming out of our ears and 
what we need now is some way to make sense of it! 

From the CEO of a major food products 
company, as reported by Walter Lankau ( [58] , page 6) 

The Call for Computer Based Decision Support 

Businessmen are being told by numerous sources 

that the modern managerial role requires computerized 

Decision Support. 

A Tucson businesswoman was researching 

microcomputers for her company. Digital Equipment Company 

has a pamphlet for such prospective purchasers, which she 

was given, and then passed on to me. The Beginner's Guide 

to Small Business Computers [16],in its section "Making 

Better Decisions", promises that: 

The computer can make managers more efficient 
by handling many of the day-to-day matters that 
often bog them down. The managers can establish 
guidelines such as credit limits, inventory 
reorder points, etc. and the computer can 
alert them only when the guidelines are exceeded. 
This allows you to do management by exception. 

10 
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The computer can also result in better management 
decisions by giving quicker access to more 
accurate information, [page 3] 

[Please take special note of this last contention. It is 

frequently promised by the vendors, and assumed by the 

unsophisticated customer, that "computerized' information 

is more accurate than "non-computerized' information. In 

fact, as we'll be seeing, the situation may be exactly 

reversed.] 

But sometimes it isn't more information a 
manager needs. Sometimes they are swamped by 
details. Once basic data is [sic] stored on a 
computer's . files, it is relatively easy to 
summarize, reformat, or perform analyses and 
calculations on the data. This allows you to 
extract information that is most useful to your 
task at hand. It also allows you to answer "what 
if" questions to help you evaluate a solution 
before you decide on it. ( [13] , page 3) 

We also need to pay attention to that last claim 

about "what-if" questions. The underlying rationale 

behind the development of every concept of Executive 

Decision Support is this ability to pose "what-if" 

questions to a computer, and to have them answered with a 

listing of various scenarios with their associated 

expected probabilities attached. 

There is an often-made inference, ensuing 

therefrom, that the world of business is akin to war, and 

that executives have need of Pentagon/think-tank/war games 

tactics. There's nothing new to the concept; it harkens 



back to the Commodore Vanderbi.lt/ Jim Fisk/ Jay Gould/ 

Leland Stanford / John D. Rockefeller image of the 

ruthless robber baron, and the evolution of that cold

bloodedness to the institution of the 20th century 

corporate "war-room". Yet it does lend itself very nicely 

to the computer age. In fact, we now see one of the 

computer hardware companies, Data General, running 

television spots depicting a Teutonic assault on a 

Medieval fortress, claiming at the end of the minute how 

this is JUST like the business world, and how you'd better 

not let your competitors have a new weapon YOU don't 

possess. Leaving the question of validity aside, this 

idea is being presented in advertising for a reason 

the advertising trade believes they can alter the 

executive perception of computers. We will discuss this 

important agenda in detail in Chapter 7, but it is worth 

keeping in mind as you hear the various promises and 

claims about Decision Support Systems. 

We needn't be surprised to find a computer company 

trying to sell businessmen on Decision Support. But can 

we find other, more financially detached analyses of a 

manager facing information-handling and decision making 

difficulties? 
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In the September, 1984 Scientific American, 

Michael Lesk [60] was discussing computerized information 

management. He said: 

As anyone with a cluttered office knows, 
having a large quantity of information on hand 
does not guarantee ready access to any particular 
piece of information. In the past two decades 
there has been rapid increase in the capacity of 
electronic machines to store information and an 
equally rapid decrease in the cost of storage. In 
general the development of software for organizing 
and retrieving the electronically stored data has 
not kept pace. Those who are writing programs for 
information management are in the position of 
having to catch up with the capacities of the 
computing machinery, [page 163] 

This differs from what DEC and Data General imply. 

THEY tell us that the computers of TODAY will help 

managers make decisions. Lesk says the requisite software 

isn't there. Investigation of this point will be one of 

the foci of this paper. But, for the moment, let's 

proceed to reason this out: what is there, in the decision 

making role of an executive, that can be aided by a 

computer? 

James March is a man who has analyzed decision

making as thoroughly as anyone. Talking about decision

making in an organizational environment, he concludes 

(with Johan Olsen, [66]): 

Time for decision activity is a scarce 
resource. Potential participants face a continuous 
and heterogeneous stream of demands for their 
attention. Each decision that we study in an 
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organization is only one of many claimants for 
attention in the lifes [sic] of the various actors 
involved. As a result, most decisions in most 
organizations most of the time involve only a 
small number of people. [page 45] 

And, of decision makers: 

Scarcity is particularly conspicuous for those 
members of an organization who are most important 
to, or interested in, decision making. A person 
who has many interests has less energy to attend 
to any one of them; a person of many talents has 
less time to use any one of them; a person with 
many responsibilities devotes less attention to 
any one of them, [page 46] 

Given these conditions, how pleasant, how logical 

it is to assume we ought to be able to harness the power 

of the computer to aid in decision-making. We know they 

can process information in millionths of a second. With 

TIME the nemesis of the harassed decision maker, it 

becomes tantalizing to imagine the recruitment of an ally 

who works at nearly the speed of light. 

And so consultants and prognosticators in 

Information Science journals and Management publications 

urge their readers to adopt computers, promising that it 

will help them be better organized, work more efficiently, 

and make better (and faster) decisions. I've noticed in 

particular that many of the people who clamor for such 

computer based decision support inhabit the pages of 

Managerial Planning. As a typical sampling of what can be 

found therein, I'll give mention in brief to two writers. 
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Louis N. Redman, whose concern is mainly Strategic 

Planning, in an article called "Effective Information A 

Business Essential" [92], (page 21) "urges the 

development of a complete, integrated management 

information system...to provide decision-making 

information to the decision-making process which is 

associated with either strategic planning or control". 

Stephen Moscove, looking at the problems of computerized 

budgeting systems, believes that rapidly developing 

technology and software knowledge will overcome the two 

main problems of computerized budgeting development of 

accurate models and an adequate information base [77] . 

Each man makes a plausible argument. Each has impressive 

credentials behind him: Redman, an independent consultant 

and Board Member of the Planning Executives Institute, had 

been a Vice President for Management Information Systems 

in Seattle. Moscove was the Chairman of the Department of 

Accounting and Information Systems at the University of 

Nevada, Reno. 

The DSS Philosophy 

But when we come to the mandate for Decision 

Support Systems, there are two men in particular who must 

be reckoned with. These two men more than any others are 

responsible for exposing their concepts of and claims for 

Decision Support before the business world. One is Peter 
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Keen, the man who coined the term "Decision Support 

System". Keen has published his philosophy in a book he 

co-authored with Michael S. Scott Morton [49], Keen from 

the Graduate School of Business at Stanford, and Scott 

Morton from the Sloan School of Management at MIT. 

The second man is Gerald Wagner. Wagner has also 

published his ideas on Decision Support, alone 

[109], [110], [111], and in collaboration with Keen [50]. 

What is more, as president of EXECUCOM Systems Corp., a 

DSS consulting corporation, he forthrightly hitched his 

financial wagon to the furthering of DSS in the business 

world. 

In their jointly written article in Datamation 

back in 1979 ("DSS: An Executive Mind-Support System") 

[50], they made their case for the "DSS philosophy": 

The importance of data processing to the 
organization and the feverish growth in demand for 
hardware and software hide an inescapable reality: 
even now, many managers feel that the computer is 
only of peripheral value. 

But a new concept in computer use is afoot 
that promises to improve this situation, [page 117] 

[And here I would like you to note the emphasis on the 

xnew', which will be employed freely in a Gary Hart-like 

manner. Remember that the year is 1979, that Keen 

>invented' DSS around 1972, that Management Information 

Systems have been acknowledged since the late 1960s, and 
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that we've travelled five years down the road since these 

glowing words were penned. But to continue (on page 117):] 

...in many organizations, computers are being used 
by managers as PERSONAL TOOLS as extensions of 
the executive mind. 

The new managerial uses of computers are being 
brought about by inexorable trends in hardware, 
software, and business need. This is not a 
single, cleancut innovation that occurred 
overnight, but is more like a tide moving in many 
currents and eddies over a period of time. What 
is happening is manifested in a variety of new 
software packages for interactive use by 
managerial personnel. This software is centered 
around two broad classes of applications: data 
base management (information systems) and 
financial planning (modeling, analysis, etc.). 

Keen & Wagner go on to define their concept of 

Decision Support Systems: 

Several years ago, one of us (Keen, in 
association with others at the Sloan School of 
Management) began describing the emerging new 
philosophy and gave it a name: decision support. 

A decision-support system (DSS) is a computer-
based system (say, a data base management system 
or a set of financial models) which is used 
personally on an ongoing basis by managers and 
their immediate staffs in direct SUPPORT of 
managerial activities that is, DECISIONS. 
Another term for DSS might be "executive mind-
support system". 

Before we go further into the matter of what a DSS 

looks like, and what Keen, Wagner, and others claim it can 

do, I want to take you on a quick and painless visit to 

the foundation on which DSS is constructed. 
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The Simple Basis of DSS Theory 

Keen and Wagner have defined Decision Support 

Systems for us, but Keen, particularly, has done more 

toward establishing a special identity for it. This is an 

important step in giving DSS legitimacy, and a life apart 

from MIS. Keen and Scott Morton [49] have borrowed a 

nifty framework from Herbert Simon on which they place 

their brain-child. The concept of DSS is simple and 

seductive. The rationale behind it is to divide all 

decision situations into three categories: 

1) Those in which the situation is well-defined. 

Causative factors are identifiable, quantifiable, and for 

the larger part constant. Output decisions derive 

automatically. Human judgement is required only in 

exceptional instances. 

Payroll computation and other accounting functions 

are excellent examples of structured decision-making; so 

are transport problems, and other "number-crunching" 

applications. Electronic Data Processing achieved its 

presence in the business world in this realm through the 

1960s and 70s. Keen and Scott Morton call these 

"STRUCTURED decisions" (a revision in terminology from 

Herbert Simon's "programmed decisions"). 

2) Those situations that are "SEMI-STRUCTURED". 

Semi-structured decision conditions possess identifiable 
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causative factors that are either numerically or logically 

quantifiable, as with structured decision situations. In 

semi-structured conditions, however, these factors are in 

flux, and so require continual evaluation by the decision

maker. Also, a semi-structured decision situation may 

require non-quantifiable or "intuitive" inputs to yield 

the best decision. 

In other words, some judgement is called for. A 

machine alone cannot be expected to produce an acceptable 

decision here. It can, however, help a person arrive at a 

decision by storing, processing, and quickly retrieving 

numbers and facts that would inundate the capabilities of 

most brains. Keen and Scott Morton [49] say this 

situation 

...is where DSS can be the most effective. 
These are decisions where managerial judgement 
alone will not be adequate, perhaps because of the 
size of the problem or the computational 
complexity and precision needed to solve it. On 
the other hand, the model or data alone are also 
inadequate because the solution involves some 
judgement and subjective analysis. Under these 
conditions the manager plus the system can provide 
a more effective solution than either alone. 
This is human with machine, and the human controls 
the computer, [pg. 86] 

3) UNSTRUCTURED decisions. Some people look at this 

as a situation of total chaos, the realm of intuition, 

hunches, and guesswork stemming from experience. Keen 

and Scott-Morton say that unstructured decision situations 
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"are either not capable of being structured or that have 

not yet been examined in depth and so appear to the 

organization as unstructured." ([49], pg 86). They also 

say: 

No decisions are made in a vacuum. Pattern 
analysis, sorting and retrieval of historical 
data, perhaps even simulations of different 
scenarios: these are examples of ways computers 
can aid decision-makers faced with chaos. Even if 
a "better" decision doesn't result from computer 
aid, consider the advantage for the person who can 
now function with some sense of order carved out 
of the void. 

Design Criteria For a Decision Support System 

From Keen & Wagner's Datamation article [50], we 

derive some specific design criteria for a Decision 

Support System. It must have: 

* A flexible development language that 
allows rapid creation and modification of systems 
for specific applications. 

* A system design architecture that allows 
quick and easy extensions and alterations. 

* An interface that buffers the users from 
the "computer and allows a dialog based on the 
manager's concepts, vocabulary, and definition of 
the decision problem. 

* Communicative display devices and output 
generators. 

The key words to this system are flexibility, 
ease of use, and adaptivity. A manager will not 
use a system lacking these attributes. It is hard 
to see why he should. [page 118] 

[ A corollary question we shall investigate is "Will he 

use ANY system, even one WITH those attributes?"] 
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Decision-support systems are used for many 
purposes, but there are certain common features. 
Direct, personal support of managerial decisions 
requires either the elements of an information 
system (a DBMS) for storing and retrieving data, 
or modeling and analysis capabilities, or both. 
Of course, the systems are interactive usually 
on a time-shared basis. [page 118] 

In a survey of 24 medium-to-large companies using 

IFPS a planning language Wagner developed for 

decision modelling for "purposes as diverse as long and 

short term financial planning, product line studies, 

pricing analysis, facilities planning, and contract 

negotiations."....results were that "the majority [62%] 

were created in five days or less. Five days would 

correspond to a cost (principally of the employee's time) 

of perhaps $2,300. That is the sort of performance to be 

expected of a true DSS." [page 120] 

Let's turn to Gerry Wagner by himself, back within 

the pages of Managerial Planning. From his article "DSS: 

Dealing with Executive Assumptions in the Office of the 

Future" [109]: 

From my experience as an executive, I submit 
that senior managers spend a lot, if not most, of 
their time in trying to understand, believe, 
communicate and own assumptions. The object of 
doing so is to evaluate alternatives leading to 
the act of making a decision, [page 4] 

Wagner here uses the term "office of the future" 

to describe the setting in which full-fledged computerized 

decision support will operate. Rather than just being the 
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dual link-up of man and machine, he emphasizes GROUP 

planning and decision-making. The "office of the future" 

becomes more than an executive at the helm of his desk, it 

becomes an electronic conference/war-room, with 

telecommunications hook-ups and graphic displays. And, of 

course, computer access for each executive and staff 

member. 

Wagner defines DSS as " a tool which provides 

EXECUTIVE MIND SUPPORT". He says, "I feel this is the most 

useful and meaningful description of the benefit or object 

of any DSS." Executive Mind Support, in turn, is defined 

as "an INTIMATE COUPLING OF A DSS WITH THE MIND" of an 

executive or manager as part of his habitual work 

environment. This definition applies to the "collective 

mind" of a managerial group as well as to an individual, 

and it includes persons of any rank to the extent that 

their work is "executive" or "managerial" according to 

common notions. Generally speaking, a system provides 

Executive Mind Support to the extent that information 

"FLOWS EFFORTLESSLY" between it and the mind of an 

individual or collective Owner "WITHOUT DELAYS OR 

TRANSLATION PROCESSES" that would interrupt the Owner's 

natural concentration patterns. It is a special 

relationship by which the system actually supports and 
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extends the memory and reasoning powers of a person or 

group. [All of the capitalizations are Wagner's] 

But Wagner admits his..."standards obviously point 

in the direction of requiring a special-purpose language--

such as a contemporary planning language -- as a DSS 

generator." What Wagner is saying here, in plain English, 

is that executives will be required to PROGRAM a computer 

themselves IN A COMPUTER LANGUAGE to fulfill the DSS 

doctrine. Conveniently, Wagner's company, EXECUCOM 

Systems, markets such a "DSS generator" IFPS. This an 

extremely critical requirement. Thomas Naylor, among 

others, will later explain to us precisely why executives 

WILL NOT take the time to learn a programming language, 

regardless of what Wagner (or others, such as Rockart & 

Treacy) maintains. 

In another article in Managerial Planning, entitled 

"Decision Support Systems: Computerized Mind Support for 

Executive Problems" [111], Wagner makes these 4 statements 

about DSSs (or "Executive Mind Support Systems"): 

1-. They support executives at many levels in 
dealing with the non-repetitive ill-structured 
problems of the managerial world, rather than 
performing routine chores which are peripheral to 
genuine executive functions. 

[So DSSs are for unique, poorly defined situations 

which Wagner feels is the true executive role.] 
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2. They are developed by an endless, adaptive 
learning process involving the executives 
themselves, rather than being built by computer 
specialists to meet precise objectives. 

3. They are used more or less directly and 
interactively by the executives perhaps 
through close subordinates rather than serving 
as distant, independent resources. 

4. They mesh with the thought processes of the 
executives in such a way as to extend and enhance 
the executives' own understanding and judgement, 
rather than providing "the" answers to specified 
questions, [page 10] 

And these last three points all claim that the 

executive himself needs to access the computer. Although 

these attributes for a DSS are all hazily defined, they 

have a nice sound to them. But can we get anyone else to 

help us pin down the features that constitute a DSS? 

Walter Lankau is the vice-president of DSS at 

Management Decision Systems Incorporated of Waltham, 

Massachusetts. He is a graduate of Wharton. He is a 

famous enough person in the Boston area to have had his 

name mentioned on the television series "St. Elsewhere" as 

the information systems advisor to the senior staff of the 

fictitious St. Elegius hospital. In words far more terse 

than those of Dr. Wagner (but, as we shall discuss, 

equally nebulous), Mr. Lankau ([58], page 7) cites these 

"Five Basic Capability Characteristics" which a DSS must 

possess: 
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* [A] Fully integrated, multiple-source data base. 

Lankau holds that it is critical for a management 

system to obtain data from a wide variety of sources, both 

internal to and external from the company. This calls for 

a DSS data base "which, by definition, must be large and 

tightly integrated to provide real benefit to management." 

* Ad hoc analysis. 

Lankau says "Management has to be reactive, making 

immediate short-term and long-term decisions based on the 

information and tools at hand." He foresees a great deal 

of analysis going on, with reports being generated: "Many 

companies that have adopted full-scale DSS report that as 

much as 80% of the usage is employed for ad hoc analysis 

and reports addressing questions and problems that 

come up that day or that week." 

* Modeling. 

For managers to fully comprehend the future, and 

especially the consequences of today's actions, "they must 

modeling capabilities at hand so as to grasp and manage 

the workings of their business environments. Put another 

way, managers deal with analyses, not reporting." Setting 

aside for now debate on the truth of that statement, 

Lankau says this sort of analysis "is analysis only a DSS 

can provide." 



* Rapid cross-functional communication 

Management's perspectives and problems are 
global. All decision makers need information from 
across the corporate spectrum of marketing, sales, 
finance and operations and down through 
operational levels. In order to analyze all these 
areas meaningfully, the manager must have data, 
models and analysis from each area, all 
coordinated and unified. And he must have it now 

today not 2 and 1/2 years from now. 

* User-friendliness 

Lankau says, "The ultimate end user of a DSS is a 

manager or and executive, not a computer programmer. A 

growing number of chief executive officers have actually 

begun using computers themselves over the last 10 years. 

This is a point of contention we shall explore. Lankau 

finishes his argument for DSS by saying, "There is a 

growing demand for easy-to-use, English-based DSS, 

especially with the advent of the personal computer and 

sophisticated micro programs for business." These are new 

twists to the DSS concept but, as we'll soon see, DSS 

is extremely adaptable to personal additions and 

interpretations. 
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DSS or MIS? 

Open G. Gordon Schulmeyer's brand-new book, 

Computer Concepts for Managers [98], to its chapter "The 

Manager Looks to the Future". Look to the section titled 

"Management Information Systems" (page 193), and this is 

what you read: "Decision support systems (DSS) which 

provide direct, personal support for managerial decisions 

are beginning to appear." He goes on to parrot Keen and 

Wagner, which is not surprising, since it becomes clear in 

the few words that follow, coupled with the footnote at 

the bottom of the page, that all he is going by for his 

1985 definition for Management Information Systems is the 

1979 Keen & Wagner Datamation article [50] on Decision 

Support Systems. 

Besides being shoddy homework on Mr. Schulmeyer's 

part (since Keen & Wagner take great pains to detach DSS 

from MIS), this confusion in terminology reflects the 

general confusion, and personalization of definition, of 

exactly WHAT IT IS that a DSS is. That's not surprising; 

There's still not a clear idea in the non-academic world 

of what an MIS is. 

When, in 1977, I first encountered the term 

"Management Information Systems", those who were familiar 

with it took it to include almost any computer application 

in business. Joel Ross, in his book Modern Management and 
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Information Systems, [95] defines an MIS as "a 

communication process wherein information (input) is 

recorded, stored, and retrieved (processed) for decisions 

(output) regarding the managerial processes of planning, 

organizing, and controlling." [page 163] 

These words of his were published in 1976. I 

stress the date because, while both the DSS literature 

and MIS initiates take MIS for granted as a given in the 

EDP world, it was my experience as late as 1981 that 

hardly anyone in the business world had heard of 

Management Information Systems. And many of the 

businessmen who had HEARD of MIS, and perhaps even 

employed it as a buzz-term in their speech, didn't 

understand what it meant. Even companies recruiting at 

the University of Arizona, a bastion of MIS, were not 

assured of perceiving a distinction between MIS and any 

computer application requiring programming of a special 

computer language. 

And so I found myself sitting down in a classroom 

in the Economics building one fine Spring night in 1981 

explaining to Wally Papciak, from the Phoenix operations 

of I.B.M., exactly what the MIS curriculum was supposed to 

teach a person. He honestly didn't know what MIS was 

about. Since I.B.M. had come down here asking 

specifically to interview MIS students along with Computer 
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Science majors, one might have assumed they knew what they 

were dealing with. (One would have been wrong.) 

At least there existed a definition, as Ross makes 

above, of the domain of operations covered by MIS. What 

DSS adherents had to do, since they were latecomers, was 

redefine this territory. And so they did: according to 

Keen and Scott Morton, MIS becomes the tool to be applied 

only in WELL-STRUCTURED situations. This new definition 

creates a place for DSS; it takes over under SEMI-

STRUCTURED conditions, where managerial judgement aided by 

computational analysis can provide better results than 

either a computer or a person alone. 

Keen and Scott Morton [49] say that DSS is a 

useful tool when one is faced with the following 

characteristics (page 96): 

1. The existence of a large data base, so 
large that the manager has difficulty accessing 
and making conceptual use of it. 

2. The necessity of manipulation or 
computation in the process of arriving at a 
solution. 

3. The existence of some time pressure, 
either for the final answer or for the process by 
which the decision is reached. 

4. The necessity of judgement either to 
recognize or decide what constitutes the problem, 
or to create alternatives, or to choose a 
solution. The judgement may define the nature of 
the variables that are considered or the values 
that are put on the known variables. 
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By our definition, DSS are computer-based 
support for management decisionmakers who are 
dealing with semistructured problems. 

Four years after this boundary declaration, we 

find Dr. Omar Keith Helferich, the director of Dialog 

Systems Inc., talking with Merle Jaffe, the Managing 

Editor of the prestigious Auerbach Industry Application 

Group, in the pages of Infosystems ("Decision Support 

Systems for Manufacturing") [42]. Dr. Helferich tells us 

(on page 112) that a DSS should be used when there is: 

* [a] Dynamic problem situation 

* Limited solution time 

* [a] Dynamic data base [which] ...continually 
changes and is subject to uncertainty. 

* [a] High-level of problem complexity...[which] 
...cannot be evaluated without the aid of 
a computer model. 

Obviously, Dr. Helferich has read Keen and Scott 

Morton. But, in making HIS distinction between a DSS and 

an MIS to Merle Jaffe, he injects his own twist: 

Dr. Helferich considers it important to 
understand that the DSS concept differs from 
traditional MIS in its organizational impact and 
its managerial relevance. An MIS focuses on 
structured tasks in which standard information 
needs and the decisions based on such information 
can be predefined. It indirectly supports 
management decision-making by improving access to 
timely information. In contrast, a DSS addresses 
semistructured and unstructured problems 

[and notice here that Dr. Helferich, while holding to the 

Keen/Wagner/Scott Morton line until now, has taken it on 
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his own to expand the turf for DSS to include the land of 

the unstructured] 

where analysis aids and management judgement are 
both essential; for example, evaluating a merger 
opportunity or allocating research and development 
resources. 

There's a problem here, a problem of territory. 

The MIS adherents aren't willing, necessarily, to buy into 

this new definition of their turf. We'll be looking at an 

authoritative and, I think, conclusive resolution of this 

issue in Chapters Four and Five, with the findings of 

Thomas Naylor and others. For an introduction to the 

dispute, though, let's see what Joel Ross [95] has to say 

for MIS. On page 166, he poses 4 types of decisions, 

running along a continuum as follows: 

I II III IV 

PROGRAMMED 
(Automatic) 

SEMIAUTOMATIC 
(Pol icy) 

JUDGEMENT,ETC. UNEXPLORED 

Payroll Inventory 
Levels 

New Products Political & 
Economic 
Premises 

Accounts 
Payable 

Pricing Plant Size Ma j or 
Objectives 

Shipping Personnel 
Actions 

Capital 
Budget 

Foreign 
Expansion 

etc. etc. Union 
Contracts 

etc. 



It was Ross' contention, using this chart he 

called "Boundaries of Management Decisions", that, since 

Programmed decisions had been incorporated under the 

purview of MIS, with procedures established for handling 

them using computers, a major objective for MIS now was to 

push at the boundaries between decision types. In fact, 

in HIS diagram, he has arrows pointing to the right all 

across the picture, indicating the inevitability of MIS 

encompassing all of the decision picture. He doesn't out-

and-out make so bold a claim, however. He admits: 

The progress in moving those boundaries to the 
right has been slow. Computers and information 
systems thus far have been concerned largely with 
clerical applications. The proper design of 
computer-based management information systems can 
be the breakthrough that will move the boundaries 
to the right and program more and more of those 
decisions that now take up so much time and 
effort, [page 166] 

But what do the DSSers think of MIS? Well, 

Wagner, in an April, 1981 article for Interfaces titled 

"Decision Support Systems: The Real Substance" [110], says 

this (page 78): 

Ten years ago [1971], it seemed that everyone 
was jumping on the Management Information Systems 
bandwagon, as is happening with DSS today. For a 
while, nearly every system even remotely connected 
with information for management was proudly dubbed 
an MIS. Business-data-processing departments of 
companies were renamed MIS departments, and many 
employees became known as MIS specialists. 
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Meanwhile, the valid core of genuine MIS 
principles was largely misunderstood and 
neglected. The great promise of MIS failed to 
materialize, burdening the reputations of the 
personnel and departments involved. Now MIS is 
almost dead except as a synonym for business-
oriented data processing. 

[Please note... this was published in 1981. Many of us at 

the University of Arizona were unaware of the death of 

MIS. OUR concern was alerting potential employers of its 

birth and existence.] 

Is this the sort of pattern we can expect for the 
bright, shiny new DSS movement? In a word, how 
REAL is it? 

Personally, I am convinced that there is 
indeed something very real and substantial in the 
DSS concept. I have seen it in the faces and 
words of managers who have built and used 
systems whether directly or indirectly. I 
believe that DSS has a more viable and practical 
core of principles than MIS ever had. 

Nevertheless, I already see indications that 
the DSS movement, like MIS before it, could become 
an overloaded bandwagon that careens off the road 
and crashes into a pile of shattered expectations. 

[Whatever one thinks of Dr. Wagner's opinions, his use of 

metaphor is a delight to this journal-weary reader] 

To help prevent this from happening help 
secure the DSS concept against adulteration and 
overburdening we need a clearer picture of what 
we are trying to save. We need to find out what 
is real about all the talk of DSS, and hang onto 
it. To this end, we must underpin our 
philosophical and anecdotal discussions with 
EVIDENCE about what is going on in the real 
world. 
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Well, that's exactly what I set out to do to 

provide the evidence about what is going on in the real 

world, to uncover what is real amid all the talk of DSS. 

First, let's look at the problems stemming from 

the differing opinions of what the various DSS theorists 

think DSS IS. Then, in Chapter 3, we'll get down to the 
I 

nitty-gritty of whether an independent investigator, with 

nothing at stake, can uncover DSSs in operation in 

American corporations. 

Flaws in the DSS Framework 

The problem with pinning down DSS to analyze it is 

that everyone who writes about it defines it to suit their 

point of interest. They all wax eloquent about how 

important it is for us to comprehend the uniqueness of 

their personal taxonomies for computer based information 

processing. 

Still, in formulating their theory of DSS, Keen, 

Scott Morton, Wagner, and the others who followed 

continually refer back to the framework of decision types 

Herbert Simon constructed. In particular, they claim 

their categorization of decision types into 

structured/semistructured/unstructured decisions derives 

directly from Simon's programmed/nonprogrammed categories. 

But does it? 
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Let's go back to the source and see what Simon 

says [100]: 

Programmed and NonProgrammed Decisions 

In discussing how executives now make 
decisions, and how they will make them in the 
future, let us distinguish two polar types of 
decisions. I shall call them PROGRAMMED DECISIONS 
and NONPROGRAMMED DECISIONS, respectively. Having 
christened them, I hasten to add that they are not 
really distinct types, but a whole continuum, with 
highly programmed decisions at one end of that 
continuum and highly unprogrammed decisions at the 
other end. We can find decisions of all shades of 
gray along the continuum, and I use the terms 
programmed and nonprogrammed simply as labels for 
the black and white of the range. [page 5] 

So Simon has fixed a continuum; Keen and the 

others, while agreeing that decision types run along this 

continuum, have seemingly set sharp divisions, as if 

structured, semi-structured, and unstructured decisions 

can actually be identified. Keen and Scott Morton do NOT 

quote the passage above in their book, Decision Support: 

An Organizational Perspective [49]. 

They DO quote the following lines by Simon (which 

are more amenable to their theory, from [100], page 5): 

Decisions are programmed to the they are 
repetitive and routine, to the extent that a 
definite procedure has been worked out for 
handling them so they don't have to be treated de 
novo each time they occur. The obvious reason why 
programmed decisions tend to be repetitive, and 
vice versa, is that if a particular problem 
recurs often enough, a routine procedure will 
usually be worked out for solving it. Numerous 
examples of programmed decisions in organizations 
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will occur to you: pricing ordinary customers' 
orders; determining salary payments to employees 
who have been ill; reordering office supplies. 

Decisions are nonprogrammed to the extent that 
they are novel, unstructured, and consequential. 
There is no cut-and-dried method for handling the 
problem because it hasn't arisen before, or 
because its precise nature and structure are 
elusive or complex. or because it is so important 
that it deserves a custom-tailored treatment. 

On page 86 of their book, Keen and Scott Morton 

raise the issue: Do unstructured decision situations 

really exist? That is, can't ANY situation, given 

sufficient time, attention, and forces of mind, not be 

shown to have SOME framework of logic to it? 

Keen and Scott Morton say NO, some situations 

cannot be structured. And they stress the differentiation 

in nomenclature: "The distinction between structured and 

unstructured decisions is a key one." Yet five pages 

later (on page 91), they say: 

It should be stressed again that the lines 
that separate the cells [dividing structured, 
semi-structured, and unstructured decisions] 
are in reality hard to draw....there are no 
precise divisions among any of the categories. 

Yet only six pages later (on page 97), they insist: 

By our definition, DSS are computer-based 
support for management decisionmakers who are 
dealing with semistructured problems. 

So we are left with the official dictum that DSS 

is the applicable tool for SEMI-STRUCTURED problems, when 

they can be defined. This, in itself, mandates conditions 



for the application of a Decision Support System that are, 

even in the view of its creators, imprecise. But when Dr. 

Helferich differentiates MIS and DSS for Merle Jaffe [42], 

he defines DSS to include semistructured and UNSTRUCTURED 

problems (although his examples of unstructured problems 

evaluating a merger opportunity and allocating 

research and development resources are certainly NOT 

unstructured. The footing here is slippery with 

subjectivity). 

What Dr. Helferich did was redefine DSS to suit 

his own philosophy. And why not? He was not the first to 

do so. 

Robert L. Rector, writing about "Decision Support 

Systems - Strategic Planning Tool" [91] , in the May/June 

1983 issue of (yes) Managerial Planning defines Strategic 

Planning as UNSTRUCTURED AND NON-PROGRAMMED. He evidently 

thinks DSS is good stuff. He is, however, way out on thin 

ice. His obvious transgression was violation of Keen's 
1 

original doctrine: DSS IS ONLY FOR SEMI-STRUCTURED 

CONDITIONS. And while Mr. Rector lists some areas of 

application for DSS, he doesn't come across with one 

1. He's also guilty of hubris: Keen and Wagner 
had stated only four years previously that the use of DSS 
to specifically help with Strategic Planning would be 
difficult to achieve "...because [strategic planning] is 
the least subject to predictability, delegation, and 
automation." [50], page 120. 
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detail, company name, or even specific application to back 

up his premise. 

Actually, definitions got blurred even earlier 

than this. Once again we're in Managerial Planning, this 

time with Paul L. Kingston. In his March/April 1981 

article, "Generic Decision Support Systems" [53], Mr. 

Kingston writes: "Decision Support Systems are intended 

to assist and complement decision makers with UNSTRUCTURED 

decision problems" (page 8, my emphasis). Again, like Mr. 

Rector, Kingston fails to provide either names or details. 

Far from being "Generic", as Kingston says, 

Decision Support Systems need to be custom-tailored. Or 

so says a right-hand man of Dr. Wagner, Philip C. Smartt 

of Execucom (Wagner's company). Writing in the January, 

1983 issue of Data Management, we find this in his 

""Ingredients' for a Successful Decision Support System" 

[102] , page 26: 

Every DSS is developed for a specific purpose 
and for a specific manager, therefore developing 
standards is difficult. Since every user's needs 
differ from others and personal needs 
themselves constantly change IT IS PROBABLY 
IMPOSSIBLE TO PURCHASE A STANDARD APPLICATION 
SOFTWARE SYSTEM THAT COULD SUCCESSFULLY FUNCTION 
AS A DSS. [My emphasis] 

Smartt goes on to inform us that the new software 

being developed is not itself the DSS, but can be used as 

a "DSS generator" (such as IFPS, the DSS generator 
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Execucom sells). Later on in this paper, we'll see that 

the chances of tailoring a generic system are poor, 

because, among other things: 

a) Only the decision-maker knows what he requires 

from a Decision Support System, yet 

b) most managers will not reveal these requirements, 

nor will they themselves learn how to program a "DSS 

generator", or any other programming language. 

Are the problems with DSS merely territorial (Is 

this a DSS or an MIS ?), definitional (Is DSS tackling 

unstructured problems? And what ARE they, anyhow?). 

DSS is elusive, amorphous. Maybe if we could see one in 

action, we could better define it. We will go further in 

the attempt to find a DSS, but before we do, there is one 

sidebar to the issue of personalized constraints for DSS I 

must share with you. 

Once more, we're in the fantasy-land of Managerial 

Planning. This time our guide is Joseph R. Valenta, who 

knows how we should be "Managing Effective Productivity 

Decision Support Systems" [108]. Mr. Valenta warns us 

that there are seven essential ingredients to a successful 

DSS. If ANY ONE is absent, he prophesies, the process is 

doomed to failure: 

1- Meaningful Indicators 
2- Realistic Objectives 
3- Management Commitment 
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4- Reliable Forecasts 
5- Responsive System 
6- Bottom-line Impact 
7- Dedicated Professionals 

If what Valenta is saying had any merit, we could 

wrap the issue up right here: the chances of implementing 

a successful DSS are as good as those of hiring, not James 

March, but the March Hare to design our system. 

Luckily, as Dr. March tells us, "There ARE no 

experts in Decision Support." 

More Promises for DSS 

Senior executives of large corporations have 
customarily relied on functional staff for the 
information on which to base key decisions. The 
task of gathering data and preparing analyses has 
been simply too time consuming, too cumbersome to 
be left to the executives themselves. Today, 
however, improved technology, coupled with a 
heightened analytic orientation among top 
managers, is beginning to change the patterns by 
which a company funnels information to the apex of 
its organizational pyramid. 

In fact, IN SOME COMPANIES THE RESPONSIBILITY 
FOR USING SUCH DATA-BASED SUPPORT HAS MOVED INTO 
THE EXECUTIVE OFFICE ITSELF AND, PERHAPS MORE 
IMPORTANT, THE TOP MANAGERS OF THESE COMPANIES 
HAVE BECOME ACTIVE PARTICIPANTS IN THE PROCESS, 
not just final comsumers of its output. Though 
still few in number, these companies offer an 
intriguing glimpse of tomorrow's executive 
information systems. [my emphasis] 

Rockart & Treacy, from "The CEO Goes On-Line" 
[93], page 82. 

These statements, in an article I first 

encountered in 1982, fueled my hopes that Decision Support 

had truly arrived. Moreover, Rockart & Treacy were far 
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from alone in reporting this trend among managers. 

Another expert from Managerial Planning is Robert M. 

Donnelly (President and CEO, El-O-Matic USA Inc., adjunct 

faculty member New York University & Fairleigh Dickinson 

University.) In his article "Enhancing Management & 

Planning with Decision Support Systems" [18], we find the 

following: 

...in almost all organizations ....there are two 
major obstacles to getting decision support 
systems accepted, the existing MIS function and 
the education of senior management... 

Most senior managers are interested in getting 
less but more meaningful data quickly... 
[because] a manager's primary resource is 
time... [page 15] 

[Words that echo the observations of James March. Mr. 

Donnelly goes on to make this promise (on page 16):] 

There is no question though that Decision 
Support Systems are becoming more and more 
prevalent and accepted as a major managerial 
planning tool. In the process of educating 
management as to the wide array of questions that 
they really should be asking themselves, what 
started out as a basic "what if" capability has 
matured into an effective planning tool as well. 

Once again the "what-if" appears, but Donnelly 

intimates we've gone beyond "basic "what-if' capability". 

These people sound sure of themselves. Listening to them, 

one could readily assume that Decision Support is ready to 

be used here and now. 
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Another such voice is Robert H. Hansen. Hansen 

was a "corporate business systems planning consultant" for 

McGraw-Hill in 1984. Before thatr he had founded and 

operated R. H. Hansen & Associates, a database and 

communications consulting firm. With 24 years in data 

processing, he seems to have worked his way up the entire 

range of business EDP positions for IBM, Burroughs, 

Univac, ITT, and M & M/MARS. Hansen also shares a 

connection with Donnelly, having matriculated at Fairleigh 

Dickinson (B.S. in Business Management, 1972). He also 

shares the connection of the American Management 

Association, which publishes Managerial Planning and which 

also published, in 1984, Hansen's booklet, The Why, What, 

and How of Decision Support [31]. He is very positive 

about Decision Support, as we can read on page 18, where 

he describes DSS as a tool that: 

* Provides you, your management, and your 
knowledge workers with the ability to obtain 
quickly up-to-date management information, for 
decision making, 

* More efficiently exploits and expands on 
currently available computer technology, and 

* Does both these things in a friendly manner. 

A true DSS is so significant a software advance 
and so costly and time-consuming for a software 
vendor to develop that no earlier-generation 
office information system or financial planning 
language masquerading as a DSS will survive in the 
1980s world of true decision support. 
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Of course, the question that had arisen in my mind 

long before this time (as perhaps it has in yours): If 

these systems are as good as they're proclaimed, why don't 

we SEE them everywhere around us? 

Where Are These Systems? 

Where are Decision Support systems in use? This 

is an issue that often gets glossed over. Robert Rector 

[91] won't name names; neither will Paul Kingston [53], 

Stephen Moscove [77], Louis Redman [92], Robert Hansen 

[31], Dr. Helferich [42], or Robert Donnelly [18], Keen 

and Wagner [50] tell us one supposed user: Houston Oil. 

Keen and Michael Scott Morton [49] give six examples for 

their idea of a DSS, Lankau mentions three [58], and 

Steven Alter [6] cites eight case studies. Nevertheless, 

as Keen & Scott Morton admit, "... one of the main 

difficulties in studying implementation [of DSS] from any 

viewpoint is that we lack a broad perspective and large 

number of detailed case studies." ([49], page 193). How 

can we verify that these computer systems are really DSSs 

if we are for the most part denied the facts of who is 

presumed to be employing them? The above examples, which 

can be construed as other than DSSs, are at least named; 

by far and away we discover that most of the promises for 

Decision Support Systems in action are unsubstantiated or 

sketchy (at best). 
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Such is the following. In yet another testimonial 

from the pages of Managerial Planning, "Generic Decision 

Support Systems" [53], Paul L. Kingston, while he won't 

tell us who these users are, says: 

Decision Support Systems have been developed 
for a wide spectrum of industries and various 
missions such as: 

* business planning and control 
* marketing 
* labor negotiations 
* rate case management 
* mergers, acquisitions and divestitures 
* professional sports drafts 
* investment financing 
* human resource planning and reporting 
* new product development and engineering 
* diagnosis and therapy 

It would appear, if Kingston can be believed, that 

Decision Support Systems are in use all around us. 

However, while every one of these examples sounds like an 

application for which DSS would be a fine thing to have, 

Mr. Kingston, unfortunately, fails to NAME any of the 

users of these applications. If DSSs are as "prevalent 

and accepted" as Donnelly avers, and if they exist in such 

a "wide spectrum of industries" as Kingston avows, then 

they should be relatively easy to uncover in an 

independent investigation. That became my next step. 



CHAPTER 3 

IN SEARCH OF DECISION SUPPORT SYSTEMS 

The management of information systems is not a 
structured discipline (or art, or science) such as 
we have developed over the years in the technical 
managerial functions of industrial engineering, 
accounting, marketing, or finance, or in the 
general management functions such as planning, 
organizing, or controlling. —Joel Ross [95], page 188 

Folklore; Management is, or at least is 
quickly becoming, a science and <a profession. By 
almost any definitions of science and profession, 
this statement is false. Brief observation of any 
manager will quickly lay to rest the notion that 
managers practice a science. A science involves 
the enaction of systematic, analytically 
determined procedures or programs. If we do not 
even know what procedures managers use, how can we 
prescribe them by scientific analysis? And how 
can we call management a profession if we cannot 
specify what managers are to learn? 

Henry Mintzberg [74], page 55 

I had first met up with Lawrence Falvey in 1980, 

when he was a graduate student with the MIS department at 

the University of Arizona. Since then, he'd gone to work 

for American Management Systems, a firm offering expertise 

nationwide on corporate and govermental computer systems. 

Falvey had already worked on projects in Chicago, Denver, 

and Houston by the time we talked in February of 1983. He 

had returned to the University of Arizona campus to 

recruit for AMS, and, after a long day of interviewing, 

45 
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was willing to answer my questions about his encounters 

with Decision Support with the proviso that the 

questioning be held on the patio of a local tavern. This 

is the heart of what he told me as he sipped his beer 

under the Arizona sun: 

Businesspeople are not sophisticated AT ALL 
when dealing with computer technology. They 
aren't even aware of existing possibilities, let 
alone the promises of full-scale decision support 
systems. What's more, neither are the computer 
salesmen. What THEY'RE selling is office 
automation. The use of computers to aid in 
business decisionmaking is like the state of 
word processing in 1977 [the year it was 
introduced]. 

What Falvey said tallied with what my friends in 

the Tucson business community had been telling me, but 

frankly, I was surprised. I guess I'd been assuming that 

matters were more advanced in the big cities. There had 

been so many images of "executive mind support" use of 

computers on television commercials during nationwide 

broadcasts of sports events and news programs that it 

became too easy to imagine fire behind all the smoke. 

Talking with Tucson Salespeople 

So Tucson wasn't an oasis of ignorance in the 

desert of decisions. The way things were here was typical 

of what businessmen faced across America. This in mind, 

my first attempts to sound out local manifestations of 

Decision Support involved talking with anyone listed in 
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the Tucson Yellow Pages as a provider of expertise in 

business computer systems. I also walked into a number of 

the various chain computer outlets and engaged the sales 

personnel in discussions of the business decision software 

they carried. Finally, I called people referred to me by 

friends in the local business community as people who knew 

what they were doing when it came to solving computer 

business applications. 

It was this last area that really got me 

information worth thinking about, as it represented the 

reality of what was happening with most of the 

computerized business systems in town. However, talking 

with chain store sales personnel and their brethren in the 

Yellow Pages provided me the invaluable experience of 

facing just what most small businessmen face when they 

first seek decision help without referrals or expertise. 

A case in point: I walked into a Radio Shack 

Computer outlet. When the salesman swooped down on me, I 

asked him what he could show me that would provide me with 

decision support for my firm. He handed me a packet on 

Multiplan. 

Now, as it turns out, he may have been right on 

the mark, but, as I soon discovered, this gesture wasn't 

the result of some special insight on his part. He showed 

me the various software packages Radio Shack had to offer. 
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When I told him what I was up to, he didn't get annoyed or 

walk away. Instead, he dropped his facade of expertise and 

admitted he'd just hired on with Radio Shack after coming 

to Tucson to be near his girlfriend, who was still at the 

University of Arizona. His other jobs had all been in 

sales. This was just another sales job, like selling 

shoes or hardware (non-computer), jobs he'd done before. 

We sat down together, it being a slow day, and 

went over MultiPlan. We talked for an hour more. He felt 

people walking into the store by and large were similar to 

people in the market for cars brought in by advertising 

or a friend's recommendation, over their heads when 

confronted by either computer hardware or software, and 

still considering personal computers as expensive toys (as 

we'll see in Chapter 7, Walter Lankau agrees with this 

estimation, when referring to "Toys in the Executive 

Suite"). 

The salesman didn't give a damn about computers, 

beyond his immediate financial interest in getting as many 

as possible out the front door, in the grasp of some 

purchaser. And he certainly didn't care about that 

purchaser; in fact, our man was planning on leaving 

Tucson shortly, depending on a job possibility in the 

Pacific Northwest, and the reactions of his sweetheart. 
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The reason he had handed me the packet on MultiPlan was 

simply because Radio Shack had trained him that VisiCalc 

and the newer MultiPlan were what he had in stock for 

applications that were NOT payroll, NOT accounts 

receivable, NOT word processing, NOT inventory, etc. He 

didn't know much about MultiPlan (I proceeded to give him 

some instruction, using the manual). He knew that it cost 

more than VisiCalc, giving him a better commission. He 

didn't know specific users in town, though he assured me 

it was "selling well". 

My experiences in the other computer chain outlets 

were on a par with this one. Not all of the sales 

personnel were so ignorant of software and hardware 

specifications; many were not as well informed. One thing 

I came away with was the realization that the outlet 

stores were NO place for the uninformed to go to seeking 

aid or information. 

So where does a digitally uninformed businessman 

find help? 

I'm not a babe-in-the-woods-businessman-with-a-

new-computer, but I placed myself in one's shoes when I 

called a a firm here in Tucson that offers computer 

training. ComputerPrep had placed ads in the business 

section of the local newspapers promising to teach 

managers about the capabilites of modern computers (such 
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as those sold by its parent company, Computerland). 

Knowing they'd be out to puff their wares, I was still 

curious to hear what they'd say. The lady I asked for was 

the one shown in the paper as being the person to ask for: 

one of the experts at Computer-Prep, Ginny McCright. I 

identified myself right off the bat, and she gave me a 

few minutes of her time. She maintained that: "Micros DO 

help in decisionmaking...by gathering information easily 

into the database [and] by being less scary [than 

mainframe computers]..." 

Why are they less scary? 

"Because they're small, and similar to 

typewriters... Micros are a breakthrough because 

spreadsheet manipulation needs to be interactive." 

Of course, interactive time-sharing has been 

around since the late '60s, but she's right in that there 

wasn't spreadsheet software until the micro came on the 

scene. 

Ginny said the businessmen she dealt with needed 

computerized aid in four prime areas: accounting, database 

management, word processing, and communications. But were 

the businesspeople she was meeting sophisticated enough 

to properly utilize computers? 

"YES!" 



An unequivocal positive response, diametrically in 

contrast to what I'd been uncovering in my explorations 

through the Tucson business world, or what Falvey had 

found on a larger scale. But Ginny might not have been 

stretching the truth. Since she was only encountering 

businesspeople who were paying to be educated on their new 

microcomputers, perhaps, from her vantage point, 

businesspeople ARE sufficiently sophisticated to properly 

use computers. 

A dozen more such encounters (First Step 

Microcomputing, Software Options Unlimited, Bear Canyon 

Systems, Simutek, Magnum Computing, Computer Systems BFA, 

Entre Computer, Computer land...) assured me I'd need to 

look deeper to elicit an expert, relatively unbiased view 

of DSS. Either Decision Support meant NOTHING to these 

people, or it covered just about every application package 

they sold. It wasn't that they were lying to me (by and 

large) . However, with a little rational thought, we can 

deduce that that people who are currently trying to sell 

computer systems came to be selling them either because: 

a) they TRULY believe in the doctrine of computer 

assistance, or, what is more likely, 

b) since these are people trying to make a living selling 

a non-essential commodity which requires a great deal of 

psyche massaging to create a buyer out of a browser, 
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they've come to assume (on-stage, at least) the precepts 

of almost universal computer appropriateness. 

A Survey of Specialists 

What I needed to do at this point was chat with 

other people who were working in the field but who weren't 

out to sell me a pack of goods. As we've seen, the folks 

who are out there selling are pretty optimistic, at least 

for the record. I wasn't expecting to filter out this 

glow entirely when surveying the information experts, 

certainly not when talking with those who weren't friends 

and acquaintances. What amazed me is the honesty I believe 

I got, even from those who didn't know me, when I told 

them what I was up to (and that I wasn't going to buy 

anything). 

Of course, some wouldn't talk to me at all on this 

basis, or only perfunctorily. But there was also a strong 

desire out there to set things straight in a world of 

empty promises and half-truths. As a business systems 

consultant in San Francisco put it, "It'll be a pleasure 

to cut through the bullshit. Half my time on initial 

contacts is spent shooting down unrealistic expectations." 

Most flat-out refused to have their names 

mentioned. As one analyst said: "If everyone you talk to 

says what I'm saying, our clients are going to sound 

pretty dumb. That's not good for business. We're trying 
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to convince businessmen that it's a mark of intelligence 

and discernment to purchase a [computer] system." 

Specifics of the Survey 

Thirty-seven out of more than ninety computer 

specialists I contacted demonstrated the expertise I was 

looking for: a close practical knowledge with computerized 

business information systems, usually coupled with 

experience helping businesspeople use them. These people 

possessed experience in corporate data processing, 

computer systems design, or business information systems 

consulting. The survey results below, and the comments 

that follow, pertain to these thirty-seven individuals 

alone. 

The interviews were conducted between February 

1983 and February 1985. Eleven of the interviews were 

conducted primarily face-to-face, the rest over the phone. 

Thirteen of the thirty-seven were acquaintances of mine. 

Fourteen more were referrals by contacts. Ten more were 

cold contacts, discovered by going through the classified 

listings in cities I was travelling through and culling 

out consulants with the experience I was looking for, and 

who were willing to talk with me. 

At the time of the interviews, the respondants 

were working in Tucson, Phoenix, the San Francisco Bay 

area, Los Angeles, San Diego, Chicago, Denver, New York 



City, Trenton, New Jersey, and Washington, D.C. They had 

further experience of practices in Houston, Cleveland, 

Boston, Portland (Oregon), Seattle, and Hartford. One, 

Barbara Hoffman, had developed a microcomputer system 

overseas for the government of Portugal. 

Questions and Answers 

Decision Support Systems were defined using the 

broadest Keen & Wagner definition: "A decision-support 

system...is a computer-based system....which is used 

personally on an ongoing basis by managers and their 

immediate staffs in direct SUPPORT of managerial 

activities that is, DECISIONS." 

All of the experts were then asked: 

1- Have you ever encountered any such systems? If so, when 

and where? 

Thirty-five of the thirty-seven said NO. 

Two of the said yes, they had come across systems 

they felt met the Keen-Wagner definition of a DSS. Both 

are computer consultants. Each cited one instance of a 

computer-based decision system. More is said about these, 

in the respondents' words, in Appendix A. However, it is 

important to note here that: 

1) neither system was in the private sector 

2) only one of the systems was in the United States. 
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In point of fact, the one American system, a 

caseload scheduling system for the Arizona Supreme Court, 

was NOT a Keen-Wagner DSS in the fullest sense of the 

term, since: 

* It was not designed to handle ill-structured 

problems (or, in fact, any problem other than caseload 

scheduling. 

* It was not easily adaptable or flexible: it was, 

in reality, a special purpose system. 

As to the other positive response for Decision 

Support: this was a system set up on microcomputers for 

the government of Portugal. Its purpose was to improve 

agricultural planning; it dealt with- such concerns as 

manipulation of distribution channels to obtain the lowest 

cost/ most expeditious routes; pricing; and product 

mixture planning. While it appeared on the surface to be 

a special-purpose system, the programmer/consultant who 

created it believed it could be modified to adapt to any 

contingency, and practically any like application. From 

the entire range of experience of all thirty-seven 

respondents, this system set up for a foreign 

governmental agency was the only example that could be 

held up as a DSS. 
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None of the other consultants had ever found 

anything approximating a Keen-Wagner DSS. Among those who 

are strictly programmers at large companies, a number 

admitted of the possibility such usage existed at their 

companies, but all doubted it usually based on its non

existence at lower, observable levels. 

2- How do YOU find Computerized Decision Support being 

provided? 

The first reaction for sixteen of the respondents 

was "not at all". On further discussion, however, all but 

five of these people discussed the use of microcomputer 

spreadsheet, database management, linear programming, and 

statistical analysis programming. 

Nineteen (sixteen of whom were or had once been 

consultants) immediately mentioned spreadsheet analysis 

packages and database management programs. 

Two considered it as being currently provided 

or rather, being capable of being provided as a 

specialized (customized) programming application for an 

interactive decision support system. 
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3- Who uses it? 

Far and away the most frequently named group of 

users of this microcomputer-based Decision Support (which 

henceforth we will refer to as Computer-Based Decision 

Support, or CBDS, as distinct from DSS) are: 

* Corporate Middle-level decision makers. 

Other specific job positions mentioned: 
1 

* Middle-level financial managers 

* Staff advisors. 

* Owners of small businesses 

The business consultants testified that executives 
2 

of larger companies NEVER use computers themselves. The 

programmer/analyst/system designers with large companies 

said that computers are not LOCATED in the executive areas 

(again, IBM excepted), and therefore were not called for 

by the executives. 

1. The one striking exception to this general 
pattern of MIDDLE-Level management was at IBM, at least in 
its Tucson operation, where it was reported that it was 
the HIGHER levels of management who made more use of 
computers. One possible explanation for this anomaly 
will appear later in this paper, as "A Close-to-Home 
Anecdote". 

2. Fewer than twenty-five employees was the 
general consensus figure for the typical size of a company 
in which the owner/manager would himself use a computer. 
In such cases, the machine was ALWAYS a micro never a 
mainframe. 
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4- What do you think of Decision Support as defined by 

Keen & Wagner (above)? 

NOBODY considered it a valid representation of 

current practice in the area in which Managerial Planning 

DSS theorists, computer companies, software companies, and 

advertising agencies hope it will thrive: the private 

sector. 

The most common remark was that executives were 

"not sophisticated enough" to utilize computers for 

Decision Support. Twenty-four of the thirty-seven said so, 

many in those precise words, the rest in terms not as 

flattering. Typical responses were that the Wagner-DSS is 

a "hype", "hogwash", "pipedream", or product whose 

practical application has not yet been demonstrated. 

The major objection to the Keen-Wagner model of 

Decision Support was that IT IS NOT THE EXECUTIVES WHO USE 

COMPUTERS (IBM excepted). In fact, no one could cite the 

use of Computer- Based Decision Support by the CEO of any 

business with over fourty employees. For such businesses, 

there were NO instances of usage by presidents, vice-

presidents, or board members. In those instances in which 

companies contracted for Computer-Based Decision Support, 

the consultants were being retained to provide systems or 

training FOR LOWER LEVELS OF MANAGEMENT. 
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It was further felt that Decision Support as 

provided by spreadsheet analysis and database management 

software was being bought mostly for proprietorships and 

small corporations. 

However, there was a feeling made manifest again 

and again in the course of these conversations that the 

microcomputer would, in future years, change managerial 

and staff behavior patterns. While the respondants said a 

Keen/Wagner/Scott Morton style of monolithic decision 

system was an unwieldy curiosity, every one of them 

thought the microcomputer, and as-yet-unrealized 

microcomputer decision support software, would find 

universal acceptance (even in executive suites) by the 

turn of the century. 



CHAPTER 4 

EXPERT REBUTTAL OF DECISION SUPPORT SYSTEMS 

I think the worst mistake anybody can ever 
make is to deal with a corporation or a government 
organization on a personal basis, a man-to-man 
basis. There is nothing human about corporations. 
They're just structures made up of a lot of little 
people who know what their jobs are but don't know 
nothin' else. Each man knows what he cannot do, 
not what he CAN do. And no one can make a 
decision. Corporations are like a chain link 
fence one guy passes a problem along to the 
next, who sends it along to the next. 

Waylon Jennings 

There are two men I want to introduce at this 

juncture. They have experience both on the academic and 

practical arenas of Management, and they're willing to 

verify most of what my respondents were saying, and to 

help provide explanations for why DSS could not be found. 

Wi11iam King; On Misguided Management Innovations 

The first is William R. King, Professor of 

Business Administration at the Graduate school of Business 

at The University of Pittsburg, and the Director of its 

Strategic Management Institute. In an article entitled 

"Integrating Computerized Planning Systems into the 

Organization" [52], he brings up what he calls "The 'Boom 
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and Bust' Cycle of Management Innovations", which is 

caused by: 

1- Overselling. This is the tactic used by the 

vendor's analysts to overcome initial resistance. They 

typically promise unachievable (for the cost involved) 

benefits. 

2- "Misdirection" of systems. The real goal is NOT to 

have the organization achieve its objectives and implement 

its strategies; the REAL goal is to satisfy the IMAGE of 

using the most modern and sophisticated "tools". 

3- "Unrealistic goals" for systems, both in technical 

and organizational terms. 

4- "Development failures". Changes made during the 

development and implementation process only serve to 

worsen the problems incurred by causes 1-3. 

King illustrates these points with the case of a 

"computerized strategic decision support system" whose 

inception and development he evaluated. His conclusion: 

"the system could be seen to have had its real roots in 

ANALYSTS DESIRES TO APPLY A NOVEL METHODOLOGY to strategic 

analysis, rather than in planners' needs for this 

capability." Because the system analysts designed the 

system THEY wanted, "The initial system design was 

implicitly predicated on highly sophisticated users, 
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whereas only some of the potential users could reasonably 

be so described." [page 11] 

The fault here is shared by the computer people 

and corporate powers, who have given weight to image over 

reality. There is always the temptation to go the easy 

way, to listen to the allure of technological mystique 

(even for the analysts, who should know better, but are 

often trying to build a reputation for themselves). 

Working it out, enlisting the involvement of the ultimate 

users, graphing the nuts-and-bolts of information 

channels, decision and responsibility domains, and paper 

flow: these require work. They also require visible top-

management support (so that people will make the time to 

help the analysts figure out which end is up, and who does 

what when. No, it is far easier to buy into pie-in-the-

sky promises than it is to lay the necessary groundwork 

for a viable computer system. 

Ackoff warned against such insulation of system 

planners way back in 1967, when he wrote in his legendary 

"Management Misinformation Systems [2]: "No MIS should 

ever be installed unless the managers for whom it is 

intended are trained to evaluate and control it rather 

than be controlled by it." [page B-153] . This thought was 

underscored by the IBM - GADS Study of 1972-4 (see 

Appendix D). That these same mistakes are still being 
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made in the 1980s only goes to show how limited a range of 

travel such common sense has even in a field whose 

reason for existence is communication improvement. 

Thomas Naylor: On the Non-Viability of DSS 

Far and away the most vituperous critic of the DSS 

hype has been Thomas H. Naylor, Managing Director of The 

Naylor Group, a management consulting firm that 

specializes in strategic planning systems. He is also a 

Professor of Economics and Computer Science at Duke 

University Center for Corporate Economics and Strategy. 

This is what Naylor says to directly refute Wagner, Keen, 

et al. in an Interfaces article called "Decision Support 

Systems or Whatever Happened to M.I.S.?" [78], page 92: 

During the 1960's virtually everyone who 
worked with computers in a corporate environment 
was said to be a specialist in Management 
Information Systems, or MIS. Graduate schools of 
business all over the country began introducing 
courses in MIS. Dozens of management consulting 
firms sprang up, offering their expertise in MIS 
to eager corporate clients. Indeed, when the 
definitive history of data processing is written, 
the 1960's may well be known as the decade of 
MIS... 

After discussing the shortcomings of MIS, and 

parallels between DSS and MIS, Naylor writes: 

The first time I ever heard the term Decision 
Support System was in 1972, when I was a 
consultant to IBM on a computer-based planning 
model [the GADS project. See Appendix D]. By 1973, 
DSS was used frequently by a number of computer 
scientists at IBM to describe a wide variety of 
interactive computing applications to managerial 
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decision problems, some of which were reported in 
the book Decision Support Systems by Keen and 
Scott-Morton [1978]. 

Shortly after the publication of the Keen and 
Scott-Morton book, Dr. Gerald R. Wagner, President 
of EXECUCOM Systems, initiated an imaginative 
advertising campaign that closely linked his 
computer-based planning system, IFPS, to the DSS 
movement. In early June 1981 he organized a very 
successful conference under the label "DSS 81". 
By the end of June, at a conference held at Duke 
University, the presidents of seven of Dr. 
Wagner's major competitors were also using the 
term DSS to refer to their own software systems. 
As we begin 1982, it seems that virtually every 
computer hardware and software firm in the 
industry refers to its products as Decision 
Support Systems. 

Then Naylor admits to having the same problem with 

DSS that I had (page 93): 

But what is a Decision Support System? 

...After reading [Decision Support Systems] 
several times, I FIND IT IMPOSSIBLE TO ASCERTAIN 
WHAT IS EITHER NEW OR UNIQUE ABOUT DSS [my 
emphasis]. 

...Corporate simulation models were used by 
executives to deal with ill-structured problems 
long before DSS came into vogue. Interactive 
computers have been around almost 15 years. The 
software to help managers use interactive 
computers as managerial decision tools first began 
to appear around 1968. Although third-generation 
software for corporate planning and modeling is 
much more powerful and easier to use than the 
early software systems, the concepts embedded in 
systems such as CUFFS, EXPRESS, and IFPS all have 
their origins in Management Science and MIS. 

IN OTHER WORDS, IT IS NOT OBVIOUS WHY WE NEED 
A NEW TERM OR A NEW FIELD TO DESCRIBE THE USE OF 
INTERACTIVE COMPUTERS TO SUPPORT UNSTRUCTURED 
DECISION MAKING. [My emphasis] 
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Naylor also has a blunt word or two for another 

article I've mentioned: 

From the DSS literature, one gets the 
impression that the ultimate dream of DSS 
enthusiasts is for it to become commonplace for 
the CEO to spend most of the day sitting at a 
terminal linked to the central computer. The CEO 
would spend each day monitoring the performance of 
the business and conducting online "What-if" 
experiments. The recent article by John Rochart 
and Michael Treacy in the Harvard Business Review, 
"The CEO Goes On-Line", is typical of this type of 
fantasizing. 

Naylor adds his expertise to the testimony of my 

information-systems interviewees, who failed to find 

executives using computers: 

In over ten years of consulting with over 200 
major corporations in North America and Europe, I 
have met only one CEO of a large company who 
actually knew how to program a real computer (as 
opposed to a personal microcomputer) 

[an old-guard programmer's prejudice that is perhaps 

unfair, yet understandable, since the personal computer 

programmers of today have such a comparatively easy job.] 

and who makes serious use of his own terminal for 
planning and forecasting. He is Ben Heineman of 
Northwest Industries.... 

[a man who was a paradigm of the executive computer user. 

Rochart & Treacy [93] also refer to Mr. Heineman. 

Unfortunately for the cause of executive computer use, Ben 

Heineman was, according to the NPR "Business Times" of 4 

August, 1984, soon to retire.] 
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....Even with the recent developments in software, 
programming requires a certain state of mind not 
usually associated with free-thinking 
entrepreneurs and CEO's. 

[which raises the question, skimmed over by Wagner, "Who 

needs to 'program1"? The answer, as we will see in 

Chapter 7, is anyone who wishes to use IFPS, dBASE II or 

III, Lotus 1-2-3 or Symphony, Context MBA, et al.] 

In a point worth keeping in mind as we go ahead to 

deal with the managerial mind in Chapter 5, Naylor makes 

this observation about the executives he has known: 

Most of the Ceo's [sic] I know thoroughly 
enjoy giving instructions to others, but rarely 
enjoy following instructions issued by someone 
else. 

And he says this about the mandate that managers 

sit down in front of a terminal and program a computer: 

TO PROGRAM ANY OF THE NEW PLANNING SOFTWARE 
SYSTEMS, THE USER MUST INVEST MANY HOURS PLOWING 
THROUGH A USER'S MANUAL. I FIRMLY BELIEVE THAT IT 
IS THE EXCEPTIONAL CEO WHO WILL TAKE THE TIME TO 
LEARN AND BECOME COMPETENT IN EVEN THE EASIEST TO 
USE OF THE PLANNING LANGUAGES. [My emphasis] 

[In short:] 

If the CEO is the principal target of the DSS 
movement, it is probably barking up the wrong 
tree. 

Then, in a direct salvo at Wagner and his "Office 

of The Future", Naylor goes on to say: 

For over 10 years we have been reading about 
the senior executive "war room" and what has more 
recently been termed "the office of the future" by 
DSS advocates. Basically, the idea is a room full 
of computer terminals and exotic graphical display 
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units in which the executive group spends most of 
its time. Thus far the office of the future is 
more a promotional gimmick of computer hardware 
and software vendors. It exists primarily in the 
minds of academic visionaries and overly 
aggressive sales and marketing people. 

Finally, dismissing ALL of the DSS contingent, and all 

their promises: 

First, DSS is a redundant term currently being 
used to describe a subset of Management Science 
that predates the DSS movement. 

Second, DSS is not based on any formal 
conceptual framework, and this casts serious 
doubts on its substantive underpinnings. 

Third, very few chief executive officers will 
opt to become computer programmers, with or 
without DSS. 

And, finally, the office of the future is a 
myth. 

My respondents told me so; King and Naylor have 

provided something in the way of an explanation for the 

credibility gap between what we find and what DSS says it 

can deliver. 

If I've been a wee bit hard on Managerial 

Planning, if most of the DSS articles to be found therein 

are of the Pollyanna School of Management, this next piece 

by Naylor just about evens the score. And a very 

important evening it is. Wagner says he KNOWS corporate 

executives, and we ought to take his word for how they 

operate and what they need. If you accept his postulates 

about executives, his claims for DSS sound reasonable. 
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Well, Thomas Naylor knows executives, too. In 

"Effective Use of Strategic Planning, Forecasting, and 

Modeling in the Executive Suite" [79] , a paper reporting 

the findings of Naylor's in-depth study of 30 corporations 

making use of formal planning tools, he summarizes (page 

11) : 

At the present time, THE STATE OF THE ART OF 
CORPORATE PLANNING IS AT LEAST TEN YEARS AHEAD 
OF THE LEVEL OF SOPHISTICATION OF THE VAST 
MAJORITY OF SENIOR CORPORATE EXECUTIVES. THEY 
SIMPLY DO NOT KNOW HOW TO MAKE EFFECTIVE USE OF 
THE TOOLS THAT ARE CURRENTLY AVAILABLE. 

[My emphasis] 

Naylor goes on to conclude that Wagner's: 

...office of the future will not become a 
reality until the management gap is closed 
regarding the use of the modern analytical 
tools. Computer hardware and software vendors 
should spend more time trying to teach senior 
executives how to use the existing computer based 
planning tools and less time adding exotic new 
features to their systems-- features that will 
probably not be used even in the next ten years. 



CHAPTER 5 

WHY MANAGERS RESIST COMPUTER-BASED DECISION SUPPORT: 
MIXING REALITY WITH THEORY 

"The fine art of executive decision making consists 

in not deciding questions that are not now pertinent, 

in not deciding prematurely, 

in not making decisions that cannot be made effective, 

and in not making decisions that others should make." 

Chester Barnard, on page 194 of The Functions 

of the Executive 

Why Managers Are Expected to Adopt Computer Aid 

Business has been conducted successfully for 

centuries without digital computers, or computer based 

decision support. Why should we now expect managers to 

switch the ways in which they operate to incorporate 

computers? Here is what Robert Mamis [64] puts forth in 

explanation: 

It wasn't long ago that the course of many a 
business large as well as small was 
profitably steered from the back of an envelope. 
Can it be that technology has made us lazy, and 
that what used to be condensed on some crumpled 
napkin over coffee now has been given the luxury 
of rambling on through 640K of random access 
memory? The nature of commerce hasn't changed, 
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only the nature of office equipment. Then how DID 
business get on before the 2-million-square 
spreadsheet? 

Haltingly, is the answer. Bespectacled clerks 
leaned over too-high desks under too-dim lights 
and made too many mistakes. But it didn't matter. 
In those days, if you were wrong by so much, your 
competitor was very likely to be off by that much 
as well. And anyway, the pace of growth was such 
that there was plenty of time to recover. In the 
old days, business gained competitive edge by guts 
and luck more than by brains and luck. 

Today, however, automation has been narrowing 
the permissible margin of fiscal error to the 
degree that any mistake is apt not only to be 
costly, but fatal. As CPAs give way to CPUs, 
RECOVERY INTERVALS GET COMPRESSED. And now that 
microcomputers can perform tasks that only a 
decade back required a mainframe, specialized 
software has become the Great Equalizer, 
routinely, accurately, and instantly overseeing 
the ledgers of accounts, inventory, invoicing and 
credit, and even audits. 

[Page 76; my emphasis] 

At the beginning of Chapter 2, we came across some 

of the forces that the computer people hope will pressure 

executives into using computers. March & Olsen [66] 

outlined the Time Constraints under which decision-makers 

are now required to operate. Lesk [60] brought up the 

image of the increasing clutter we all seem to be buried 

under, as we try to keep abreast of the deluge of 

information our society generates. How do executives 

cope? Does the computer fit in? 

According to Janulaitis & Mason ([45], page 1), 

the Chief Executive Officer of "a large western bank" put 

it this way: "What bothers me is that my intuition is not 
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as sharp in computers and communications as it is in 

lending, borrowing, site location, and other traditional 

banking areas." And yet he goes on to outline his 

predicament: 

Today electronics is a necessary part of our 
business. The fine line between products and 
services has disappeared as our bank has become 
more computer based. In this age of deregulation 
and advancing technology, I can not imagine 
running our bank without office automation, 
computers, and communication networks. In 
addition, we must continue to advance in these 
areas if we want to stay even with or get ahead of 
our competitors. It is damned if you do 
damned if you don't. 

This is an evocation of a concept often seen in 

modern business advertising, especially for computers 

the idea of "competitive advantage", or "the edge'. 

What we have is managers who are trying to do their jobs 

as well as they know how, to "stay even with or get ahead 

of" their competition. Mamis said that the risk of bad 

decisions has become fatal. Jerry Mander [65], writing of 

the effects of the computer age, believes: 

As the computer has sped up the information 
cycle for institutional activity, so has it done 
for human beings. As society increasingly 
emphasizes computers, we are receiving an ever 
increasing amount of data, most of it unusable 
inany practical sense. As life around us 
accelerates, we also accelerate, but it's not our 
minds which experience the acceleration. It is 
our nervous systems... 

[page 17] 
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Furthermore, Mander thinks that, far from helping harried 

decision-makers process the accelerated information flow, 

ON THE CONTRARY, "Computers minimize the time available 

for human decision-making at critical moments." [page 18]. 

Are these contentions of Mamis, Mander, and 

Janulaitis & Mason true? We have heard, by Naylor's 

observations, and by their own admissions, that managers 

resist employing computers for help. If the situation were 

so dire, how could a manager possibly function without 

one? Even if he, personally, were averse to using it, how 

could his corporation allow its managers to operate from 

such a disadvantage? Are organizations and their managers 

acting blindly or foolishly? What is there in the nature 

of MANAGING that would lead a person to use or not use a 

computer? How are decisions really made in organizations? 

Decision-Making in Organizations 

We have no shortage of theorists for Computer-

Based Information Systems, Human Information Processing, 

Decision Theory, and Cognitive Processes. Nevertheless, 

none of the theorists can say definitively how decisions 

get made in organizations. For one thing, organizations 

are not identical. The most important objection to most 

of the literature, however, is that it describes 

conceptual models or laboratory simulations not the 



world around us, the world in which organizations and 

decision-makers live. As I said at the outset, it is NOT 

the purpose of this thesis to dive into the morass of 

speculation. However, it becomes necessary to recognize 

those theorists who talk from experience and observation, 

to determine just why Decision Support Systems aren't also 

living in the world of organizations and decision-makers. 

Mintzberg, Raisinghani, & Theoret [75] say this about the 

conditions under which organizational decision-making is 

performed: 

...a strategic decision process is characterized 
by novelty, complexity, and open-endedness, by the 
fact that the organization usually begins with 
little understanding of the decision situation it 
faces or the route to its solution, and only a 
vague idea of what that solution might be and how 
it will be evaluated when it is developed. Only 
by groping through a recursive, discontinuous 
process involving many difficult steps and a host 
of dynamic factors over a considerable period of 
time is a final choice made. This is not the 
decision making under uncertainty of the textbook, 
where alternatives are given even if their 
consequences are not, but decision making under 
ambiguity, where almost nothing is given or easily 
determined. [page 250] 

Can the Manager Define His Information Needs? 

There is such a wealth of speculation on 

organizational and individual decision-making that a 

reader of the literature is hard pressed to find 

consensus, even on what appear to be the most rudimentary 



topics. David Katch writes ([48], page 58): "...Only 

managers can define their information needs. The DP 

specialist can not. Only the managers know what it takes 

to effectively manage their functions." This is, by all 

appearances, a harmless truism. It sounds good but 

is it right? 

We've already seen that Russell Ackoff [2] concurs 

with management participation in a computerized decision 

system. So does the IBM - GADS Study [93] (see Appendix 

D). But do managers themselves really KNOW what 

information "it takes to successfully manage their 

functions"? Justin Longenecker [63], thinks not, saying, 

in his sub-chapter on "How Decisions are Made" (page 146): 

Asking an executive how he makes a decision is 
like asking a swimmer how he swims. Effective 
administrators find it difficult to dissect the 
mental processes they employ in reaching 
decisions. Attempts to probe the decision-making 
process have encountered such reactions as the 
following: 

I don't think we businessmen know how we make 
decisions. 

I don't know how I do it; I just do it. 

There's no formula for effective decision 
making. 

Thinking only causes mistakes. 

Ackoff [2] also takes exception to Katch's 

pronouncement: "Most managers have some conception of at 

least some of the types of decisions they must make. 
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Their conceptions, however, are likely to be deficient." 

(Page B-149). Rolph's citation of the IBM - GADS Study 

[93] (Appendix D), found "that decision-making is almost 

entirely unstructured. Managers don't really know how 

they make decisions, and on top of that, they don't want 

to reveal the details of decision-making of which they ARE 

aware..." 

Feldman and March, in "Information in 

Organizations as Signal and Symbol" ([25], page 171) tell 

us that, while: 

Formal theories of rational choice suggest 
that information about the possible consequences 
of alternative actions will be sought and used 
only if the precision, relevance, and reliability 
of the information are compatible with its cost 

in reality: 

Empirical studies of information in 
organizations portray a pattern that is hard to 
rationalize in such terms. In particular, 
organizations systematically gather more 
information than they use, yet continue to ask for 
more. [My emphasis] 

Is MORE Information BETTER? 

Feldman and March [25] also observe that: 

Individuals and organizations invest in 
information and information systems, but their 
investments do not seem to make decision-theory 
sense. Organizational participants seem to find 
value in information that has no great decision 
relevance. They gather information and do not use 
it. They ask for reports and do not read them. 
They act first and receive requested information 
later. 

[page 182] 
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So we see that information is not just grist for 

decisions: its acquisition and purpose within an 

organization make it something more. Feldman & March say 

that information in an organization, separate from its 

normal use as food for decisions, serves ds both a symbol 

(of social values) and a signal (of organizational 

competence and legitimacy). It is also used for 

justification (especially of bad decisions), for coercion, 

and as a symbol of power and influence. 

Simon ([101], page 125) says information has.four 

broad uses within an organization: 

1- As a "Score Card" 

2- To direct attention 

3- To aid in analysis of a system's structure 

4- "To ascertain the parameters" of a system's current 

state. 

So Joel Ross ( [95], page 162) is not mistaken when he 

makes the statement: "Information is the essential 

ingredient of management and decision making"; he's just 

not considering its other roles. 

Tushman & Nadler [107], however, ARE in error when 

they tell us (page 616), "As work related uncertainty 

increases, so does the need for increased amounts of 

information, and thus the need for increased information 

processing capacity". In truth, increased uncertainty 



increases the DESIRE for more information and thus more 

processing capacity primarily for justification 

purposes but it has not been shown (and cannot, I 

think) to increase the NEED. As Ackoff [2] said, "The 

manager who does not understand the phenomenon he controls 

plays it "safe* and, with respect to information, wants 

"everything'." Feldman and March ([25], page 178) 

comment: "The belief that more information characterizes 

better decisions engenders a belief that having 

information, in itself, is good and that a person or 

organization with more information is better than a person 

or organization with less." But they later tell us that 

there is a cost involved: "The price of securing 

information is the value of foregone opportunities." 

Harrison [33] puts it this way: "There is only so 

much time and effort that can be devoted to the search 

activity...Whatever information is gathered...is always 

incomplete or imperfect, and the number of alternatives is 

limited accordingly." But there is an even greater price 

to pay as the search goes on. Again, according to 

Harrison, "The cost of trying to perfect information rises 

exponentially, and the value of additional units of 

information declines precipitously at some point." The 

price would be uneconomical, even were it to yield better 

decisions. However, organizations habitually squander 
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time, energies, and manpower resources in pursuit of 
1 

information that is not REQUIRED for DECISION-MAKING 

PURPOSES. 

Porat & Haas [89] compounded the error, extending 

Tushman & Nadler's incorrect contention, by proposing, and 

then experimenting upon, the even less justifiable 

assumption that "More information will result in more 

accurate levels of goal-setting and decision-making." 

(page 98). Their conclusion was that the hypothesis was 

valid, but that there was insufficient marginal utility 

for the extra effort. HOWEVER, as with almost all of the 

experimental conclusions in the field of Decision Theory, 

there is a danger to blind acceptance of the results. In 

this instance, Porat & Haas polled NOT businessmen, but 

business graduate students. The two are not easily 

interchangeable. Furthermore, there is NO reason to 

assume that the simulated laboratory actions of decision

makers bear any relation to the behavior of real-life 

organization members. As O'Reilly [81] said of such 

stud ies: 

1. These activities have political, or security, 
or justification agendas that, while part of the decision
making PROCESS, are extraneous to the actual DECISION; a 
decision could be made without them. While the PROCESS 
typically affects the DECISION, the PROCESS and the 
DECISION are not (usually) identical events. 
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...a number of authors have noted that laboratory 
studies of information processing and decision 
making may not possess external validity... in 
actual organizations, unlike most laboratory 
simulations, information may be ambiguous, 
available at different times and from various 
sources, and users may be subject to a variety of 
pressures and distractions not adequately 
reflected in laboratory studies. The general lack 
of research into the impact of situational factors 
affecting actual decision making makes it 
difficult to know how much of the laboratory-
based knowledge is useful in understanding actual 
information use by organizational participants. 

[Page 687] 

Langdon Winner, in Mythinformation [116], 

questions a number of the premises our information society 

has unquestioningly accepted. Confronting the concept 

that we are constrained in our decision-making abilities 

by a lack of information, he asks: 

Is it true that people face serious shortages 
of information? To read the literature on the 
computer revolution, one would suppose this to be 
a problem on a par with the energy crisis of the 
1970s. The persuasiveness of this notion borrows 
from our sense that literacy, education, 
knowledge, well-informed minds, and the widespread 
availability of tools of inquiry are of 
unquestionable social value. 

Alas, the idea is entirely faulty. It 
mistakes sheer supply of information for an 
educated ability to gain knowledge and act 
effectively. 

Simon ([99] , page 284) said it more succinctly: "Lack of 

information is not the typical problem in our decision 

processes." He also points out (page 282) that 

"Information doesn't have to be processed just because it 

is there." 
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We can't just assume (as have Porat & Haas) that 

MORE information yields increased knowledge, which yields 

increased effectiveness, which results in more accurate 

levels of decision-making, because there is too much 

testimony to the contrary, testimony representing business 

experience. We have, for example, the words of the 

unnamed, exasperated, information-inundated CEO whose 

quote opens Chapter 2. Then, refuting Tushman & Nadler 

AND Porat & Haas, Ackoff [2] said back in 1967, after 

observing case after case of unworkable information 

systems, that designers of such systems were INCORRECTLY 

ASSUMING that: 

1) The critical deficiency under which most managers 

operate is the lack of relevant information, 

2) The manager needs the information he wants, and 

3) If a manager has the information he needs his decision 

making will improve. 

Ackoff instead makes a convincing case that most managers 

aren't lacking relevant information, they're swamped by 

irrelevant information. He also denies the manager's 

supposed ability to identify the information his function 

really does need. He is backed in this conclusion by the 

GADS Study (see Appendix D). Finally, from a recent 

Esquire "Computer Talk" column, these are the words of 
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Larry Kaplan, Silicon Valley millionaire, founder of 

Activision, and former vice-president of Atari [90], 

Kaplan gets to the core of this issue of MORE information 

being BETTER for the businessman: 

By training, I'm a computer scientist. My 
thing is to logically solve any problem. 
That's what engineers try to do. But applying 
engineering rules to business or personal 
relationships doesn't work. Business isn't 
logical. You never have enough information 
to cooly solve a business problem. That's why 
the best businessmen work on instinct and 
emotion. 

[page 258] 

If any observation questions the need for Decision 

Support Systems (or, for that matter, ANY computer-based 

decision system) this does. Even Naylor, for all his 

skepticism for the overblown claims for Decision Support 

Systems, thinks businessmen can be helped by information 

systems [see [79], "Effective Use of Strategic Planning, 

Forecasting and Modeling in the Executive Suite"]. Kaplan 

flat out doesn't (although he, like the other Bay Area 

computer execs mentioned in The San Jose Mercury News, 

[Appendix B] is willing to peddle computers to other 

executives). The question Kaplan leads us into exploring 

is "How DO businessmen on the managerial level work?" 
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How Managers Really Operate 

According to Keen & Wagner 

Keen & Wagner [50] provide us with some analysis 

of managers, before they get around to selling the DSS 

concept (page 117): 

The central managerial activities not touched 
by traditional computer systems are those 
involving personal choices matters that cannot 
be performed routinely or delegated: planning for 
the future, "fire fighting", and providing fast 
responses to unanticipated situations. Even 
though much of the analysis is provided by staff, 
the final choice must be made by the manager. 

Keen & Wagner are familiar with Henry Mintzberg, 

and they're willing to concede that: 

Mintzberg aptly characterized the senior 
manager's job as one of brevity, fragmentation, 
and variety. Managers rarely spend more than an 
hour at a time on any one activity; they deal with 
a typical problem in fragments of time scattered 
over a period of weeks or months; and they cover 
many different tasks in a given day. Furthermore, 
they prefer obtaining concrete information and 
rely on face-to-face discussions; yet often they 
depend on intuition. 

In light of a senior manager's real job and 
how he does it, one may discern several reasons 
why computer-based systems useful to the manager's 
organization may provide no help at all to him 
personally: 

1. Since his decision-making is often ad hoc and 
addressed to unexpected problems, standardized 
reporting systems lack scope, flexibility, and 
relevance. 

2. Many classical OR/MS models that are 
CONCEPTUALLY useful often do not adequately fit a 
specific situation. Decision-making involves 
exceptions and qualitative issues. 
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3. While plenty of computer power is available, 
the lead time is too long for writing programs and 
getting answers. 

4. Managers cannot specify in advance what they 
want from programmers and model builders... 

[Or won't, as the IBM - GADS Study showed] 

...Decision-making and planning are often 
exploratory. Information needs and methods of 
analysis evolve as the decision-maker and his or 
her staff learn more about the problem. 

[and here's the pitch (page 118):] 

However, systems are now appearing that do 
provide direct, personal support for managerial 
decision: decision-support systems. What 
capabilities must such a system have to be useful 
to a manager? A DSS should be able to reflect the 
way managers think, be flexible and adaptive 
through ease of modification, support managers in 
a complex process of exploration and learning, and 
evolve to meet changing needs, knowledge, and 
situations. 

In many ways, such a system is defined by its 
uses, and not by any specific technology. The goal 
is to provide managers with tools they will choose 
to adopt and that mesh with their own decision
making and judgement processes. The means are 
whatever software and hardware tools are suitable 
and available. 

They conclude, saying, "This is the essence of DSS 

philosophy." It sounds like a logical, reasonable 

philosophy. But Kaplan [90] has emphasized that business 

is not logical. Keen & Wagner give lip service to 

Mintzberg, as Keen & Scott Morton earlier gave the nod to 

Herbert Simon. But are they missing something? 
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According to Henry Mintzberg 

Although Keen & Wagner are correct in their 

summary of his observations, it soon becomes crystal clear 

that Mintzberg takes a view of managers that is not even 

remotely compatible with the Keen & Wagner image of them 

as computer-users. And, since he took the trouble to 

OBSERVE them, rather than just spin theories about the way 

a manager SHOULD operate (a topic that is hard to view 

objectively, and which becomes even harder if the 

theoretical behavior would cause him to BUY something 

you're trying to SELL), he is certainly a more objective 

source. 

In The Nature of Managerial Work [73], Mintzberg 

concluded (page 36) from his study of managers that 

managers "thirst for information". But, conversely, "he 

tends to do little with the many routine reports his 

organization provides for him." 

He wants his information QUICKLY. 

He will settle for a high degree of uncertainty. 

"Gossip, speculation, and hearsay form a most 

important part of the manager's information diet." 

Managers prefer very current information (in the 

form of gossip, speculation, and hearsay) to routine 

reports. Their concern, made evident by the way they 

schedule their time, "reflects a concern with the definite 
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and the concrete, and activities tend to focus on specific 

rather than general issues." The manager "gravitates to 

the more active elements of his work the current, the 

specific, the well-defined, the non-routine 

activities". He especially dislikes processing mail, the 

major "burden" of the managerial job: 

Mail receives cursory treatment, although it 
must be processed regularly. The mail tends to 
contain little "live action" material; processing 
is time consuming; and it moves slowly and 
involves long feedback delays. The mail 
contains much general data and lengthy documents 
(reports, periodicals, and so on) and numbers of 
formal communications and inconsequential requests 
that must, nevertheless, be answered. The manager 
generates much less mail than he receives, most of 
it necessary responses to input mail. [Page 52] 

How does the manager communicate? 

Verbal and written contacts are the manager's 
work and his prime tools are five media mail 
(documented), telephone (purely verbal), 
unscheduled meetings (informal face-to-face), 
scheduled meetings (formal face-to-face), and tour 
(observational). The manager clearly favors the 
three verbal media, spending most of his time in 
verbal contact. [Page 52] 

We've already encountered the problem executives 

have with terminal manipulation. It is only a step away 

to realize that any kind of transcription is a secretarial 

task. Beyond that, while computer communications are 

being touted as the way of the office's future (see 

Chapter 7 and Appendix C), they do not yet provide the 

VERBAL interaction the manager wants. For all the hoopla, 

electronic mail is mail nonetheless. 
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In short, the manager is not the reflective 

analyst who would use Keen & Wagner's Decision Support 

System, since: "The pressure of the job does not encourage 

the development of a planner, but of an adaptive 

information manipulator who works in a stimulus-responsive 

environment and who favors live action." [Page 52] 

More Mintzberg, this time from "The Manager's Job: 

Folklore and Fact" [74] , talking about what managers look 

for in the way of preferred information: "Managers seem to 

cherish "soft" information, especially gossip, hearsay, 

and speculation. Why? The reason is its timeliness; 

today's gossip may be tomorrow's fact." 

To assess the value of historical, aggregated, 
"hard" MIS information, consider two of the 
manager's prime uses for his information to 
identify problems and opportunities and to build 
his own mental models of the things around him... 
Every bit of evidence suggests that the manager 
identifies decision situations and builds models 
not with the aggregated abstractions an MIS 
provides, but with specific tidbits of data. 

[Page 54] 

Mintzberg goes on with an observation that 

questions the value of corporate databases: 

...verbal information [the type managers prefer] 
is stored in the brains of people. Only when 
people write this information down can it be 
stored in the files of the organization 
whether in metal cabinets or on magnetic tape 
and managers apparently do not write down much of 
what they hear. Thus the strategic data bank of 
the organization is not in the memory of its 
computers but in the minds of its managers. 

[Page 55; my emphasis] 
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What Mintzberg goes side-by-side with Larry 

Kaplan's observation, undercutting the pivotal argument 

for Decision Support Systems for managers: 

I was struck during my study by the fact that 
the executives I was observing all very 
competent by any standard are fundamentally 
indistinguishable from their counterparts of a 
hundred years ago (or a thousand years ago, for 
that matter). The information they need differs, 
but they seek it in the same way by word of 
mouth. Their decisions concern modern technology, 
but the procedures they use to make them are the 
same as the procedures of the nineteenth-century 
manager. 

[Precisely the case of Hollis1 computer company 

executives. (Appendix B)] 

Even the computer, so important for the 
specialized work of the organization, has 
apparently had no influence on the work procedures 
of general managers. 

[Page 55] 

So, contrary to Mamis' talk of "compression", or 

Mander's of "acceleration", or Janulaitis & Mason's 

"competitive advantage", or "the edge" of computer 

advertisements, Mintzberg tells us that managers are by 

and large unaffected by these things. While the 

information load of organizations can be seen to be 

increasing, either the managers have insulated themselves 

from this pressure, or they have found ways of coping with 

it that do not involve a computer. 
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According to Karl Weick 

Karl Weick, in his 1981 working paper "Functioning 

of the Executive Mind: Thinking As Presumptions of Logic" 

[115], makes observations that corroborate Mintzberg: 

"Managerial actions are primarily oral, face-to-face, 

symbolic, presumptive, brief, spontaneous, and blunt." 

[Page 31] As to the thought processes behind managerial 

actions, the processes to which the DSS advocates hope to 

hook a computer, Weick observes: "We see that managers 

seldom make decisions, reflect, analyze issues 

systematically, or set long-term objectives. Furthermore, 

managers usually equate urgency with importance. Separate 

episodes of thinking are rare and thought is not a major 

input to managerial action." [Page 35]. (And here, from 

an unexpected source, we hear: "To the degree to which 

computer systems tend to force unnaturally systematic 

approaches on managers, and to the degree to which 

managers tend to be intuitive thinkers, one would 

anticipate problems in having managers use computers." 

These are the words of DSS prophet Steven Alter [6], page 

119) . 

And yet, there is little external evidence of the 

haphazardness of the managerial decision process, because: 

In spite of this apparent shortage of separate 
thought, reasonable outcomes still occur. 
Managers do not routinely act deliriously. Their 
actions make sense to them and others, they can be 
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justified, and are often as good or better than 
other actions they could have taken. In short, 
the actions look as if they were reasoned even 
though their sheer pace, variety, continuousness, 
immediacy, and responsiveness suggest the the 
reasonableness was not formulated at some earlier 
time and folded in later... Instead, it looks more 
like reason was present all along. [Page 35] 

Weick does not find decisions to be flashes of 

activity that can be aided by computer input: 

Decisions are less accurately portrayed as 
episodes where people convene at one time to make 
a decision and more accurately portrayed as small 
steps (writing a memo, answering an inquiry) that 
gradually foreclose alternative courses of action 
and limit what is possible. THE CRUCIAL 
ACTIVITIES FOR DECISION MAKING ARE NOT SEPARATE 
EPISODES OF ANALYSIS. [My stress] Instead they 
are actions, the controlled execution of which 
consolidate fragments of policy that are lying 
around, give them direction, and close off other 
possible arrangements. [Page 39] 

And of the decision-making process: 

The decision making is the memo writing, is 
the answering. is the editing of drafts. These 
are not the precursors to decision making, THEY 
ARE THE DECISION MAKING [my stress]. And when 
they are done more carelessly, casually, or 
absentmindedly, they are no less likely to produce 
a decision by accretion. But they are more likely 
to produce accreted decisions that are stupid. 

This is a thought backed up by the theories of 

Cyert & March [15] and Lindblom [61], which contend that 

decisions in organizations are made incrementally and not 

as episodic bursts of insight. Weick maintains that "We 

need to rethink our tendency to visualize decisions as 

specific episodes in time and space and entertain the 

possibility that they are carried by and made through 
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routine managerial work." (page 40). This is an 

observation which, if generally correct, would make 

expenditures on computers and Decision Support software a 

waste of money, and the study of Decision Theory a waste 

of time. Judged on the basis of these paragraphs, Weick 

sees management as a world in which there is simply no 

reason to use a computer, or any other decisionmaking 

tool. 

But he doesn't stop at that. Contrary to every 

other "expert" on decision-making, cognitive processes, 

and management whom I have ever read, Weick holds that: 

"IT IS NOT OBVIOUS THAT OUTCOMES WOULD IMPROVE 

SUBSTANTIALLY BY THE SIMPLE ADDITION OF MORE THOUGHT TO 

THEM (the symbolic value of an appearance is high whether 

thought had anything to do with it or not)." [My emphasis] 

This is an astounding thought. If "more thought" 

doesn't improve outcomes, then what is the benefit of 

better information systems? Or communication systems? Why 

bother with cost/benefit analyses? Or present value, 

payback periods, economic order quantities, of any kind of 

management heurisitcs, to say nothing of linear 

programming? Perhaps Weick is being melodramatic. 

However, on one level, he's quite correct: it is 

interesting to note how highly and how often we (as a 

society) value the APPEARANCE (at least) of the quick, 
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decisive, General Patton type of decision-maker 

certainly to a far greater degree than we do a slow, 

reflective, and thorough analyst. We like our leaders to 

be men-of-action; we don't seem to care as much that they 

be men-of-thought. 

Overload and Political Considerations 

Peter Grace was on the radio this past January, 

talking about the federal government. It is, he averred, 

"horribly run they don't have information they 

have data. TONS of data." 

And what is it that makes data become information? 

Well for one thing, it must be intelligible. 

We've heard already that the belief that "more is better" 

is not a TRUTH in information management. It is, 

nonetheless, a widely-held organizational belief. What 

then happens to decision-makers when confronted with more 

information than they can assimilate is called <Overload>. 

Faced with a difficult decision and an excess of 

information, it is human nature to try to restructure the 

task into a simpler one (Wright, [118]). This 

restructuring can range from the common steps of cutting 

off distractions, searching out a peaceful location to 

think things out, seeking to postpone the decision, up to 

the tactic of excluding consideration of information 
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deemed less relevant. This latter approach, self-

controlled information filtering, is a self-defence 

mechanism we employ to prevent a total breakdown of our 

cognitive decisionmaking ability cognitive strain. 

Taylor [105] suggests stressed decisionmakers will 

exhibit rationality, but only within the constraints of 

their perception of a decision problem. This "bounded 

rationality" is typically narrow compared with the 

complexity of most organizational decision situations. 

A simple solution would be to provide information 

filtering, (Summers [104], Ackoff [2], Simon [101]) to 

restrict the input to decisionmakers to only that data 

that has been determined as relevant to their decisions. 

Unfortunately, the situation is not that easily remedied, 

for reasons we will be discussing in this and the 

following section. 

For one thing, there are the personal perceptions 

and politics of the organization to be taken into account. 

O'Reilly [81] made the distinction that, while there is 

evidence that relevant information increments lead to 

better decisionmaking performance, increases in irrelevant 

information reduce the ability to identify relevant 

information, and so decrease performance. However, in 

comparing situations of information overload with its 

obverse, information underload, O'Reilly discovered a 
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fascinating thing: people who reported themselves as being 

underloaded (feeling they were receiving less than the 

amount of information necessary for their job 

accomplishment) are generally rated by their superiors as 

performing better than people who felt overloaded. 

HOWEVER, the overloaded decisionmakers consistently 

expressed both greater job satisfaction and more positive 

assessments of their own effectiveness. 

However, I have a bone to pick here with O'Reilly: 

He didn't press on to ask the people in his study (all of 

whom were personnel of three naval aviation units) WHY 

they felt the way they did. WHY did the superiors feel 

their subordinates performed better when underloaded? WHY 

did the subordinates feel more satisfied when they weren't 

underloaded? O'Reilly doesn't say, but we can infer a few 

things. 

For one thing, O'Reilly, who complains that 

"laboratory studies of information processing and decision 

making may not possess external validity", has selected a 

remarkably poor non-laboratory population from which to 

draw general conclusions. Is it any surprise that 

MILITARY superiors like their underlings to have 

restricted access to information, and so to make no 

unexpected decisions, but simply act as proxies for their 

superior along the chain-of-command? Hardly. Is it 
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remarkable that these superiors felt their men "performed 

better" when showing no initiative? Not really. As 

stated in the Introduction, we're in the zone of 

subjectivity wherever we turn in the consideration of 

decision-making, but to assume that the military mind-set 

is equivalent to the typical corporate climate is 

ludicrous. I contend that O'Reilly is dancing on 

quicksand when he generalizes from this subjective opinion 

of Navy officers that ANY superior, particularly any 

CORPORATE superior, would feel that her subordinates 

"performed better" when acting in such a limited, carbon

copy manner. 

I said at the start of this chapter that all 

organizations are not identical. And while it may be true 

that most organizations are similar enough that one can 

generalize about them, it is ESSENTIAL to keep an eye out 

for the exceptions, and for the crucial dissimilarities. 

O'Reilly makes such a mistake when he ignores the POWER 

aspect of organizations by choosing a military example. 

Military organizations are often indistinguishable from 

many corporate and civil service bureaucracies EXCEPT 

ON THE POWER, or POLITICAL PLANE. 

A corporate player has many strategies in his game 

plan subservience, acquiescence, high-visibility, end-

run tactics, mentorship,...and so on. But he also has the 
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freedom to transfer offices (cities, divisions). And his 

trump card he can leave the company, and perhaps jump 

to a higher salary and a better job. The civil servant 

has a union, and the usual number of civil rights, both 

personal and job-related. 

Career military political realities are different. 

First of all, a soldier has neither the civil rights nor 

all the due process options available to a civilian. 

Also, a military underling's career lies in the palm of 

his superior to an extent unmirrored in the civilian 

world. His promotion, particularly if he is an officer, 

hinges on such recommendation. It is hard to transfer 

before the natural completion of a tour of duty, and any 

frictions between superior and subordinate hurt only the 

subordinate. Then too, there's no other company to "jump" 

to only than a different branch of the military. But 

most importantly, when you're in the military, you can't 

walk out the door in hopes of finding a better job; you're 

stuck in your job, at your rank, and you damned well 

better make the most of it. No, the military power 

structure is not quite like anyone else's; that is why it 

constitutes a poor example for O'Reilly to select to draw 

generalized conclusions about superior-subordinate 

relationships. 
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O'Reilly is on far more solid ground with his 

last conclusion that overloaded decision-makers feel 

greater job satisfaction and effectiveness. This 

conclusion "travels" better to the corporate-world-at-

large. Organization members like the feeling of 

possessing discretionary powers. They like to believe 

that the organization (and their superior in particular) 

"trusts" their judgement. And they FAR prefer being kept 

busy (or overloaded) with challenging, decision-evolving 

work, to being bored (with either nothing to do, or 

militarily-typical "make-work"). 

So we can, with some confidence, draw inferences 

from this last assertion: a manager might have to make the 

tradeoff of having his people work in an overload 

situation, and accept the decreased performance, in order 

to keep them feeling satisfied with their jobs. More than 

that in a 1978 study, O'Reilly found that lower 

satisfaction (as found in the informationally underloaded 

workers) is associated with an increased tendency to 

distort information dur ing transmission. (Perhaps a 

surfacing of denied initiative: what else can a bored 

worker do than imprint some personality along the 

information chain?). In other words, after the effort has 

been made to condense of filter incoming information, the 

workers who are receiving the "filtered" information may 
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give poorer performance, not better. And so the total 

decisionmaking performance of an organization might be 

maximized under overload, "unfiltered" conditions. 

As Taylor [106] tells us (page 410), "There is an 

optimal level of arousal for any task." While at high 

levels of stress, cognitive strain occurs, at low levels 

of information processing, people get bored and 

inattentive. If it is true, as it seems, that the members 

of an organization are typically operating under less-

than-optimal decision situations, how do they and the 

organization cope? 

They cope in a number of ways. Cyert & March 

[15], Olsen [82], and Galbraith [28] mention 

<Organizational Slack>, the built-in buffer of spare time 

and redundant resources that allows a company to function 

with slower and less-than-optimal decision structures. 

March and Simon coined the term <Satisficing> [74], [15] , 

[75] to describe the way in which a decision-maker will 

settle for a solution that is satisfactory but 

(theoretically, at least) not optimal. Weick [115] has 

already introduced us to <Incrementalizing> [106], [61] 

the way organizations and individuals move slowly from 

one step to the next on a decision path. Feldman & March 

[25] talk of <Discounting> they say decision makers 

will discount much of the information they come across. 
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This is a self-filtering process, eliminating the need to 

have the information <Filtered> or <Condensed> for them, 

as Ackoff [2] suggests. Finally, there is plain old 

Yankee <Bargaining> [75], [15], [34], [106]. 

All of these tactics force consideration of the 

force underlying the entire scope of information 

gathering, handling, analysis, and transmittal: "There 

is," as Mintzberg, Raisinghani, and Theoret [75] say, 

(page 262) "considerable evidence that political 

activities are a key element in strategic decision 

making." Pettigrew [87] testifies to this, if we need 

proof of the political nature of organizations and 

information. I would think such a conclusion elementary 

to anyone who has had dealings with any bureaucratic 

organization, whether academic, corporate, or 

governmental. There is always a struggle for turf, for 

authority, for power, in any organization and at any 

level. It is through the ability to implement (or impede) 

decisions that such power is continually manifested on the 

battlefield of the non-tangible. Political realities are 

interwoven in the fabric of the decision-making process 

(see [49], page 70). It is politics that causes 

organization members to gather excess, non-decisional 

information for the purposes of justification, blackmail, 
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and advantage. In fact, decisions themselves frequently 

get made solely as exercises of the perogatives of power. 

Mintzberg, Raisinghani, and Theoret [68] phrase it 

thusly (on page 262): 

Political activities reflect the influence of 
individuals who seek to satisfy their personal and 
institutional needs by the decisions made in an 
organization. These individuals may be inside or 
outside the organization; what ties them to the 
decision process is their belief that they will be 
affected by the outcome. Their political 
activities serve to clarify the power 
relationships in the organization; they can also 
help to bring about consensus and to mobilize the 
forces for the implementation of decisions. 

Why Filtration and "The Information Middleman" Are 
Politically Unfeasible 

Strassman [103] calls him the "Information 

Middleman". Peltu ([86], page 56) calls him the 

"Information Manager". Withington ([117], page 163), 

calls him "The Corporate Data Processing Manager". 

Depending on who is talking about this mythical role, its 

function is to: 

1- Participate in overall corporate strategy, advising the 

senior staff on information technology. 

2- Decide corporate strategy for information systems 

purchase and use. This includes defining organizational 

technical standards. 
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3- With other managers, decides which activities are to be 

computerized, and the implementation sequence for those 

that will be. 

4- "Establishes guidelines for the adoption of "human 

interface' standards." [Peltu] 

5- "Develops and controls the management structure 

necessary to evaluate, design, implement and operate the 

required information technology equipment and services 

needed to meet corporate objectives." [Peltu] 

6- Participates in planning personnel, industrial 

relations and training policies. [Peltu] 

7- Maintains a degree of technical expertise sufficient to 

alert the organization of technical innovations. 

8- Works with company security to ensure the security of 

the system. 

9- Acts as the management representative in negotiations 

with unions on technology agreements. 

10- Interface with the outside world, serving as "the 

company" in dealings with customers. 

11- Provide for the filtration/condensation of incoming 

external information. 
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The Information Middleman/Manager is a political 

impossibility. Nobody in an organization would be allowed 

to usurp that much power. Even were we to jettison ALL 

the functions except #11, such a role would never be 

allowed. Information is Power; the person who can 

intercept, condense, filter, or alter information has 

supreme power. What CEO, what vice-presidental cadre, 

what division, function, or union, will allow such 

concentrated power to exist in their fiefdoms? None. Who 

REALLY wants to have their information filtered for them? 

Nobody. 

The Nature of Organizational Decision-Making 

What ARE Decisions in Organizations? 

Simon says ( [100] , page 1): "Decision making is 

synonymous with managing." But is managerial decision

making manifested in discrete cerebral events, as the DSS 

philosophy requires, or as something else? Weick, we've 

seen, dismisses such a quantum theory of decisions for 

management. So do Lindblom [61], and Cyert & March [15]. 

In looking at organizational decisions, Cohen, March, and 

Olsen ([13], page 25) believe that "Choices are 

fundamentally ambiguous." 

Harrison [33] says that individuals employ simple 

strategies to deal with decision-making, and that 
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decision-making on the organizational level is expressed 

"primarily through the basic functions of the manager." 

(page 9): in other words, through his normal activities. 

If anything, managerial decisions are more by way of 

normal activities (as Weick maintains) than by specific 

decision events; Handy ([30], page 358) concludes that the 

image of the manager as "decision-maker' is simply another 

stereotype that should "bite the dust. A manager, of 

course, does not just, or even mainly, "take decisions'." 

Decisions do get made, of course, but how? Simon 

admits that individuals and organizations labor under 

limited rationality. There is also the matter of 

preferences people avoid some decisions, lobby for 

involvement in others. When it comes to getting involved 

in decision-making situations, Cohen, March, & Olsen [13] 

conclude that "Decision-makers use their energy in areas 

in which they have success, or about which they have 

concern, or in which they find pleasure." Otherwise, they 

will avoid decisions. In fact, organizations view choice 

opportunities as a "garbage can into which various 

problems and solutions are dumped by participants." (page 

31) . 

This theory takes decisions far away from the 

discrete events fabled in advertising and DSS theory. 

Once again, according to Cohen, March, & Olsen: 
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Although we normally think of decision making 
as a process for solving problems, that is often 
not what happens. Problems are worked upon in the 
context of some choice, but choices are made only 
when the shifting combinations of problems, 
solutions, and decision makers happen to make 
action possible. [Page 36] 

The organizational garbage can is a place in which 

"events are not dominated by intention." ([13], page 37). 

There is no close or obvious relation, to the observer, 

between processes, actors, and outcomes. 

Are "DSS-Type" Decisions REALLY Made at the Top? 

The "DSS Philosophy" would have us belive that the 

executive renders decisions on important issues affecting 

his company. It is not a correct image. Simon, in his 

revised edition of The New Science of Management Decision 

[101] proclaimes that the executive's job lies not only in 

making decisions himself, but in making sure "that the 

organization or the part of the organization that he 

directs makes decisions effectively. The vast bulk of the 

decision-making activity for which he is responsible is 

not his personal activity, but the activity of his 

subordinates." (page 45). So the real role of the senior 

manager isn't as a decision-maker per se, but as a 

controller or facilitator of his subordinates' decisions. 

At what point do senior managers, the targets of 

DSS, step into the decision-making scene? Harrison [33] 

poses two categories of decisions that boil down to the 
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familiar routine and non-routine (programmed and non-

programmed, structured and un-structured). The routine, 

he claims, are dealt with automatically, by low-level 

management, or organizational ground-rules, or by an 

"MIS". It is the non-routine that call for senior 

management to earn their pay. And yet, when special 

decision situations arrive, situations that can't be dealt 

with by a "garbage can", or by avoidance, THESE DECISIONS 

ARE DEALT WITH, not by the lone manager of DSS, but by 

GROUP participation. Simon [99] concurs with this. So do 

Heller & Wilpert [35], who believe that successful 

managing mandates PARTICIPATIVE decision-making. And, 

whether in group or individual decision-making, what 

considerations are important to the top manager? 

Influences on the Managerial Decision-Maker 

According to Donaldson & Lorsch ( [17] , page 128) 

strategic decisions are chiefly "made on the basis of the 

executives' beliefs about the future direction of external 

forces and about the capabilities of those who will carry 

out the decisions." They quote the CEO of a high-

technology company, who said "It's a bit intuitive with 

us. We've been at this thing so long..." [page 129]. 

Beliefs and Intuitions. It is the beliefs, 

intuitions, perceptions, feelings, and interrelationships 

(see Eden, [24]) that dictate the actions of the corporate 
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executive. They have achieved the position of power only 

after years of indoctrination in a company's ethic, or (in 

the case of a company-jumping president) in the ethic of 

corporate America. As Donaldson & Lorsch summarize ( [17], 

page 129) : 

In sum, the belief system facilitates the 
corporate management's job of strategic decision 
making. It provides tools for making complex 
judgements,and it does so in a manner that 
minimizes disagreements about fundamentals... 

When an executive in one of these companies is 
promoted into corporate management, he brings with 
him an emotional committment to the company's 
belief system that he has developed through his 
relationship with valued mentors... 

Corporate managers are likely to hold onto 
these beliefs as long as they produce the result 
they seek above all others the long-term 
survival of their company. 

While Wagner has predicted a place for the 

computer in "the executive war-room", that place has not 

been made. Mintzberg told us the type of information 

managers want: quick oral gossip and speculation. 

Donaldson & Lorsch [17], stressing the need for such 

information to flow BOTH up and down through an 

organization, quote a corporate divisional boss (page 96): 

"Let top management respond to what people say." This 

managerial information, in the largest part, can't come 

from databases. What, them, is the role of the computer 

in the decision-making process? 



CHAPTER 6 

THE COMPUTER AND HUMAN BEHAVIOR 

"Computers are idiots." 

The Programmer's Creed 

Totems of the Computer Age 

When computers were massive and unknowable 

entities that were fed data by initiated acolytes and 

spewed forth answers that required decipherment by 

specialists, certain behaviors could be observed among 

people who depended on the results (but who were ignorant 

of the fallibilities of both the machine and the people 

who tended it). Some of these behaviors have persisted, 

even as the computer has become more accepted as part of 

the environment. They affect the way people interact with 

computers, the way they make decisions, and the way 

organizations act. 

The False Reliability of Computers 

Data that would be suspect if it came from other 

humans becomes actionable information because "it's right 

here on the print-out." 

106 
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Part of this behavior comes from a bypassing of 

the normal skepticism we are taught to employ when dealing 

with other people (whom we know are fallible, and have 

motives of their own). Perhaps you've observed, as 

laser-scanning computers have become commonplace in 

supermarkets, that people are far less likely to question 

the charges rung up on the tape than in the past, when the 

shoppers used to scrutinize every action the cashier made. 

Since the cashier doesn't actually enter the cost anymore, 

and since the tapes now display each item and its cost, 

the check-out process appears more trustworthy. 

Another important factor is our trust of written 

information over verbal communication. That register tape 

spells everything out for us. It appears as if a machine 

does all the work. What is opaque to the buyer is the 

HUMAN link: the person who enters and updates the item 

price into the system. Since that part of the process is 

out of sight, it is usually out of mind. And what's left 

is a computer-printed piece of paper. Even were it NOT 

computer-printed, there exists within us a strong sense of 

trust for the written medium. The printed word, whether 

in newspapers, magazines, or reports, is something we tend 

to believe in unless we have been actively taught to be 

skeptical, or have been affected by something we know to 

be a printed error. 
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That a report gets printed on Computer Paper makes 

it even more totemic, as we feel the computer has 

validated its findings. I'll be careful, here, in bringing 

up a semi-military case-in-point. When I was working in 

an Air Force maintenance shop, we would periodically 

service vehicles on a time-or-usage basis. We kept track 

of each truck on a wall chart, where we projected the next 

maintenance appointment. Aided by the cooperation of the 

operators, the system worked well. 

Enter the computer. It being a lowest-bid system, 

programmed by Air Force personnel, it was completely 

inaccurate. However, we were ordered by our commander to 

comply with its print-outs. The result? Multiple 

servicings of some trucks (if only for record-keeping 

purposes), while other trucks which we KNEW (by our old, 

manual records) were overdue for maintenance never came 

into our shop, since the computer print-outs informed the 

operators that service wasn't required. 

In the history of computer use in task operations, 

it is common to find people's good judgement made 

subservient to the print-outs of the machine. While 

O'Reilly reported the tendency of informationally 

underloaded people to DISTORT, I can report that workers, 

faced with a loss of slack due to the initiation of a 

computerized time-accounting system, are not above lying. 
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Back to the maintenance shop on Davis-Monthan Air 

Force Base. Before the computer, mechanics (primarily 

civil service employees) charged time spent on various 

vehicles fairly honestly. This was important for the 

maintenance squadron, because billing was not done 

directly to the vehicle-owning organizations. The 

maintanence squadron received its allocations yearly, and 

these funds were based in part on the time cards filled 

out by the mechanics. A large built-in buffer was allowed 

for non-direct jobs work (such as shop maintenance, 

parts repair, or small vehicles repairs that weren't 

worth cutting paperwork for) that was not charged against 

a specific vehicle. That buffer had evolved to include 

time for the card-games, parts-chasing, and general 

goofing-off that defined the military maintenance shop. 

When the computer system arrived, the commander 

emphasized that he wanted an accurate accounting of 

productive time on the new time cards. Immediately, 

billing time for repairs rose 20 %. The workers weren't 

stupid they knew that an accurate listing of the time 

it took to perform their work would result in workforce 

re-allocations, and perhaps a reduction-in-force for the 

civil service contingent of mechanics (our REAL 

mechanics). The moral: People react to maintain the 

equilibrium of slack to which they have grown accustomed. 
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The danger is in assuming that installing a 

computer into an existing system increases the accuracy of 

the numbers the system generates. In fact, we see that 

the computer can cause LESS reliability, because it will 

trigger an increased distortion in the input numbers by 

organizational players suspicious of the motives behind 

the system. Because executives have not foreseen this 

human response, they have been learning the hard way, 

through failures, what computer programmers have been wary 

of for three decades: (when you put) garbage in, (you get) 

garbage out. 

The Computer As Totem 

There is the totemic aspect of electronic data 

mechanisms. The computer has been in itself both a 

frightening machine and a comforting presence. It was 

frightening because: 

a. It was massive. 

b. Its means of functioning were a mystery to most 

people. 

c. It could process vast quantities of data far faster 

than human brains could. 

And so in movies from "2001" to "Wargames", the 

computer is the enemy, something smarter than we are, 

something inscrutable, something to be feared. The fact 
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that computers lived in separate, air-conditioned 

quarters, tended to by specialized personnel and sealed 

off from the mainstream of organizational activities, did 

little to dispel these images. Nor did the stupidities, 

the gross errors in judgement (all of us have horror 

stories about unresponsive computer billing systems) 

or, actually, lack of judgement committed by people 

and organizations who expected the computer to DO the work 

FOR them, rather than help them get the job done. 

On the other hand, I have seen the computer 

considered as a comforting element, because it was non-

judgemental. It seemed that, because it was a machine and 

could not be swayed by emotions, experiences, biases or 

intuition, it was more trustworthy than a person. We've 

got an entire subculture of hackers and computer-nuts who 

feel this way; I've spotted the species often since 1967 

(they're attracted to university computer centers). What 

most users failed to consider is that it is humans who 

supply the input data, who encode the programs that 

manipulate it, and who design and construct (with built-

in limitations and errors) the machine and operating 

systems that process it. 
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The Size Factor More Complex Seems More Dependable 

We tend to feel that bigger and more complex 

implies better, and more trustworthy. A hand-held 

calculator can be trusted so far. When it comes to 

crunching numbers, a CDC 6400 is better than a DEC-10 

because it has 64 bits of accuracy in its word lengths of 

storage, while the DEC is restricted to 36 bits. 

This chain of reasoning has come to extend into other 

realms, beyond where it has validity. A large mainframe 

computer with peripheral plotters, printers, disk drives, 

terminals, and (most beloved of TV dramas, movies, and 

eyewitness news shows) tape drives conveys a strong sense 

of security to the non-computer-scientist who encounters 

it. Over the last 18 years I've seen many, many just-made 

converts to the world of EDP who really believed a 

computer (with all its sheer bulk) could not make a 

mistake. Until they painfully find out otherwise... 

Inherent Limitations of the Computer 

Time and experience teach people that ANY machine 

faces limitations at some level. There is truncation and 

round-off. There are the restrictions that come with the 

hardware-determined word-size. Perhaps most crucially, 

there are the distortions inherent in the transfer of OUR 

reality to a computer-assimilable reality: which is why a 
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traffic flow model constructed in GPSS is not exactly 

Speedway Boulevard and Campbell Avenue at 5 P.M. on a 

Tuesday afternoon. And which is also why these modelling 

programs the DSS people tout must not be implicitly 

accepted as valid tools. 

The Human Factor 

A most important conclusion to our area of 

interest needs to be spelled out here: ANY decision-making 

system, even computer aided, which yields results whose 

efficacy is predicated on certain human behaviors, is at 

the mercy of the unpredictability of those behaviors. No 

system is better than the people who staff it. 

A Cautionary Word About Jargon 

In talking with businessmen, computer jockies, and 

academics over the last five years, I've been the victim 

of a rash of "interfacing" and "networking" in the 

incoming conversation. Plenty of "systems" concepts, too. 

(And, memorably, the use of the term "an MIS" to refer to 

a lonely IBM-PC and its printer.) I wouldn't be telling 

the whole story of Decision Support if I didn't point out 

the monster swimming beneath the surface of the calm lake 

of buzz-words. 

There is this tendency to resort to buzz-words to 

cover untruths and misunderstandings. It is not new, nor 
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is it restricted to business and computer science. Perhaps 

it is a legacy from the imprecise use of terminology of 

the political worlds of LBJ and Nixon. Perhaps it is just 

a by-product of the sort of minds that have gravitated to 

computer science. Whatever the cause, computer jargon 

has proliferated throughout the business world with the 

spread of computer-terms through corporate Electronic Data 

Processing, and through computer advertising aimed at the 

businessman. 

There is nothing inherently evil in jargon. It 

may even be a boon, when it can condense sentences worth 

of explanation into a word or two. It may also allow for 

an easier acceptance of new concepts I have observed 

with computers and people that people are less afraid of 

the computer itself, or the art of programming, once they 

have achieved fluency with computer terminology. 

Still and all, there are two real dangers I 

associate with the indiscriminate use of jargon: 

1- Imprecision and Incorrectness: Jargon tends not to 

describe things exactly the way they are. 

2- Delusion: Just because you've got the term for 

something doesn't mean it exists. It is my impression 

that this aspect of jargon goes a long way toward 

explaining the promotion of Decision Support Systems. 
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The Manager and The Computer 

The next question I want to raise is "Where, 

practically, does the computer fit into the life of the 

manager?" Simon said ([99], page 272) that, "Apart from 

some areas of middle-management decision, where operations 

research techniques like linear programming are now widely 

employed, computers have changed only modestly executive 

decision-making processes." Paul A. Strassman, vice-

president of Xerox Information Products Group, sees it 

this way ([103], page 54): 

We are experiencing exponential growth in 
information overload... 

[as we've already been told, and yet:] 

Electronic devices currently available have 
little direct leverage on the heavy communication 
loads of knowledge workers. Indeed, the impact 
of office automation on their personal working 
habits has been negligible. This is because the 
communication of knowledge workers is largely 
unstructured and ill defined. 

In other words, computers don't help. In fact, 

they only make matters worse. Computers DO perform 

filtration of information but THAT is not necessarily 

a benefit to decision makers. Jerry Mander ([65], page 

13) explains that: 

In the telecommunicating age, "information" is 
increasingly defined in terms of what can be 
collected and processed throught machines. That 
computers, like television, are opaque to many 
kinds of information sensory information, 
moods, feelings, meaning, context, among many 
others is given little note or importance. 
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Mintzberg informed us that mangers remain 

insulated from the computer. That is not surprising: 

computers filter out PRECISELY the sort of information 

Mintzberg's observed managers thirst for. But the problem 

is not faced by corporate managers alone. 

For the very reason that executives don't use 

computers in the first place, it is impossible to 

demonstrate with THEM the dichotomy in information-

exchange strategies this inherent computer-filtration 

promotes. We can, however, show the system in action, 

using a kindred group of information managers who face a 

similar problem, thanks to Kevin Kelly ( [51], page 101): 

The future is computers, but they haven't 
arrived in the science labs, yet. 

Certainly the bulk of laboratory apparatus is 
programmed with computer chips the scientist 
couldn't do a thing without them now but 
people in the labs are almost unanimously 
skeptical of the computer's role for their 
information. They claim that less than 1 percent 
of their useful stuff is learned by computer 
networks. The infrequent computer searching they 
do is chiefly to double-check what they already 
suspected. 

Kelly goes on to talk about how scientists DO 

obtain useful information. His descriptions are 

strikingly similar to Mintzberg's observations on 

managers: 

Telephoning is big, however. John P. will be 
struggling through a poorly written paper, throw 
up his hands in frustration, and call up the 
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author. How in the world did you come to that 
conclusion? he demands. Nearly every scientist 
I've spoken with has praised the casual table-
talks following a conference as their most 
important source of new ideas. That is when the 
meaty news comes, unburdened by sticky references 
or cautious statements. Award-winning biology-
watcher Lewis Thomas observed, "I have the 
impression that a great body of information is 
getting around by a mechanism that can only be 
termed gossip." 

Who Uses Computer Based Decision Support? 

(And Who Doesn't) 

Having come this far, you should be getting the 

message that executives, with a few, well-documented 

exceptions, do NOT use computers not for ANY reason, 

let alone for the purpose of Decision Support. 

While Gerry Wagner insists that Computer-Based 

Decision Support exists as an "Executive Mind Support 

tool", Thomas Naylor contends that's hogwash. 

Our respondents confirm Naylor. 

The San Jose Mercury News confirms Naylor. 

And what follows is going to confirm Naylor. 

In the February, 1985 issue of INC. magazine, 

Robert Mamis conducted an analysis of Integrated Software 

packages for management [64]. He discovered that, 

according to an Arthur Young & Co. study of microcomputer 

usage in the top 1500 Fortune companies, almost 66% of the 

executives who responded either did not use 

microcomputers, or used them only infrequently. As Mamis 
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says, "The executives, it seems couldn't figure out how to 

make the things work." (Page 64). 

Barry Owen ( [83], page 296) while discussing how 

personal computers are "Reaching for the Top" of corporate 

heirarchies, informs us that "One out of ten executives is 

actually afraid of computers." My own feeling about 

this, having worked with computers for 18 years, is that 

the computer appeals to the specialist, the "techie". 

Managers, on the other hand, tend to be generalists; it is 

not surprising that the computer has little allure for 

them. Specialists are accustomed to using any and every 

"tool" they can lay their hands on: in the physical sense, 

this has meant such things as slide rules, quadrants, 

adding machines, calculators everything up to and 

including the computer. In the wider sense, tools have 

included the rules and laws (be they electromagnetic, 

thermodynamic, or linear programmatic) that provide 

"formal" shortcuts to problem-solving. The generalist 

eschews all tools but his senses, or ones that can be 

shown to amplify the senses. The telephone, which plays 

such a role, became the manager's tool of choice, but it 

took decades for it to become so; the trick for the 

computer, in its path to acquire managerial legitimacy, is 

to mimic the tactics of the telephone. More will be said 

of this in the next chapter. 
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Who, then, is the businessman who DOES use 

microcomputers? It turns out he is NOT the dynamic Chief 

Executive Officer about whom Keen, Wagner, and Rockart & 

Treacy wax ecstatic. From "Industry Insights" in Data 

^Management, April, 1983 ([41], page 11): 

Who is the "user'? 

....an interesting profile of the personal 
computer user is developing. The typical 
corporate user fits into the following mold: He 
(usually male) is an agressive, goal-oriented 
individual, 22 to 40 years old, a lower middle 
manager to director with a salary range of $20,000 
to $90,000 and holds a BS, BA or Masters degree. 

And while he may become a CEO someday, he is not one NOW. 

The question for that future: Will he continue to type 

into his computer when he becomes a CEO? 

An excellent verification of who uses 

microcomputer software now is denoted by who is getting 

trained for its use. In an article in the February, 1984 

PC Magazine, discussing training in dBASE II [72]: 

Because there are no menus and the user manual 
is opaque, the key is training... The seminars 
attract a certain clientele. THE STUDENTS ARE 
NOT PRIMARILY DATA ENTRY PERSONNEL OR VICE 
PRESIDENTS, BUT MIDDLE-LEVEL DECISION MAKERS WHO 
ARE IN CHARGE OF A DEPARTMENT OR ABOUT TO 
COMPUTERIZE ONE, and PROGRAMMERS.[Pg.186, my emphasis] 

This echos the words of Regis McKenna in the San 

Jose Mercury-News (Appendix B) that "computers are not 

simple machines", and Naylor's contention that executives 

won't take that time to learn how to use them. Instead, 
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it is the middle- to low-level members of the 

organization's heirarchy who get to sit in front of 

terminals. This is borne out in these words of Peter 

Calthorpe [10]. In describing the banks upon banks of 

computer terminals housed in the "Back Offices" of many 

large corporations, he writes of how "Bank of America, 

Pacific Telephone, AT & T, Mobil Oil, and Chevron, among 

others, are building cheap back offices in the suburbs to 

house their rote work" work done on the computer 

terminal while keeping upper management and executives 

in their downtown financial-district headquarters. 

They segregate the low-paid workers from upper and 

middle management and place them in vast word- and number-

processing factories whose "employees are typically 80% 

clerical, 12% supervisory, and only 8% middle management." 

[Page 31; my emphasis]. 

What, then, of that "Executive Mind Support" 

Wagner touts? Aren't executives using computers at all? 

Well, one night last fall [Monday, 22 October 1984] on 

National Public Radio's "Business Times" I heard an 

indication they might be.... 

Jim Johnson, the president of Human Edge, a Palo 

Alto software company, was talking about a software 

package his company is marketing. "Mindprober" is a 

program that creates a psychological profile of friends or 
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adversaries, based upon 66 descriptions fed into it. 

Since it bases its output on YOUR input, it sounds like a 

harmless, high-tech version of the old military practice 

of studying a portrait of an opposing general to better 

fathom how his mind works. 

And yet, in the first month Mindprober was 

available for sale, 15,000 units were sold. Furthermore, 

Business Times placed an estimate of the market for such 

"life-enrichment" programs at $42 million. And what IS 

this market? Johnson said: 

We're tapping the executive market. A guy, 
like myself, who has a company, who wants a 
computer, but he wants it in someway that HE can 
use, and he doesn't dare sit in his office and 
play games 'cause he'd look real foolish, and 
he's not smart enough to figure out any of the 
databases, and he doesn't want to type. 

He wants a computer so he can look cool 
[therefore] he's gonna have a series of programs 
like this. 

A Close-to-Home Anecdote 

We've seen that it's FAR more likely for low and 

intermediate management, rather than top executives, to 

utilize computer support. 

The San Jose Mercury News tells us (Appendix B) 

how the Silicon Valley executives fail to practice what 

their companies preach. 
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Sometimes, however, even with a well-managed 

computer company, we come across a case of the cobbler's 

children running barefoot. 

In July of 1983 I sat down with Roger Fuller, then 

financial analyst and manager with IBM's Tucson operation. 

He was excited to talk with me because he had JUST been 

charged by IBM with the task of developing demand 

specifications for microcomputer support for the finance 

section of Tucson's General Products Division. They'd 

been operating since start-up with no on-line computer 

support whatsoever in fact, nothing more than desk 

calculators. Roger had been lobbying hard for IBM 

Personal Computers, and had finally, it seemed, broken 

through the corporate inertia. 

I was amused, and surprised at IBM's slowness to 

supply its own people with computer support. After all, 

one thing IBM has in abundance is computers. 

Shortly thereafter, Roger got assigned to 

Germany. 

He assured me it was a promotion, but I can't 

help thinking maybe he shouldn't have been telling this 

story to an outsider... 



CHAPTER 7 

TWO AND 1/2 (R)EVOLUTIONS: WHY MANAGERS MAY OVERCOME 
COMPUTER AVOIDANCE 

(AND OBSTACLES THAT MUST FIRST BE REMOVED) 

If you, the manager-user, can define clearly 
enough what kind of information you want to 
capture, what you want done with it, and how you 
want the answers printed out, any competent 
systems analyst and programmer can get the 
information for you. 

Alfred M. King, vice-president 
of finance, American Appraisal Associates, Inc., 
as quoted by Joel Ross ( [95], page 268). 

The concept, if not the actuality, of eliciting 

computer assistance to help executives and managers make 

decisions has become especially fashionable in the past 

two years. Why is this? Why are magazines and television 

campaigns (in addition to the sages of Managerial 

Planning) telling us that managers can no longer function 

as decision-makers without computers, when a good look 

around the business world shows us they do? And why NOW, 

moreso than 1968, or 1975? 

There are two principal reasons: 

One is the advent of the microcomputer. The other is the 

development and marketing of "user-friendly" business 

analysis software. 

123 
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In addition, we are living through a revolution 

whose outcome is not yet certain: the assault by the 

forces of Madison Avenue on the resistance executives have 

to touching a computer keyboard. Computer hardware and 

software companies are attempting to ensure their futures 

by creating demand for their products. 

The Microcomputer 

The technology of Very Large Scale Integrated 

circuitry has dramatically reduced both the size and the 

price of computers. First created strictly by and for 

hobbyists, the microcomputer has come of age since its 

commercial introduction in 1975 (in kit form, as the 

Altair). It has come of age so quickly that, while 

International Data Corp. estimated that, of the 5 million 

computers in the world as of April 1983, the single most 

popular unit was the Tandy TR-80 (with 600,000 in use), 

Peter McWilliams [71] now informs us there are currently 

4.5 million IBM PC and PC compatible micros ALONE in use 

(as of February 1985). That fact says a lot for IBM's 

marketing acumen, but it also says volumes for the entire 

microcomputer boom. 

That this would come to pass was far from a 

foregone conclusion in the early "70s. Paul Freiberger & 

Michael Swaine, in their book Fire in the Valley (The 
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Making of the Personal Computer) [27], are talking about 

the early days of microcomputers (early-to-mid 1970s): 

Buyers and makers were not so clearly 
differentiated in those early days. Using a 
microcomputer took so much dedication and 
expertise that it was hardly an exaggeration to 
say that any user could have become a 
manufacturer. There existed one amorphous 
subculture of technofreaks, hobbyists, and 
hackers, people untrained in business skills and 
more interested in exploring the potential of the 
microcomputer than in making a fortune. [Page 12] 

Which is the major reason IBM waited until 1981 to 

introduce its first microcomputer: they required a 

business market. As we'll soon be discussing, it was the 

software (created expressly for the personal computer in 

the late 1970s) that legitimized the microcomputer for 

business use, and so made entry into market attractive to 

IBM. Since that event, Apple has introduced Lisa and the 

Macintosh. Even more recently, AT&T has entered the 

desktop fray (with a machine made by Olivetti). 

International Data Corp.'s vice president of technology 

assessment predicted that by 1986, desktops would be 

"littered" with powerful computers costing less than 

$5000.00 ( [41] , page 19). 

We've already surpassed that. An IBM PC plus a 

printer can be had for $2500 (and I've seen it priced as 

low as $1999 at a CompuShop sale). The entry of A.T.& T. 

promises an exciting shake-up: the linkage of the 

managerial-beloved telephone with the managerial-disdained 
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computer. As The New York Times announced last November 

(1984) [1]: 

The American Telephone and Telegraph Company 
is... planning to introduce two products that will 
combine personal computers and telephones in a 
thrust into the office automation market...a 
powerful computer that will compete with...[IBM's] 
PC-AT...[and] a less expensive machine combining 
computers and telephones, to be aimed at 
executives who are not heavy users of personal 
computers. 

As we've seen, "not heavy users" is rather an 

understatement. Nevertheless, now, this last week of 

March, 1985, Compaq says it intends to market a similar 

machine. The hardware makers think they can break the 

pattern of avoidance by hooking executives with something 

they already know, trust, and depend upon: the telephone. 

Reasons for Microcomputer Ubiquity 

I find six prime reasons for the success of the 

microcomputer: 

1) DECREASING COST YET INCREASING COMPUTER POWER. 

Continuing improvements in Very Large Scale 

Integrated technology have meant that the personal 

computer of 1985 can be as computationally powerful as a 

minicomputer, or even a small mainframe machine, of 1975, 

at a cost factor of 1/3 to 1/15. Additionally, as we will 

discuss shortly, most of the programs commonly used by 

personal computer owners, and typically thought of as 

extended "power" gained by computer use (such as word 
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processing, database management, graphics, and 

spreadsheets), were not available even seven years ago. 

2) AVAILABILITY S> MARKETING 

Personal computers are readily available (perhaps 

too available, for the unwary buyer). They can be bought 

with a mind-set one would use to buy any expensive 

appliance, such as a stereo system. They can be had for a 

price comparable to that for a high-quality stereo system. 

And they are now sold in stores that are twins of stereo 

component shops. Because of all their similarities to an 

item that has already established a marketing and buying 

chain, it has become that much easier for the 

microcomputer to be seen by the buyer not as a COMPUTER, 

but as a high-ticket appliance. 

3) NO NEED FOR SPECIAL FACILITIES 

A microcomputer can be be placed on a table just 

about anywhere, without the care and facilities planning 

that is required for a mainframe computer. It does not 

need air-conditioning. It does not need humidity control. 

It does not need special flooring support nor power 

cables. Not only can a microcomputer be purchased like an 

audio system; it can also be given as little consideration 

in its location. 
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4) EASE OF USE 

Physically, microcomputers are as easy to use 

as electric typewriters. And, they are being designed to 

be more convenient to use as every new model comes out. 

In fact, they are easier to use than a typewriter. The 

Mouse, a little box that slides across the tabletop, lets 

users move to exactly the spot on the screen they wish to 

access without having to manipulate combinations of keys; 

so do screens that are touch-sensitive. Cathode Ray Tubes 

now tilt (and can display in color); keyboards are 

moveable and detachable; specially designed chairs with a 

Scandanavian look are guaranteed to prevent backache. 

Ergonomics is the buzzword of the cause. [There's a pile 

of literature on this topic. For a survey of Ergonomic 

considerations for the microcomputer user, see PC 

Magazine, volume 3 number 19, 2 October 1984.] 

5) SECURITY 

All of us have heard the horror stories of the 

"70s: stories of computer embezzlement, theft or 

destruction of records, and failure of large computer 

operations to maintain secrecy or integrity of documents. 

A microcomputer can circumvent all these pitfalls, if 

access to it is restricted and monitored. Because it does 

not need specially trained personnel to care and control 

its operation, it does not require the layers of people 
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who are required for the care of a mainframe computer 

operation. Access to one's own personal computer and data 

disks also avoids the security risks incurred by users of 

timesharing systems. 

Nevertheless, security does not come automatically 

with the purchase of a microcomputer. I've read, in 

recent years, of irreplaceable information lost forever 

because of the theft or vandalism of unsecured disks, by 

flood damage, and by simple carelessness. In all the 

cases, nobody took the simple precaution of duplicating 

the information. The security advantages inherent in 

microcomputer use, when applicable, are no guarantee 

against stupidity. 

6) COMFORTING APPEARANCE 

Microcomputers are simply not intimidating in 

appearance. They're not BIG, like mainframes, they don't 

have all the toggles and esoteric keys that mini-computers 

and remote terminals have had in fact, every effort 

has been taken to make the micro look like a T.V. set 

coupled with a typewriter keyboard and a box that hums 

(the box into which you slide the floppy disk, the box 

containing the guts of the computer). 

The irony here is that microcomputer manufacturers 

have been SO successful with this strategy that executives 
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won't use them because they look too much like typewriters 

which no status-minded executive will touch. 

Problems with Hardware 

It's far from clear sailing for microcomputers 

in the businessplace. Apple has found, first with 

Lisa, and now with the Macintosh, that not just any 

machine, no matter how well promoted, will succeed. As 

Peter McWilliams puts it, the "Business Community [is] 

Discovering that Macintosh is a Bad Apple" [71]. IBM has 

just abandoned its poorly conceived PC-jr. Many, many 

hardware firms have followed the road to oblivion taken by 

Altair; with 300 companies currently fighting for the U.S 

market dominated by IBM and Apple, many more will go down. 

Nonetheless, micros are replacing the older 

minicomputers, and they are doing more than that they 

are entering places where no computer has been before. 

Up through the present, this has meant the secretarial 

suites of physicians, lawyers, and other professionals. 

Microcomputers are also gaining ubiquity in various other 

small businesses; I have seen them used by car 

dealerships, parts warehouses, and food suppliers. One of 

the places we DON'T yet find the micro is the executive 

desktop. Why not? 

We have already heard the excuses of some Bay Area 

executives, and some conjecturing by Naylor and others. 
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We have talked about managers' typewriter avoidance, and 

their reluctance to undergo the training it takes to 

operate even a desktop machine. What other explanations 

are there? 

In his 1982 article "Decision Support Systems 

Clearly Explained" [58] , Walter Lankau, who is himself an 

advocate of Decision Support Systems, labels 

microcomputers: "Toys in the Executive Suite". He says: 

...data processing has begun promoting the use of 
personal computers among managers. Clearly, 
personal computers are a low-cost-per-unit tool 
(although not that inexpensive on a cost-per-user 
basis when compared to a mainframe or mini 
system). They have a lot of pizazz, some clever 
software and good graphics, all of which give the 
manager a sense of utility and activity. And they 
have provided the DP industry with a major benefit 
in educating non-computer-oriented types in the 
ease and power of the computer. 

But personal computers in no way help solve 
DP1s major problems. They are nothing more than 
powerful calculators. They affect only small 
problems. They have limited power, a basic 
incompatibility problem and limited ability to 
handle data, especially when integration of data 
from various sources is needed. Ultimately there 
is a control problem with personal computers in a 
major company everyone ends up having his own 
little data base, which defies good quality 
control and standards. In the end, the personal 
computer for managers is a short-term, stop-gap 
solution that creates problems rather than 
solutions. [Page 61] 

Continuing even further with the notion of these 

powerful little machines as "Toys", the MacNei1-Lehrer 

News Hour of 5 April 1985 was analyzing the problems 

Apple's Macintosh is having. One of the correspondents 
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interviewed a woman charged with the responsibility for 

purchasing a number of microcomputers for her company. 

She said, referring to the Macintosh, "They just don't 

look REAL to me; they look like toys." Then, she actually 

went on to say, "I'm not sure what a real one would look 

like I don't know computers but I'm certain I'd 

see the difference." 

There is a further difficulty Krass & Wiener 

report in their aptly titled article, "You Mean I Can't 

Just Plug It In?" ([56], page 196): 

"Hi! I'm Dick Cavett and I want to tell you 
about my Apple..." 

"For less than $600 you can get a complete 
Radio Shack..." 

"Xerox announces its personal computer for..." 

Before the year is out, thousands and 
thousands of executives, heeding the call of ads 
like these, will have tucked tiny computers under 
their arms and carried them into business offices. 
These new users want in on what they perceive as a 
good thing at a fair price. They imagine with 
the help of Madison Avenue that they will be 
able to ask their little computers all kinds of 
questions that begin with "What if." They expect 
that answers will appear on their screens. 

This isn't going to happen. Not now, anyway. 

If personal computers are the future, data 
processing departments are going to have to put 
the future on hold. Because data processing 
departments can't answer the questions "What if 
all those tiny systems ask our mainframes xWhat 
if' ?" 
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It's not only the difficulty of supporting 
hundreds of terminals. It's not only the lack of 
software to handle inquiries from nontechnical 
users. It's the problem that comes up right after 
somebody gets an answer, and decides he could get 
a better one by adding more facts to the available 
data. For organizations just beginning to 
experience the benefits of information that is 
recognized as a resource, the implications of the 
personal systems can be terrifying... 

...When the executive with a micro calls up and 
asks for access to corporate data... he's liable 
to be disappointed. "Hooking personal computers 
into a large systems is just not as easy as it 
sounds." 

Even outside the executive office, microcomputer 

presence has fallen far short of the expectations of 1980. 

According to the National Public Radio "Business Times" 

program of 25 March 1985, "Business micro sales were 

expected to be $1 billion by the mid-80s. They are now 

only $70 million." And while I could simply not find 

numbers for the unit sales of all micros sold solely to 

businesses (a tricky statistic at best, since many, many 

machines designated "For Business Purposes" serve a double 

life), Time Magazine (1 April 1985, page 58) reports that 

unit sales of ALL micros, a number which exploded from a 

mere 390,000 machines in 1981 to a record high 4.8 million 

machines in 1983, slipped by 300,000 down to 4.5 million 

in 1984. 
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Progress in Software 

If personal computer sales are disappointing, 

there's a consolation for the software houses. On 

National Public Radio's "All Things Considered" on 4 

December 1984, it was stated that the calendar year 1984 

will account for $4.5 billion of software sold for 

microcomputers alone. The software industry has gotten 

BIG. 

From the business point-of-view, there are two 

factors predominant in the evolution of software since the 

1960s: 

1- the steps taken to make computer access interactive 

and "user-friendly", and 

2- the development of spreadsheet and database 

management programs. 

Interactive / "User-Friendly" 

The first factor is the ease of access which 

interactive programming has forced software designers to 

develop. 

Programmers from the 1950s into the 1970s 

(notably, by then, for the early micros) had to program 

FOR THE MACHINE, either in the machine's own numerical 

language, in a machine-level assembly language, or in a 

programming language the machine could translate into its 
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own. As a result, problems had to be distilled into 

simplistic terms (to get those quick and dirty solutions). 

Or, on the other side, numerous man-hours had to be 

expended generating lengthy programs for unique 

applications. 

When the technology for interactive programming 

caught the interest of businesses in the early 1970s, the 

concept of "user-friendly" coding became an integral part 

of selling time-sharing to business personnel intimidated 

by computer code. 

Then came personal computers. A peripheral 

benefit of their Very Large Scale Integrated circuitry is 

the ability to build into the decreasingly-expensive 

hardware many tedious procedures that formerly had to be 

programmed. VLSI technology has yielded additional 

software benefits: for one thing, the hardwiring of 

previously coded procedures freed more memory space for 

the user to work with. But perhaps more important to the 

lay user than this gain of usable memory, it allowed 

software developers to work with more memory in THEIR 

programs. This, in turn, let them provide the menus and 

other buffers that make computer use a less frightening 
1 

prospect for the novice . 

1. And here we harken back to the GADS study 
(Appendix D), with its recommendation that 60% of a 
program's code be used for user menus. 
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This added memory, coupled with a previously 

unrecognized market, led to the second evolution in 

software: 

Spreadsheets, Database Managers, 
and Integrated Software 

Russ Adams, writing about "Spreadsheets" for 

Portable Computer magazine [5], remembers the early days: 

In late 1978, a small company named Software 
Arts submitted a proposal for a talk for the 1979 
National Computer Conference Personal Computing 
Festival in New York City on a product it had just 
developed VisiCalc. The speech referees thought 
the presentation would have limited appeal and 
rejected the proposal. 

Boy, were we wrong! In less than two years 
more than 10% of the Apple II computers sold were 
to users who wanted to run VisiCalc. Today 
[August 1983], 25 % of all microcomputer users own 
some type of electronic spreadsheet program, and 
70 % of the personal computers sold to businesses 
or professionals are purchased with spreadsheet 
software. Spreadsheets have become so important 
that many portable computers include them in the 
standard software package that comes with the 
machine...[because, in short] spreadsheets solve 
problems. [Page 47] 

According to Bob Katz, vice president of the 

SoftLink publishing firm in Santa Clara, California [97]: 

"Visicalc was the first usable piece of software that 

showed a practical application to a business manager. It 

sort of legitimized microcomputers for business." Steven 

Jobs of Apple says ([46], page 180): 

VisiCalc was a breakthrough, because that was 
the first real use of computers in business, where 
business people could see the tangible benefits of 
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using one. Before that, you had to program your 
own applications, and the number of people who 
want to do that is a small fraction one 
percent. 

And, finally, in the words of its creators, 

"Software Designers" Daniel Bricklin and Robert Frankston 

( [26] , page 36): 

"VisiCalc did for business what word processing 

did for people who write" Bricklin. 

"It [VisiCalc] marks the transition of computers 

from remote, esoteric devices to cuddly little things that 

sit on your desk" Frankston. 

The success of VisiCalc also helped to create a 

market for database management programs for micros, 

notably Ashton-Tate's dBASE II. First available in 1981, 

dBASE II is now running on 70% of all business 

microcomputers, according to National Public Radio's "All 

Things Considered" on 4 December 1984. VisiCalc also 

created a market for other spreadsheet programs, and other 

applications packages for the previously non-programming 

microcomputer user. Of Spreadsheets in general, 

Schulmeyer writes ([98], page 189): 

The most commercially successful computer 
program has been the electronic spread sheet. 
Why? Because it is available to the masses, it is 
inexpensive, it is useful, it is relatively easy 
to use, and business people find it improves 
decision-making. The success of the electronic 
spread sheet gives an indication of where the 
software of the future is heading. 
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Bay Area Computer Currents is a tabloid geared to 

providing a medium of communication among all those 

computer people in the San Francisco Bay region. Rob 

Krumm was writing about spreadsheet software in April, 

1984 ([57, page 10): 

The electronic spreadsheet program has been 
the mainstay of the microcomputer software market. 
The growth of the microcomputer has gone hand in 
hand with the development of applications like 
VisiCalc. Spreadsheets offered the microcomputer 
user a combination of flexibility, ease of use, 
and power of calculation that was generally not 
available even on mini-computer systems. 
SPREADSHEETS MADE PEOPLE TAKE MICROCOMPUTERS 
SERIOUSLY." [My Emphasis] 

VERY seriously. In fact, it was the spreadsheet 

and database management program that caused the hardware 

boom. Quite a symbiotic relationship, actually: the micro 

created the market for VisiCalc and dBASE II; they, in 

turn, created the tremendous demand for micros. Together, 

they have changed the scope of what a computer can be used 

for, and who can use one. Current users of personal 

computers have no need to learn arcane assembly languages, 

nor do they need to learn higher level application 

languages like Fortran or Cobol, or even English-type 

languages such as Basic, to utilize analysis packages like 

Visicalc, Supercalc, Multiplan, dBASE II (and now 

III), Lotus 1-2-3 and Symphony, Context Corporate MBA, and 

so on. 



These last-named programs lead us to the subject 

of the "Integrated" software package, which combines 

spreadsheets, word processors, statistical programs, and 

other gadgets in various configurations. Robert Mamis 

spent three months analyzing all the Integrated packages 

on the market today. Writing about them in a recent issue 

of INC [53], he tells us (on page 68): 

While 1-2-3 boasted as many...cells...as 511 
full-width Eye-Ease paper ledger sheets, now 
Symphony hefts the equivalent of close to 20,000. 
On them you can perform calculations in split-
seconds that no old-style mathematician could have 
figured out with a lifetime supply of pencils. 

Sounds pretty good. Integrated Software packages 

ought to be chugging away in executive offices across the 

country. But they're not, because of: 

The Dark Side of Software 

There is a Dark Side of the Software Force. Let's 

listen once more to Robert Mamis, our expert on the best 

software available to the businessman today, [64]: 

Mastering a given system doesn't unlock the 
closets of the others, any more than reading The 
Hite Report Suggests what Wuthering Heights is 
about. Because they approach integration 
differently, have different command structures, 
and perform even basic tasks with differing 
efficiency, EACH MUST BE LEARNED AFRESH ON ITS OWN 
TERMS. [Page 65; my emphasis] 

Well, we've already seen that executives generally 

won't take the time to even familiarize themselves with a 

computer. Now it turns out that to accomplish anything 
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with the current crop of integrated business programs, 

they must learn at least one new language. And just what 

does that entail? Let us suppose a highly motivated 

manager, unafraid of computers, disdainful of status, who 

has undertaken the task of mastering an integrated 

software package. What are the chances she can succeed? 

The editor of INC, George Gendron [29], writes 

this, quoting Mamis (page 7) : 

When, only a few weeks after releasing a 
$695 software system, a company publishes a $22.95 
textbook that professes to explain the whole 
thing as Lotus Development Corp. recently did 
on behalf of Symphony something is obviously 
awry. Aren't those tutorials, manuals, help 
screens, demonstration disks, and in one case) 
audio cassettes doing the trick? Apparently not. 

As a result, seminars are at this minute floating across 

the nation, from Howard Johnsons to Ramada Inns, targeted 

at helping the computer novice, primarily the businessman, 

master micro software. 

Leslie Miner, writing in PC_ Magazine about the 

three-day training seminar that helps businesspeople 

master dBASE II, tells us ([72], page 186): "It isn't easy 

to become fluent in dBASE II on your own. The program is 

not menu-driven, nor is it user-friendly in the sense of 

protecting users from themselves...It is a programming 

language...with a syntax that must be learned." And even 

then, when the businessperson DOES master dBASE II, he 

does not possess the magic weapon he may have imagined. 
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Miner quoted Adam Green, the "Guru of dBASE II", at start 

of his seminar (which requires reservations at least three 

weeks in advance): "dBASE II does nothing for you. It 

doesn't automatically update a database index, it will let 

you overwrite a file, it keeps track of nothing for you, 

and it does so consistently." 

There are other problems with large databases. 

Even if accurate at the outset, it is difficult to ensure 

that the contents of the database are not degraded over 

time, either by being outdated or through the entry of bad 

data by users. There is also the matter of user 

psychology; in particular, we find the suspension of 

skepticism of information accessed from a computer system 

that I described in Chapter 6 (in "Totems of the Computer 

Age"). Alter ([6], page 281) quotes the head of Operations 

Control for a federal agency's computer system: "The bulk 

of the people who will interface a database, particularly 

if they are not computer-oriented by nature, won't 

understand it, and don't care if it's wrong." In other 

words, people will take the information they get off of a 

database and either use it incorrectly, without 

comprehension, or they will use it without questioning its 

veracity. 

This is a discouraging state-of-affairs for 

Executive Computer-Based Decision Support. The odds that a 
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manager can master microcomputer software require 

substantial improvement. Will the results be worth the 

effort? Mamis sums it up ( [64], page 76): 

...the major contribution of these five-part 
inventions is as a modeling tool by which the 
competitive edge can be regained. With them, the 
bones of a business are bared, and complex 
strategies for future success can be devised, 
revised, composed, studied and presented to a 
banker for active endorsement. 

Someday, even that process will be equalized, 
as the ability of computers to think and respond 
on their own becomes more profound. In that gold-
in-the-streets era, every business will be able to 
make profits with the same effortless proficiency 
as the other. But until CPUs also replace CEOs, 
you can take comfort in the fallibility of these 
integrated programs. 

Expert Systems, Artificial Intelligence, 
Artificial Expertise, and So Forth... 

Working on a computer to find business solutions 

just isn't as easy as the computer establishment says it 

is. This has some ramifications for "Expert Systems", 

"Artificial Intelligence", "Artificial Expertise", and all 

other of the various names by which computer decision/ 

advice frameworks are known (including Management 

Information Systems and Decision Support Systems). 

When I first heard the term "Expert System", it was 

being used to refer to a software/hardware hook-up that 

could simulate the presence of a knowledgeable 

professional, or help instruct students in a specialized 
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field. The computer called Eliza helped medical students 

practice their diagnoses. The Plato system provides 

tutorial coursework in a variety of college courses. 

Artificial Intelligence, on another branch of computer 

science, described efforts to simulate a "thinking" 

machine, one that had the ability to respond on its own to 

situational changes. A good example of this is all the 

work done to develop expert chess programs. 

Unfortunately, the same generalized non-

specificity of terminology has occurred here that, at 

least according to Decision Support people, happened on 

the DSS/MIS front. And so we find the April Fool's Day 

1985 issue of USA Today proclaiming in a headline, 

"Software Wave of the Future May be Artificial 

Intelligence", and we find that, like the microcomputer, 

the software terminology has spread to common usage, often 

incorrect common usage. To be fair to USA Today, they 

don't violate the distinctions among "expert systems", 

"artificial intelligence", spreadsheets, and networks. 

But such fidelity is becoming rare. 

The 16 April 1985 issue of PC^ Magazine is 

dedicated to Expert Systems on the IBM PC. Talking about 

"Artificial Expertise: Intelligent Software for Problem 

Solving", Brad Lemley ([59], page 108) writes: 
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Until now, average personal computer users 
have been like kids with their noses pressed 
against the window of a candy store, or in this 
case, of an MIT, Stanford, or Carnegie-Mellon AI 
research lab. But just as the designers downsized 
the mainframe to fit the average user's lifestyle 
and budget, they have also restructured mainframe 
expert-system programs to fit the microcomputer. 
The programs that are reviewed in this issue are 
only the first trickle; a flood of more 
specialized and powerful expert systems for PCs is 
expected over the next 5 years. 

But predictions and expectations come easy. As 

James Meehan, the director of research at Cognitive 

Systems, and artificial intelligence firm in New Haven, 

Connecticut, says in Lemley's article (on page 112): 

There is no hard-and-fast definition of an 
expert system, and it has become one of the most 
abused terms of the modern era [like DSS]. 
Anybody who's got a working program is suddenly 
calling it an expert system ... when, in fact, 
what they have is a good, old-fashioned decision-
tree program. 

Just as we've seen with those who call them 

Decision Support Systems. And they still have not 

overcome the impediment of requiring command of computer 

language. As Lemley continues: 

Meehan says that along with sophisticated 
information flows and linkages, a true expert 
system should have natural language capability. 
"You've got to be able to have meaningful dialogue 
with it. The expertise should be available to 
anybody who knows English." 

It isn't. Computers don't speak English, and, 

except for a few experimental robots and typewriters that 

have been programmed to respond to a limited vocabulary, 
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they don't understand it either. The computer user of 1985 

must still learn to speak Computer. 

Networking 

The Sundt Corporation of Tucson is using something 

that "has saved the operation a considerable amount of 

time and effort" ([36], page 18). David James writes in 

Personal Computing ([43], page 46): "It may be the most 

important trend on the horizon of personal computing." 

They're referring to Networking. As James 

envisions [43]: 

Imagine dozens of personal computers linked 
together within the confines of a large 
corporation, perhaps even strung across several 
buildings...No longer will an individual computer 
user be limited to his own data resources and 
computing power; information can be quickly 
shared, amplified and amended at will by computer 
users who might otherwise have to wait for a 
weekly or monthly meeting to make the same 
exchange. 

[Perhaps someone should introduce James to another new 

invention: the telephone. In total seriousness, however, 

would YOU be willing to have your files "amended", perhaps 

without your knowledge? Neither does anyone else, and 

that is precisely why most mainframe computer operations 

have user protection codes to regulate access and 

amendment of private files.] 

A local area network is what makes the power 
of personal computing for businesses and 
professionals seem real and practical. Managers 
involved in critical planning sessions, for 
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example, could transmit and receive crucial 
information instantaneously; theories can be 
tested, facts verified, decisions made. The 
computer, linked with other computers, gives great 
power to the individual user in some cases, 
far more power than he or she would ever need. In 
the long view, a local area network should allow 
the free exchange of information as well 
sharing files, electronic mail and 
teleconferencing. The personal computer may also 
have the ability to communicate directly with a 
mainframe. Ultimately, the network itself may be 
able to communicate with another network. 

Kathleen Cook writes more realistically in 

Business Software [14]: 

Local area networks (LANs) can provide a cost-
effective means of sharing peripherals and data 
storage between personal computers. This type of 
software...is only now [October,1984] becoming 
readily available. As more systems and 
applications are released, LANs will provide an 
attractive alternative to larger multi-user 
systems as a means of sharing information and 
hardware. [page 30] 

Nevertheless, Cook goes on to honestly inform us: 

But networking software alone is not enough to 
complete a LAN. Single-user software applications 
like Lotus 1-2-3 or dBASE II must be modified for 
use on a LAN because single-user software does not 
have the sophisticated features that that ensure 
data privacy and security while still allowing 
concurrent access in the network environment. If 
more than one user attempts to simultaneously 
access information in a single-user application, 
neither the operating system nor the application 
software can guarantee that data input by one or 
both users will not be lost. [page 33] 

Gwenyth Jones, writing about a LAN of between 24 

to 49 IBM PCs set up by Merrill Lynch Mortgage Capital, 

Inc., states ([47], page 42), "Very few companies have 

successful LANs of any kind, much less a LAN as extensive 
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as Merrill Lynch Mortgage's. For one thing, the technical 

problems of networking large databases are forbidding." 

Along this vein, the Editor of Business Software, in a 

preface to Kathleen Cook's article [14], writes: "Examples 

of successful, working LANs are scarce. Many of those are 

patched together and heavily customized." Even David 

James admits [43], "Currently, [January, 1983] fewer than 

five percent of all personal computers sold are connected 

into any type of network." 

While business networking has a long way to go 

until it reaches maturity, the people at Carnegie-Mellon 

University are providing an interesting preview of what we 

may encounter when computer communication becomes 

commonplace. As Erik Eckholm [22] phrases it, "Computer 

Discussions are Prone to "Flaming'" (see Appendix C): 

network members during group electronic discussions are 

rude, profane, and prone to emotional outbursts far 

moreso than these same people are while talking face-to-

face, on a telephone, or by memo. In addition, decisions 

made computer-linked members are more extreme than are 

normally-arrived-at decisions. 

On the positive side, however, these computerized 

discussions elicit more equal participation from group 

members. Ideas come out that would seem foolish were they 

voiced by other means when, in fact, they may lead to 



more creative, innovative solutions. And even the 

"extremity" of network decisions should not automatically 

be construed as pejorative, the researchers warn. 

PC Magazine recently devoted an issue to the 

subject of LANs [62], particularly how they relate to the 

IBM PC. As the Editors explain it, "Local area networks 

are confusing, confounding, fast, and fabulous. They are 

hard to explain and test. And they are the wave of the PC 

future." 

Maybe so. But there is no proof that when that 

future comes, managers will be any less skeptical, than 

Kevin Kelly's [51] scientists are NOW, of the value of the 

information flowing across their computer network (see 

Chapter 6: "The Manager and the Computer"). 

Behavioral Modification: Advertising 

Data General asks...Are You Buying Yesterday's 

Technology?". 

We now need to step back from what WE know 

computers really can do and what they can't. Most 

businessmen still don't know where these parameters lie. 

They've been afraid of computers, and yet fear being left 

behind in the dust precisely the weakness advertising 

has attacked. And so Data General has hired Foote, Cone & 

Belding to create television vignettes of "Business as 

Battle" (according to NPR's Business Times of 10 January, 
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1985). And they've done just that, with Vikings attacking 

a fortified castle, and a Charge-of-the-Light-Brigade 

against the first tanks. The new A.T.& T., in its 

commercials, would like us to believe that executives are 

networking and teleconferencing like Army ants in the 

Amazon. 

And the exec in IBM's Fall 1984 PC commercial who 

has desktop expertise goes to the game (Detroit's in town, 

presumably vs the Yankees), while his colleague, who 

"doesn't feel comfortable" with such desktop computer 

power, sticks around the office after hours, relying on 

expertise from his man Bert. Only problem is, Bert's 

already gone to the game. If only we could tell him: Team 

Xerox is itching to help the overworked, underinformed 

executive. 

The software houses are also out there, wanting to 

sell you their analytical tool that will help you get the 

edge on your competitor. Lotus has pleased the boardroom 

powers (at least the ones they've hired for their TV spot) 

by surpassing 1-2-3 with Symphony. 

Anyone who has for the past year either watched 

television, read any business publication, or talked to 

somebody involved with business information systems, 

realizes that the computer industry has discovered the 
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word DECISION. They've geared some advertising to the 

premise: IT IS YOUR DECISION THAT WILL GIVE YOU THE EDGE. 

Thus NCR's desktop computer becomes the DECISION-

Mate 5. Thus we have Data General's advertising attack. 

This goes back in my memory to Brother Dominic, 

the Xerox Monk. Do you remember, after he had achieved 

the Copying Miracle for his monastery, how he accomplished 

another miracle with a Xerox personal computer? How he 

could instantly respond to the "what-if" questions about 

possible price and production changes in the grape 

harvest, questions posed by the Abbot? In point of fact, 

this was an early model of Decision Support in action. 

And while Decision Support has not as yet 

materialized, it is well-publicized. The following are 

from advertisments for "DSS" software I came across in 

various business journals. Notice how many of them adopt 

Decision Support as a catchphrase. 

Context MBA, with a hand flipping a coin, 

emphasizes: 

BUSINESS DECISION. Let's be honest. Despite 
the "personal computer revolution" in today's 
office, a lot of business decisions get made in 
some arbitrary ways. That's because most of the 
software for personal computers isn't up to the 
job of helping you draw conclusions from the mass 
of information in your business...The Context MBA 
is software ...that combines all the functions 
you'll ever need - spreadsheet, information 
management, report writing, graphics, and 
communications - into a single, easy-to-use 
package... 
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At last, you can use a personal computer as a 
decision tool to turn more profit from the 
mountain of information that crosses your desk 
every day. 

We get this from Lotus: 

Symphony is the complete business solution. 

As an analytical tool, its spreadsheet, 
database management and graphic functions let you 
extrapolate and analyze data, forecast and plan. 

As a conceptual tool, its word processing and 
communications capabilities let you write reports 
and presentations and communicate ideas and 
information with the outside world. 

DSS/A provides "mainframe data analysis for your 

micro." Addison-Wesley Publishing Company, which also 

publishes the Decision Support Series of texts, is 

"Pioneering Decision Support Systems for Microcomputers" 

because, as its ad says, "Data alone is meaningless. It is 

your analysis of that data that gives it value. Micro-

DSS/Analysis(DSS/A) is designed for professionals like 

you. To be effective, you have to analyze information in 

many different ways--instantly." 

Those are flattering words for the businessperson. 

"MY ANALYSIS gives it value!", he thinks. And he conjures 

up the image of the commander-in-chief, demanding INSTANT 

analysis, because his decisions are THAT IMPORTANT. And 

just what is this Micro-DSS/ANALYSIS(DSS/A)? another 

integrated software package with database management, 

graphics, a report writer, and a statistical program. 
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It can be useful in analyzing the status of a business, as 

are the other packages Robert Mamis [64] analyzed. But 

it not something phenomenal. Of course, the aim of each 

of these software packages is to convince the consumer 

that they ARE, in fact, remarkable. 

Executive Information Services is offered by 

Boeing Computer Services. They go for scare tactics: 

"The small decision support system you need today could 

put you in a very small box tomorrow." 

And while EPS from Windham, New Hampshire gives 

us, "AT Last, Integrated Decision Support" with FCS-EPS, 

the "number one selling DSS package in the world today", 

Ferox, in Arlington, Virginia, offers "the most extensive, 

truly integrated line of decision support software (DSS) 

on the market today." They've taken the acronym DSS, 

while altering the words. And why not? We've seen that 

there's nothing sacred about DSS. 

Not to most people, that is. But DSS i_s special 

to Dr. Jerry Wagner. Known to us previously as G.R. 

Wagner, Dr. Jerry Wagner is his billing in an 

advertisement his company, Execucom Systems Corporation, 

ran in 1982 and 1983. He says in it, "The confusion and 

misunderstanding that surrounds DSS is sad to me even 

though I expected and predicted it. DSS is so successful 

that everyone is jumping on the buzz-word bandwagon for 
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commercial exploitation." To set the record straight, yet 

not themselves avoiding "commercial exploitation", Wagner 

"and other DSS leaders" were inviting "middle to more 

senior management" to join them in yet another "intensive 

three-day hands-on workshop", this time in Vail, Colorado. 

At least it's a step up from three days of intensive dBASE 

II in the Toledo Holiday Inn. On the other hand, Dr. 

Wagner isn't giving anything away. 

It should be fascinating to see what the results 

will be of this Madison Avenue onslaught on the American 

business psyche. 

Will the little Tramp make IBM's machines less 

threatening? Or will Bill Bixby, looking every bit the 

executive in his three-piece suit and glasses, usher a 

Tandy into every office? 

And now we've surely hit bottom: anyone turning 

on a television set is assaulted by Dom DeLuise as Ralph, 

the NCR salesman. 

If HIS commercials, in particular, strike the 

sensibilites as being particularly inane, the consolation 

we bear is that all this just may help overcome the 

accumulated fears of 25 years of monolithic electronic 

data processing. While much of the advertising may be 

frivolous, misleading, or just plain hype, the goal is 

deadly serious: these people are out to get executives to 
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going to be disappointed and give up. Some will be 

contented just to play "Mindprober"-type games. 

Nevertheless, once executives are computer-trained, no 

matter how misdirected the reason, then they will 

constitute the consumer base for all the possible software 

and technological innovations that computer-using 

executives discover they must have. Stay tuned. 



CHAPTER 

MY VERY OWN JAPAN VS AMERICA STORY 

I am strongly opposed to the notion that the 
mere accumulation of information in computer files 
should be treated as having some general economic 
value apart from the specific uses to which the 
information may be put. The aimless accumulation 
of marginally useful information, in fact, strikes 
me as being one of the more serious economic 
problems associated with the computer age. 

Vice-President, MIS, for a "Major Automobile 
Manufacturer", according to Joel Ross ([95], page 188). 

Most of the journal articles I've waded through 

the past five years have contained anecdotes on Japanese 

management practices. I thought I'd heard enough; I 

certainly hadn't intended to include any in this paper. 

Yet there I was a few months ago, cruising along 

the Bayshore Freeway on the way to San Francisco 

International Airport, listening to an expert talk about 

the differences in decision styles and information-

gathering techniques between Japan and the United States. 

The man driving was Masato Kobayashi, the Northwest 

Regional Sales Manager for Canon, U.S.A. Mr. Kobayashi is 

a Japanese-American who has for over 20 years dealt with 

the strategies, people, and management styles of Canon's 

155 
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parent Japan-based corporation. Some things he said in 

passing serve, I think, as a refreshing addition to what 

has beendiscussed. TheseareMr. Kobayashi's thoughts [55]: 

For one thing, the Japanese realize that 
information both comes from and is gathered BY 
PEOPLE. Sure, they have computers. And they know 
how to use them. But while it's the prevailing 
strategy of the post-vacuum tube American society 
to throw computers at problems, (and the current 
flood of desktop computers has only sharpened this 
tendency) the Japanese focus in on the front end 
of the process. 

Americans stress results. Decisions. The pay
off or end result of the decisionmaking process. 
Most American companies expect at least the 
appearance of a hard day's work, so staff members 
and clerical workers can justifiably spend a lot 
of time and energy in getting information. 

[A thought confirmed by Joel Ross ([95], page 188), who 

says "It is estimated that up to 90% of the work involved 

in most white-collar jobs involves the seeking and 

obtaining of information."] 

But how GOOD is that information? 

And how good can the decision be that is based 
on uncertain information? Or worse still: 
uncertain premises? 

The Japanese, on the other hand, will take a 
long time perhaps too much time in some 
cases to study problems that loom in the distant 
future. Once they set the parameters of certainty 
under which they want to operate, they will employ 
their line personnel and low-level managers in the 
relevant area to gather the requisite information 
in their specialties; this allows for active 
questioning of suspect data. 

[Compare this with Rockart & Treacy's [93] image of the 

top executives accessing unverified data.] 
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They gather the information slowly by American 
standards. Often, it's done after working hours; 
there isn't the same distinction at lower levels 
in Japanese companies between on-the-job and 
private life, as in America. 

So what you have is an organism in which 
nutrients are being fed upward. American companies 
I've dealt with often fail to allow such an upward 
flow of information they treat information 
GATHERING in a cavalier manner, as if the computer 
were a magic box which will validate whatever they 
feed into it. Or they make the other mistake, and 
give the information-gathering role to up-and-
coming staff people who lack the expertise to 
question the validity of the numbers passing in 
front of them. 

That was the gist of what he said before we pulled 

up to my terminal, which was American Airlines. (Honest). 

But I've been thinking ever since about the meaning 

behind his words, combined with the observations of 

Mintzberg, March, Galbraith, Naylor, Weick and Simon. 

How much of the function of our work is form: the 

ceremonies and politics that make ours as ritualized a 

society as any of the Orient. And how foolish it is to 

assume with certainty (as some have in Managerial 

Planning) that NEW machinery and NEW techniques will 

automatically transform the way we work. Such 

assumptions ignore that the way we work is a function of 

the way we live. 

THIS is the reality that makes Joseph Valenta's 

"Criteria for Successful Implementation" [108] a joke. 

There is simply no validity to his seven stages of 
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acceptance. The politics and human realities of large-

corporate America have so far relegated the use of 

computer terminals to low and mid-level personnel. In the 

course of my survey, I found not even one full-blown, 

Keen/Wagner/Scott Morton type Decision Support System 

functioning in corporate America. 

When we do encounter Computer-Based Decision 

Support usage by executives, they are owner/managers of 

small companies; men who are not burdened with status and 

image problems; women who learned to program a micro 

because they started their companies on a budget that 

didn't allow for much secretarial help (such as Therese 

Meyers, of Quarterdeck Software, [Appendix B]); people who 

will seize upon whatever tools are available to them to 

keep their interests, and their companies, viable. 

Still, we must continue to confront Mr. 

Kobayashi's question when such executives punch up 

information on their terminals, how much trust can they 

place in it? 

With those old-fashioned written reports, as with 

a conversation with an associate, you know where your 

information is coming from. While you may not know its 

ORIGIN, you do know the track record of (or your 

instincts about) your informant. You mentally assign a 

reliability factor accordingly. When you access a 



network's data banks, you are frequently dealing with 

anonymous bits of unreasoning magnetic dipoles, set to 0 

or lf + or -, by unseen, unknown hands. Determining the 

origin of the data, and responsibility for it, can become 

an impossibility. The question then becomes: 

How much faith do you have in this machine, this database, 

this network? 

We come back to a truth we came across before, 

that should NEVER be forgotten: technology does not, in 

and of itself, ensure reliability. 



CHAPTER 9 

WHERE WE STAND 

"Computers can do marvelous things. But they 
can't make your assumptions for you computers can't 
predict the future." 

Ben Weberman [114], page 82 

Where are we with Decision Support? 

First of all, we're in transition. Some soul 

working at this moment along the Charles River, or at 

Stanford, or in Albuquerque, could change the way we 

relate to our computers by making that breakthrough in 

Artificial Intelligence. But, up to this moment, our 

experts say Decision Support Systems, as presented in 

theory, don't exist. What DOES exist, as Computer-Based 

Decision Support (or Executive Information Systems, or 

Decision Support Software) is in reality nothing more than 

a fancy, with-it name (as opposed to the "old" Management 

Information Systems) to describe spreadsheet analysis, 

database management, and modelling programs. All the 

programs currently promising "Decision Support" are 

simply nicely formatted decision frameworks that provide 

access to a database and some statistical programs. 

They're not magic; they're not artificial intelligence; 
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they CAN BE useful tools for formalizing, expediting, and 

justifying the decision process IF they can achieve 

general acceptance by the business community. 

There are indications that they CAN gain that 

acceptance, in the increasing sales of these software 

packages, and in the fierce competition within the 

microcomputer industry. Time-sharing is yet with us, as 

are larger mainframes and minis. But the micro will 

supplant dumb terminals in most time-sharing applications, 

and even find a home in small firms that have until now 

gone without computers, as stand-alone computational power 

and networking capabilities increase. 

The trick will be getting businessmen to use their 

computers for decision support. Or, in fact, to use them 

at all. I've seen two engineering firms in Tucson that 

use microcomputers to run all their programming, including 

what they consider decision support. Even so, few of the 

engineers who comprise the management of the companies lay 

hands on the terminal. This is in keeping with the 

evidence we've seen that it is NOT the highest level 

managers and executives who use computers for Decision 

Support; instead, it is the middle-level managers who 

employ computers in their course of making their daily 

decis ions. 
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This will change. Schools today, including some 

forward thinking business schools, are helping to change 

this by requiring hands-on interactive computing by their 

students, so that these businesspeople, both specialists 

and generalists, will know their way around a keyboard. A 

forthcoming wave of people who have grown up playing on 

computer terminals will also have a positive effect,. And 

perhaps advertising will help; hoping to reprogram the 

behavior patterns of older executives, portable computer 

hardware manufacturers have been emphasizing the high 

status factor of using your briefcase computer while 

sitting in your first-class airline seat. While the 

executives of yesterday (and most of them today) 

considered themselves above using a keyboard, the next 

generation shouldn't have that prejudice. 

Still, for one last time, it is critical to 

reflect on the idea shared by Mr. Naylor and Mr. 

Kobayashi: 

We don't properly utilize the management tools we 

already have. 

And so, just perhaps, the primary focus for 

management should not be the implementation and perfection 

of a DSS. 

Perhaps, instead, individual managements should be 

reconsidering the usually overlooked question of what 
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decisions are intended to accomplish within their 

companies. Perhaps they should be providing, and 

continually re-evaluting, guidelines that yield better 

decisions for the environments in which they operate. 

And those who teach management could be re

educating a generation of young executives who have been 

taught to measure (and be measured by) short-term results, 

these legions who envision themselves as the Samurai 

disciples of Musashi, these businessmen for whom the basic 

lessons of Ijn Search of Excellence are but the latest fad. 

I have two final comments. 

Firstly, skepticism must remain our good 

companion. Leaving hucksterism aside, the fact that 

salesmen and self-appointed authorities, no matter how 

well intentioned, say something is so, doesn't make it so. 

The danger increases when we WANT it to be so. As much as 

we call Management a science, as long as there are those 

amorphous areas of Management where people are managing 

people who manage information (instead of computers 

managing computers), we will never expunge those 

subjective elements that confound any "science". 

Finally, I can't in good faith conclude without 

giving acknowlegement to the paragon of a Decision Support 

System. You would probably not believe the number of 

times that people, when they heard of my project, said to 
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me, "You mean, like Captain Kirk's computer on the 

Enterprise?" 

Well, on thinking about it for a few years, that 

is precisely what we who strive for Decision Support are 

talking about. An expert opinion, logically and 

dispassionately presented by a loyal staff advisor, with 

all of the facts stored in an immense database 

responding in English to a voice request what better 

model for a DSS is there? 

A true executive, Captain Kirk NEVER had to sit 

down and type; he needed only to ask his computer (or Mr. 

Spock, who was, after all, a walking computer). 

After all this, if there are those of you who, 

like myself, are feeling a sense of disappointment that 

we're not further along the path of REAL computerized 

Decision Support, take heart. In a sphere which some of us 

consider the most strenuous test of executive decision 

making, Computer Based Decision Support has just come into 

play. 

Yes, the personal computer has invaded major 

league baseball. Davey Johnson and his microcomputer took 

command of the New York Mets last Spring, and they turned 

a cellar-dwelling dog into a pennant contender. Of 

course, baseball is not a typical managerial situation. 

While the decisions are many, layered with ramifications, 
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and immediate in time and pressure, a baseball manager's 

options £*_e finite, statistics are available for 

everything, and the pay-off on decisions is immediate. 

But, in baseball, as in business or life, even the most 

justifiable, logical decisions don't always pay off: the 

Mets came in second, six and 1/2 games behind the Cubs. 

I'm going to conclude with the words of a wise man 

of information science, Professor Richard Mason. It was 

December 1982, the close of the last meeting of a seminar 

on executive decision-making. We were about to turn out 

the classroom lights and call it quits. As we walked to 

the door, I asked him what he felt was the "reality" of 

De.cision Support. He stopped at the small side wall 

blackboard and drew a circle on it. 

"This is everything you want to know before you 

make a decision." 

Then he drew a line that cut through maybe a third 

of the circle. 

"This is the area covered by MIS." 

He drew another line that cut through still more 

of the circle. 

"And this is the extra help we gain from thinking 

in Decision Support terms." 

T h e n  h e  p l a c e d  t h r e e  q u e s t i o n  m a r k s  i n  t h e  

remainder of the circle. 
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"Now, whatever it takes to get at the rest of it, 

you can call it MIS, DSS, or ???; whatever you call it 

as time goes on we'll see computer applications 

encompassing more and more of the decision-making 

realm." 



APPENDIX A 

SELECTED COMMENTS FROM SURVEY RESPONDENTS 

1. Catherine Erny, of Boot Systems, Tucson [August, 

1983], said that the clients she encounters are "not 

sophisticated, either in buying or using decision support 

systems." 

2. Ellen Esberner, B.S., Accounting and MIS, University 

of Arizona, at the time of the interview was a CPA 

employed by Fox, Dickson, & Co. in Tucson [July, 1983]: 

"Decision Support, financially, implies personal 

computer information storage and retrieval coupled with 

spreadsheet software." 

3. Will Money vice-president of Diversified Data 

Systems, Tucson [August, 1983], did not see a need for 

"MIS-type systems" in executive offices. "They won't use 

them." He encounters a widespread distrust of micros: 

"How can it be integrated with the stand-alone computer?" 

Other questions he raised: 

1- How REAL is the information being entered? In other 

words, whose information is it, and can it be validated? 

2- Micros (to the contrary of claims we shall discuss 

later) really can't yet network they are years away 
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because of technological and manufacturers' protocol 

differences. 

4. Colleen Byron, of Wabash Computer Systems, Phoenix, 

[December, 1983]: 

"The only decision support I see is ME. I'm the 

one who runs between the frantic doctors who can't get 

what they want from their micros to the staff programmers." 

5. Is there DSS in industry? 

Interviewing a colleague who has worked for 

General Dynamics and Olin-Mathesson as a programmer, for 

Hewlett-Packard as a systems analyst, who has a Master of 

Science in MIS from the University of Arizona, and who 

now constitutes the entirety of the computer department 

for a small East Coast atmospheric analysis firm, I got 

this [December, 1983]: 

Y o u  c o u l d  c a l l  w h a t  I  d o  n o w  d e c i s i o n  
support, but it's not in terms a lay person could 
use. It's technical, both from the point of the 
s c i e n t i s t  a n d  t h e  p o i n t  o f  t h e  p r o g r a m m e r .  B u t  
then, I never saw any decision support anywhere, 
e v e n  a t  H P .  J u s t  s t a n d a r d  a p p l i c a t i o n s  
programming. 

And what about claims from IBM, AT&T,and WANG [that she 

a n d  I  h a d  s e e n  o n  t e l e v i s i o n ,  c l a i m i n g  t h a t  t h e i r  

microcomputers provided viable Decision Support] ? 

Sure, they're going to put it [what they're 
promising] in decision support terms. It's 
c a t c h y ,  a n d  t h e y  f i g u r e  i t ' l l  a p p e a l  t o  
businessmen. From what I've seen , they're 
probably right. But it's really nothing special or 
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new. It's just that they've spent a lot of effort 
getting tons of coding in plenty of menus at 
every step to lead the user along by the hand, 
commands in English or better still, by touching 
symbols on the screen, instead of some scary 
computer lingo on a keyboard or punchcard. And 
interactive use of a desktop terminal has 
certainly overcome the old mystical element of 
picking up printouts from the staff at the 
computer center. 

6. From a consultant on information systems to 

brokerage houses in New York City [April, 1984]: 

You do see terminals at all levels in the 
brokerage business. The greatest use is for 
communication, in both directions. ...The game 
here is instantaneous access to the freshest 
information. This becomes really crucial when 
you're dealing with things like currency trading 
on a worldwide scale, or with volatile 
commodities. 

Also, investment decisions now require 
immediate access and validation. To achieve both 
ends, there's nothing to compare with the desktop 
computer. It's simply outdated old methods. 

And this whole industry is built on money, so 
there's no problem incorporating computer systems 
industrywide as a necessary business expense. And 
since it's obviously outmoded telephones and the 
other communication devices, you'll find computers 
have a greater acceptance here than in any other 
industry I can think of, certainly at the upper 
levels. 

Still, you want to know the key thing? 

If you don't have that terminal at least 
sitting there on your desk, flashing out bulletins 
and market conditions, the client is going to feel 
you're not with the program, you're not giving 
them the best service they can get. It doesn't 
matter that a lot of it is for show. 
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What about Decision Support in brokerage? 

We sell software for portfolio analysis, sure, 
because it sounds like something a broker should 
have especially if his CLIENT has a portfolio 
analysis package HE'S running on his personal 
computer at home. And, often, we sell it as one 
of a bundle of programs that're included in the 
system (hardware and software) that we're 
recommending. Now, do the brokers use it? 

Usually not. 

[For an interesting verification of this, I recommend an 

article in the November, 1984 issue of Business Software. 

Titled "PCs at the Top" [84], it tells of Jim Matzger, 

"... the only broker in the Santa Clara, California 

office... of the West Coast's largest regional investment 

firm" who uses a microcomputer.] 

But do they use the terminal to aid in 
their decisions? Of coursel They'd be crazy not 
to. I mean, imagine all the numbers, the ratios, 
the industry trends, the cash flows... all the 
things that take reams of paper and still don't 
make any sense unless you've got them right in 
front of you in a digestible format. Plus, it 
gives them the way to cover themselves if the 
recommendation doesn't perform. Remember, it may 
not work better than a dartboard, but the point is 
Justification. That's why you find the big boys 
mailing out those sheets with recommendations and 
charts and bar graphs they send to little old 
ladies in Des Moines with the dividend statements. 

And I'm not talking micros here, alone. 
Within these 40 acres (gesturing out the window on 
William street to the heart of Manhattan's 
financial district) you've got the highest 
concentration of commercial computer power in the 
world. And it's a similar story in Atlanta, 
Dallas, Chicago, Boston, Houston, and San 
Francisco. 
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7. From ail information sciences specialist and 

consultant at a University in the southern part of 

California [March, 1984]: 

DSS is a hype, a joke it's a focus for 
snake-oil salesmen in three-piece suits. Gerry 
Wagner is smooth, very smooth, but look HARD at 
what he's offering, and there's nothing there. 
Paying him money for his software is like shelling 
out for a computer system to plan your day it's 
nice, it doesn't overtly cheat you.... only , why 
pay for what you can do yourself with a pencil, a 
sheet of paper, and a modicum of thought. Yet if 
you can scare a businessman into believing we can, 
with a computer, give his competition an "edge', 
you can, in the current market (where computers 
are still magic to executives) make some bucks. 

Those software houses you're talking about: 

[I'd asked him about print advertisements for Ferox, EPS, 

Executive Information Services, and Lotus 1-2-3] 

they're selling frameworks: decision structures 
plus database access. Plus micro to mini hookups. 
Decision support right now is nothing special, not 
what the software companies or the journal writers 
would have you believe. It may never be, unless 
we can get the computer to be intelligent and 
understand the patterns of human communication. 

8. From a former computer analyst at the Bank of 

America, now partner of a Palo Alto consulting company 

[April, 1984]: 

"THIS would be the place to see it [DSS], here and 

along Route 128 in Massachusetts. But it hasn't happened 

yet. Give the process five years, maybe ten. The machines 

will lead the executives down the path." 
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9. A programmer/analyst for American Management Systems 

in Washington, D.C., (B.S.,Business Administration, MIS, 

University of Arizona), didn't waste her words [April, 

1984] : 

"Decision Support is Database Management." 

10. From a Bay Area programmer/analyst (also with an 

MIS degree from the University of Arizona) who now works 

for Advanced Micro Devices, and was formerly with FMC 

corporation [April, 1984]: 

"I'm not certain it [DSS] doesn't exist, but I 

haven't seen it. All I've seen terminals used for is 

programming and information retrieval." 

11. Another Bay Area programmer/analyst who was an MIS 

graduate from the University of Arizona, now an employee 

with Bechtel [April, 1984]: 

"Top-level management may have [DSS]. We don't, 

and I've never come across it." 

12. A San Francisco business consultant [April, 1984]: 

"Right now, computerized information support is 

spreadsheets and database management." 

13. From another University of Arizona MIS alumnus, a 

programmer/analyst with American Management Systems in 

Denver [December, 1983]: 

"There's no DSS here, just people running around 

with their heads cut off. Which is funny, since WE'RE 
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supposed to be the ones who're on top of things because 

[of our use of] the computer and project scheduling 

programs." 

14. From a former programmer, now working for the 

State of New Jersey. Also a former MIS major at Arizona, 

she provides the software liason role between users and 

programmers [December, 1984]: 

Maybe I'm being overly cynical, but whenever I 
hear of "expert systems', or "Decision Support 
Systems', or "information Resource Management', I 
figure somebody's out to make a buck. I've seen 
the ads, and I've read a BUNCH of those papers... 
and I'm telling you NOBODY WORKING with computers 
takes it seriously. 

All this is grim stuff for those of us who like to 

believe what we read in journals. To provide a ray of 

hope, I've decided to conclude this section with the more 

optimistic testimonies of the experts who believe we have 

already arrived at a stage where real Decision Support is 

being achieved, or who think it constitutes a reasonable 

expectation for our future. Note, however, that they 

redefine the parameters of Decision Support away from the 

"executive mind-support tool" that Wagner sells. 

15. Clayton Hamilton, manager and co-owner of 

Integrated Data, Tucson. When we talked in August of 

1983, Integrated Data had five systems analysts working 

full-time with a five month backlog. Serving Tucson and 
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Phoenix, they presented a good perspective of business and 

governmental computer applications in Arizona. 

Hamilton said there were "relatively few" people 

using DSS. What decision support he sees is spreadsheet 

analysis. Most users demand word processing, financial 

planning, and graphics. An example he cited of decision 

support he had been asked to implement was a caseload 

management and scheduling system for the Arizona Supreme 

Court. 

16. Barbara Hoffman, now the group coordinator for 

application and training at the University of Arizona 

Computer Center, formerly a specialist at the 

Microcomputer lab [May, 1984]: 

"Micros are tools for communications. Decision 

Support means spreadsheets, database management systems, 

information-flow coupled with word-processing. But with 

even the existing software we can deliver the solution to 

any decision-type problem." 

She went on to use as an example a project she'd 

just completed in Portugal, where software she had set up 

on microcomputers was being used to achieve a decision 

framework on agricultural products for such things as what 

mixture of products to support (or phase out), lowest 

cost/most efficient shipping routes, and pricing 

decisions. 
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17. John Moffat owner of Beta Data, consulting firm 

for hardware options, and for software for DEC 

minicomputers. Headquartered in Tucson, Moffat's 

operations extend across Arizona and Southern California 

[July, 1983]: 

"We're not seeing much demand for it (DSS). 

Management in Arizona is not that sophisticated yet." 

Moffat sees Multiplan being adopted as a tool. "The 

biggest area for projections is in Pricing." 

18. Pam Dubek is a Customer Service Representative for 

office automation software with IBM in Tucson. She has 

been with the company for three and a half years, working 

primarily as a programmer. She is also completing her 

work on a Master's in MIS from the University of Arizona: 

There's a lot of data collection, on [IBM] 
PC packages such as Lotus 1-2-3, but it's DUMB. I 
look at DSS as being intelligent. [What is being 
touted as DSS] is uploading and downloading data 
with a micro. It's storage and manipulation, but 
not much in the way of analysis. REAL DSS is a 
necessary way to go, and a whole step further than 
anything I've seen yet. 

She concluded our conversation with these observations 

about IBM: 

"IBM is the first to develop and the last to use." 

Nevertheless, 

"Managers with IBM use computers AT ALL LEVELS. 

In fact, the higher the manager, the more they employ it." 



APPENDIX B 

SOME BACK-UP FROM BUSINESSMEN: 
"REAL EXECUTIVES DON'T USE COMPUTERS" 

"One of the greatest handicaps to the fullest 

sensible use of the computer as an aid for senior 

management consists of the senior managers themselves." 

Simon Ramo [77], page 230. 

Can we dismiss the promises of DSS? 

What about those optimistic journal articles? 

To fend off accusations that it is Naylor, King, 

and all the programmers, the analysts, and the consultants 

w h o  a r e  o u t  o f  t o u c h  w i t h  r e a l i t y ,  I ' d  l i k e  t o  e n t e r  t h e  

following as independent testimony. 

Sitting up in Sunnyvale last April, I opened the 

San Jose Mercury News to the Computing section (it was a 

Sunday paper. I don't know if they run a Computing 

section daily, but then, considering the locale, they just 

might...). There, exquisitely to the point I was 

researching, flashed before my eyes an article by the 

Computing Editor, Robert Hollis, entitled "REAL Executives 

Don't Use Computers" [27]. What it had to say dealt 

squarely with the issue of why DSS isn't entering the 
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executive office, despite the claims of Rockart & Treacy, 

Wagner, Keen, Scott Morton, Moscove, Donnelly, Lankau, 

Kingston, Helferich, Rector, Valenta, and all the computer 

corporations (software and hardware), who tell us that it 

IS. Since the article is so germaine to the point I've 

been researching, and since it is not easily obtainable, 

I'm taking the liberty of quoting from it here in lengths 

sufficient to convey its own message, within its own 

context. All of the capitalizations for emphasis are 

mine. 

Intel Corp. founders Robert Noyce, Gordon 
Moore and Andrew Grove don't have them on their 
desks. Nor does Regis McKenna, founder of one 
of the Silicon Valley's top high-tech public 
relations firms. 

Televideo Systems founder Philip Hwang has one 
in his office. But a fellow worker says, "It's 
mostly for show. He dosen't use it much." 

What is this mysterious thing? 

A personal computer. 

It is a remarkable phenomenon at many U.S. 
high-technology and computer companies: 

FEW CHIEF EXECUTIVES EVER TOUCH A PERSONAL 
COMPUTER DURING AN ORDINARY BUSINESS DAY. 

What makes this even more remarkable is that 
these same high-tech companies sell their hardware 
by emphasizing the power and convenience of 
personal computers for busy executives. 

As one cynical observer at United Technologies 
put it: "What these guys are saying is, xDo as I 
say, not as I do.'" 
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The executives give varying reasons for why 
they don't use the product that constitutes their 
business lifeblood. 

At Control Data Corp.'s headquarters in 
Minneapolis, CEO Bill Norris doesn't make use of 
the Plato system, the company's proprietary office 
automation system... 

..."WHEN YOU'RE AT [THE CEO] LEVEL, YOU DON'T 
HAVE TO HAVE A TERMINAL ON YOUR DESK."... 

McKenna, whose Palo Alto PR firm counts among 
its clients Apple Computer and Intel, says he has 
no machine in his office because of "too many 
phone calls and interruptions."... 

McKenna suggests that running a major 
corporation is quite different from running a 
keyboard and a television screen. 

"THERE IS THIS FEAR (OF PERSONAL COMPUTERS) 
AND IT GOES ALL THE WAY TO THE TOP," he said. 

[A corroboration of Barry Owen [67], who says that "one 

out of ten executives is actually afraid of computers."] 

Human nature plays a role, too. OLDER 
EXECUTIVES OFTEN REFUSE TO GIVE UP OLD HABITS, he 
said, like scribbling orders, memos and reminders 
on monogrammed memo pads. 

"I spend most of my time on the phone or 
running around," he said last week just before 
heading to the airport to catch a plane. 
"EXECUTIVES AREN'T TYPISTS, THEY'RE DECISION 
MAKERS." 

The article mentions some exceptions to this 

dictum: Apple executives Stephen Jobs, Steve Wozniak, and 

John Sculley, and Don Estridge of IBM's Entry System 

Division. But then: 
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Sandra Kurtzig, chairman and chief executive 
officer of Ask Computers, says she's "embarrassed 
that I can't use them. They had to take the 
terminal out of my office because I'd never use 
it I'd forget the password"... 

Kurtzig said many top company officials are 
probably embarrassed to use computers "one 
finger at a time." Hence, they simply never sit 
down and try to learn. 

She also believes that, over time, more top 
managers will discover for themselves the power 
of the machines. "Every one of the top managers 
(at Ask Computers) uses one." 

"IF THE GUY IS UNDER 40, THERE'S A GOOD CHANCE 
HE'LL USE THEM," observed Therese Meyers, 
president of Quarterdeck Software of Santa 
Monica. 

"IF HE'S OVER 40, IT'S A WHOLE DIFFERENT 
STORY." 

Meyers is proud of the fact that she uses a 
computer "because it was cheaper than a secretary 
when we started out." 

[A reason why many CEOs of small companies use them.] 

...Several executives suggested that top managers 
may sometimes refuse to learn how to use 
computers because they see them as typewriters 

tools for secretaries. 

[Even Steven Alter, a proponent of DSS, takes note ([5],pg 

119): "Many observers have surmised that managers will 

avoid using any device that resembles a typewriter since 

typing is viewed as a secretary's (low-status) job." ] 

... At Intel, where the names Noyce, Moore and 
Grove have become nearly synonymous with the 
creation of the microelectronics industry, many 
top executives work in offices far removed from 
computers.... 
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..."When you think about it, (computers) aren't 
necessary," said Intel spokesman James Jarrett. 
"They all have secretaries with word 
processors." 

[ A quote that tickles me, since it shows that there's a 

lot of missionary work yet to be done, even within the 

bastions of the industry, by Decision Support believers.] 

Noyce recently received a personal computer 
from the President's Commission on Industrial 
Competitiveness, the spokesman [Jarrett] said. 
But he doesn't use it except to send and receive 
electronic mail connected with the commission. 

James Morgan, Atari's recently appointed chief 
executive officer, is among the executives at 
least making a stab at coming to terms with the 
new technology. Morgan joined the computer 
maker after several years with Philip Morris. 

As soon as he arrived, he had an Atari 1200 
installed in his office. Although he hasn't had a 
lot of time to use it, Morgan tried to become 
familiar with the products that Atari sells. 

"His big complaint was that we in the industry 
did not give people a reason to use (personal 
computers)," spokeswoman Margaret Lasecke said. 

Morgan soon discovered that one of the best 
uses for such machines is as a communications 
device. 

...McKenna and others noted that computers are 
not simple machines. It takes 20 to 30 hours to 
learn to use the IBM PC," he said, speaking of 
Apple's major competitor. 

[ This constitutes more confirmation of Thomas Naylor's 

contention that executives are not about to take the 

trouble to learn to use computers. It goes against the 

pronouncements of Wagner that they will.] 
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In addition, several executives suggested, 
there is precious little software on the market 
that is useful to business leaders faced with 
tough management decisions. 

[Which is definitely NOT what the software ads would have 

us believe.] 

Software publishers have yet to come up with 
much more than spreadsheet programs and 
calendars, which aren't that useful to busy 
company bosses, they said. 

The rise of "artificial intelligence" programs 
may change this eventually, McKenna said. 

Like everywhere else, old business habits die 
slowly. Or to paraphrase a Silicon Valley cliche: 
"Never underestimate the power of outmoded 
habits to survive." 



APPENDIX C 

COMPUTER DISCUSSIONS ARE PRONE TO %FLAMING 1  

Erik Eckholm, Copyrighted by The New York Times 

NEW YORK Computer buffs call it "flaming". 
Now scientists are documenting and trying to 
explain the surprising prevalence of rudeness, 
profanity, exultation, and other emotional 
outbursts by people when they carry on discussions 
via computer. 

The frequent resort to emotional language is 
just one of several special traits of computer 
communications discovered by behavioral scientists 
studying how this new medium affects the message. 

Observing both experimental groups and actual 
working environments, scientists at Carnegie-
Mellon University are comparing decision-making 
through face-to-face discussions with decision
making conducted electronically. 

In the experiments, in addition to calling 
each other more names and generally showing more 
emotion, people "talking" by computer took longer 
to agree, and their final decisions tended to be 
more extreme, involving either greater of lesser 
risk than the more middle-of-the-road decisions 
reached by groups meeting in person. Curiously, 
those who made such decisions through electronic 
give-and-take believed more strongly in the 
rightness of their choices. 

The unusual characteristics showing up in 
computer communications should not be seen as 
entirely negative, say the researchers. When it 
is not insulting, language that is uninhibited and 
informal helps to bridge social barriers and may 
help to draw out some people's ideas. And more 
extreme decisions can be innovative and creative 
instead of foolish. 
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Moreover, members of groups talking 
electronically tend to contribute much more 
equally to the discussion. 

"This is unusual group democracy," said Sara 
Kiesler, a psychologist at Carnegie-Me 11on. 
"There is less of a tendency for one person to 
dominate the conversation, or for others to defer 
to the one with the highest status." 

Studies of electronic mail in several Fortune 
500 corporations have confirmed the tendency for 
people to use more informal and expressive 
language on the computer than when communicating 
in person, by telephone or by memo. 



APPENDIX D 

THE IBM - GADS STUDY OF DECISION - MAKERS 

Embedded within the Keen & Wagner DSS article [50] 

in the November 1979 issue of Datamation is a half-page 

report by Sarah Rolph entitled "A Study of Decision-

Makers" [93], In her report, Rolph provides a brief run

down on a research project IBM conducted from 1970 to 

1974. Having developed "one of the first decision-support 

systems", IBM - San Jose studied in depth over 200 people, 

none of them computer experts, at 17 different customer 

organizations which used for free, on a test basis 

IBM's newly-developed system for geographic allocation of 

resources and people (called GADS). Here are some of the 

findings Rolph cites: 

IBM learned a great deal about end-user 
problem from the GADS project. For one thing, the 
way organizations do business is very likely to 
change once automation begins to be applied to 
decision-making. Behavioral studies of the 
manager and the organization thus become newly 
important. 

For another thing, the nature of decision
making itself presented a serious design problem 
for which traditional systems analysis isn't 
really very well suited. The user interface is 
one of the least mature aspects of system design. 
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Also, in order to attack the business user 
market, the nature of the business would have ot 
be examined. The most obvious finding IBM made 
along these lines was that DECISION-MAKING IS 
ALMOST ENTIRELY UNSTRUCTURED. MANAGERS DON'T 
REALLY KNOW HOW THEY MAKE DECISIONS, AND, ON TOP 
OF THAT, THEY DON'T WANT TO REVEAL THE DETAILS OF 
DECISION-MAKING OF WHICH THEY ARE AWARE, as these 
tend to be important specifics. [My capitalization] 

IBM's DSS research group decided it was 
necessary to start with the assumption that they 
didn't know what was needed, and then piece 
together the answer from the clues. They got the 
clues by asking simple questions of decision
makers. 

"What do you look at when you are making a 
decision?" 

"What do you need to have on hand?" 

"How do you manipulate these tools?" 

"What are the standard operating procedures 
and control procedures you have that you know you 
want to keep?" 

With the answers to these questions, the 
research group came up with a set of variables 
that made sense for use in a decision-support 
system. The success of GADS was probably due to 
the wisdom of this simple analysis. 

The significance of the user interface lent 
weight to two more research directions for IBM. 
Having discovered that the nonprogrammer user 
wants a completely interactive system, the 
importance of a menu-driven system with good 
display capabilities became obvious. Neither the 
hardware nor the software available were geared to 
these characteristics. IBM realized that it was 
going to have to design a system to really involve 
the people. Improving the user interface would 
need a better terminal. 
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It was also going to require a better 
language. In an interactive program, screen 
management putting up the option or the 
information, manipulating it, taking it down, 
and quite possibly keeping it handy for later use 

takes up much of the code, about 60 %. 
Because IBM believes the major new applications 
will be interactive, research is being done on a 
language discipline tailored to the heavy use of 
the display. What is needed is a language that 
goes beyond the subroutine coroutines make 
more sense when a lot of information needs 
remembering (and only ALGOL and one version of 
PASCAL use coroutines). 

...The final ingredient of decision-making is 
communication. The social acceptance involved in 
presenting a decision or solution and the feedback 
generated from those people the decision involves 
must be considered part of the process. 
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